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WHAt'S I BroWn bag clinic deemed a success 
UP 
I The Terrnce Standard often 
Wha| ' |  Up as • public urvice 
to lU resdt;rs ned those com. 
• munitY orjsl~zatJoas In the 
8r~t. 
APRIL 8.26, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Public Art Gallery showing 
"S is ter"  featuring Vikkl 
MacKay and Jeanne Thomson. 
Gallery hours Tuesday to 
Saturday 12 - 3 p.m., Tuesday 
to  Thursday 7 .9  p.m., Sunday 
1 -4  p.m. 
APRIL 18, 1990 - -  There is 
still time to register for Terrace 
Minor Baseball. Monday to 
Friday at the Terrace Arena 
Office. Baseball uniforms can 
be dropped off at the Bank of 
Nova Scotia. 
• 'k ~ , t ,~  
APRIL 18, 1990 - -  Wait 
Taylor of Smithers was recently 
an observer for the Nicaraguan 
Election. He will show slides & 
talk about the current situa. 
tion. Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Carpenters Hail, 3312 
Sparks Street, Terrace. For  
more info. call Frances at Nor. 
thwest Devalopinent Education 
Assoc. 635.2436. Childcsre 
subsidy available. Everyone 
welcome. 
*****  
APRIL 23,1990-- The regular 
meeting of the Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxiliary will be held 
in the hospital board room at 
8:15 p.m. New members are 
welcome. 
APRIL 23 - 25, 1990 -- The 
25th Annual Terrace Science 
Fair. Entry forms and informa. 
tion leaflets are available at all 
Terrace schools and at the Tax. 
race Public Library. 
~ t..k. t- .k 
APRIL 24, 19430 - -  Majorie 
Carroll from Veterans Affairs 
will be in Terrace. Anyone 
wishing to meet with Ms. Car. 
roU is asked to drop into the 
Royal Canadian Leg/on bet- 
ween 9 - I 1 a.m. For further in. 
fo. call Lynda Hudson at 
635-4860. 
APRIL 24, 25, 1990;- Terrace 
Public Library Presents two 
C~nadl~n':* iiuth'oTs. Richard 
Thdinl~on will be at the library 
on/Tues, at 1.30 p.m. Mr. 
Thompson is the author of the 
"Jesse" books, a very suc. 
cessf, l Series of  picture books 
for young children. He is also 
an  accomplished storyteller. 
ChRdren 3 and up for ~A hour 
of storytelling and reading. 
Betty Waterton, author of 
"Sain~on for Simon", and the 
"Quincy Rumple" books will 
be at the library on Wed. at 2 
p.m. Interested adults and 
kindergarten aged children are 
invited to attend. There is no 
charge for either event. For 
more info. call the library 
638-8177. 
APRIl, 25, 1990 --  Centennial 
Christian School is holding an 
Open House at 3608 Sparks 
St., Terrace from 9 a.m. .  4 
p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m. Everyone is 
invited to visit, sit in on classes, 
take a look at programs and 
view student work. 
'k" "k ~ ~ 'A. 
APRIL 25 & MAY 2, 1990 - -  
Parenting Workshop for single 
parents of elementary school 
aged children, "Improving 
Parent-Child Relationships" 
will include training in 
discipline methods. Facilitator: 
Marilyn Bailey, University of 
Victoria Social Work Student, 
mother o f  three grown 
children, previous single 
parent, Two sessions, Apr, 25, 
May 2, 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Call 638-0077 to rngi~ter by 
April 20, or for further info. ' 
APRIL 25, 1990 - -  Spring Arts 
and Crofts Show presented by 
the Terrace Art Assodation to 
be held from 10 a.m. - $ p.m. at 
the T~race PublJc, Art Gallery. 1 
"Applications now available at 
the Gallery, Library, Wailinda 
Crafts and Northern Lights 
Studio. 
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The turnout may have been 
lower than hoped for, but 
organizers of Terrace's first 
Brown Bag Clinic say the event 
was still a great success. 
"We feel it was a very wor- 
thwhile project," said Tammy 
Toriglia, one of three local 
pharmacists aking part. Held 
• at Terraceview Lodge last Tues- 
day, the clinic invited seniors to 
bring in all the medications they 
were taking for a free and con- 
fidential consultation with a 
local pharmacist. 
Toriglia said the idea behind 
the clinic was to determine 
whether any of those attending 
were taking medications which 
in combination could pose a 
health threat. 
While those taking advantage 
of the clinic had proved to be on 
Tammy Toriglia 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'  ! [~ '  ~'~'1~'t! I~ J l ' | l ' l l  GIg 11~ ~IV~| ' [ I  lu -uour l [e r  meolca 
tions was available at Terraceview Lodge last week during the 
Brown Bag Clinic Above Mildred Hjort (right) provides ome 
quite a few prescriptions, he also applied to over-the-counter 
preliminary information to Home Support Services program 
director Betty Stewart before going in for her consultation with 
a local pharmacist 
Toriglia emphasized anyone customers were taking and how 
who missed the clinic could still often. 
have their medications checked Jointly sponsored by the 
at their local drug store. "They Health ministry and Seniors 
can bring them in any time and Resource and Research society 
the pharmacist will be happy to last week's Brown Bag clinic 
go through them. We encourage was one of seven held in the 
that." province as part of a pilot p ro -  
ject. 
Expressing the hope these 
clinics would be held on a 
regular basis, Toriglia suggested 
the response to future sessions 
would be greater as word of this 
one's usefulness got out. 
said that was not unusual medications which could, in 
among seniors, "Often in our some cases, interact with 
practices we see people who prescribed drugs. 
have five, six or even seven For example, she explained, 
prescriptions," she added, individuals taking a prescription 
"A lot of people feel there's blood thinner should avoid 
no problem with what they're aspirin products because the 
taking because they feel fine at combination could lead to the 
the moment," she said, but that blood become xcessively thinn- 
did not mean problems would ed. That in turn could lead to 
not appear later, heart problems. However, pur- 
And.while many people might chasers would not necessarily be 
recogmze the need for caution aware many over-the-counter 
with prescriptions, the same products contained aspirin. 
She also advised people to 
deal with the same drug store all 
the time if possible because 
pharmacists kept comprehen- 
sive records which allowed them 
to keep track of what their 
Seniors on the road 
n . . . . .  " ~ : * ' :~  ' 
there once a week to do more"  Tk~-S l  " l l ~  A% 4r  Os I~C~ ~m eOn!ey!~~~  !~:roOteaSk~e:C  i worg on them. The finished . l l l l l lU  ~ ,  ,,~.~' I ,~  reults will be on display at this " by / 
Ye~'~Fuall oF~[o cai seniors have Yvonne Moon 
headed to White Rock to take C n a • new multicultural program that will give students an oppor- part in a bowling tournament. 
Here's hoping they bring some 
trophies back with them. 
And a group of approximate- 
ly 25 seniors are getting ready 
for a trip in may to the Queen 
• Charlottes. We look forward to 
~ hearing all about their holiday 
E happenings when they return. 
A very special farewell to Vi 
Middleton who is moving to 
Fort St. James. Good luck on 
your move Vi and don't forget 
"o come back for a visit 
~ometime. 
New arrivals in Terrace are 
Walter and Sandy Bomben. The 
sons of Lucy and Elio Bomben, 
they llave just moved back here 
from Prince Rupert o help start 
up the family's auto repair 
business. 
I would like also to welcome 
anyone lse who has just moved 
here and offer an idea for those 
who are looking for a way to get 
involved in community. Terrace 
is hosting the 1991 Northern 
Winter Games and the social 
committee is looking for lots of 
volunteers. If you would like to 
help, just call Marg Skead at 
635-1991. 
I was told Dabble and Bruce 
Carruthers are planning to 
move back to Terrace. I'm sure 
there are many of you who 
remember them from the Dog 
and Suds days. 
A special 'hope you're feeling 
better' wish goes out to Marie 
Chapman. 
A friend reports she saw a 
humming bird fly by her win- 
dow the other day so I guess it's 
almost time to put out the 
feeders again. 
* 'k 'k  * ,k 
Finally, could any reader tell 
me how Sleeping Beauty Moun- 
tain got its name --,who named 
it, when and why? Give me a 
call if you think you have the 
answer. 
Young writers on display 
How do you begin to write a 
story? How do you plan, it so 
you know when it is finished'/ 
And what about characteriza- 
tion? 
Tough questions for a young 
would-be-writer, And who bet- 
ter to answer them than people 
who have succeeded in being 
published ? 
Having all succeeded in get- 
ting into print, Joan Weir, Irene 
Watts, Betty Waterton and 
Richard Thompson will be 
visiting district schools next 
week to answer those and any 
other questions local students 
may have about the art of 
writing. 
Waterton began writing when 
her children had grown and was 
first published -- A Salmon for 
Simon- in 1978. Whi teRock  
resident Watts won a Canada 
Council creative writing award 
in 1983',and last fall saw 
publication 'of Mystery at 
Li&hthouse ROCk, ~the tfiird in 
Weir's Mystery • Club series. 
Thompson readily admits Iiis book ser i= of Jesse's adven- 
daughter was the Inspiration for :  iures~. : f:: ~ 
what has since bvcvme a' fo~: ~ f, !~ The:qu iet  wiil:be speaking 
,,~ rrct:t'~lOUlON for Young Authors Week local students fashion 
ed placernats Incorporating their own literary skills Above (front 
left to right) Louise Middleton Jennifer Klrkaldy and Herbert 
Spaldlng~ (middle row) Mark Therrien and Randy Brown (back 
~W)'$arah Nyland, Oaryl Haw, David Green and Kevin Fell exhibit their effo~i ~ 
at elementary and secondary 
schools h~e:next wednesday, 
Thursday: and Friday. 
tunity to learn more about one of the Pacific Rim countries. 
Teacher Eila George said the school has been awarded a
$2,500 grant under the Asia Pacific Initiative which will cover 
the cost of several projects undertaken aspart of the exchange 
between Cassia Hall and a school in an as yet undetermined 
Far East country. 
She said plans called for an exchange of videos made at 
each school, photos of the school/participating classes and 
letters from individual students. The program will end with a 
teleconference hook-up between the two schools. 
George said some of the money would also go towards the 
cost of staging a "multicultural food and awareness fair" --  
a first for Cassie Hall. 
Although plans had still to be finalized for that event, she 
said it would likely focus on the exchange country and be tim- 
ed to coincide with next year's Multicultural Week. Open to 
parents as well as students, it would probably include crafts, 
food and ethnic games and songs from that country. 
On the talent trail 
Nine country singers take to the stage this Saturday night 
for the northwest finals In the B.C. Country Musk Associa- 
tion's 1990 Talent Search contest. 
Those vying for a berth in next month's regional finals in 
Kelowna are Terrace's Dave Mac, Chuck Robinson, Christine 
Inkster, Mehrzad Vahide, Moalque Garfland, Candace 
Jakestu and Davy Armstrong (winner in 1987), Sandy M r0ch 
of Dense Lake and Kathy Hanson from Kltlmat. 
The event will also feature performances from previous 
winners Doug Phalr, Kariu ~ungh and Jimmy Laddn. 
Taking place at the Northern Motor inn in Thornhill, the 
event gets Under way at S p.m, 
Canines capture prizes 
Locaidog owners did Well at three shows March 31 and 
April I in Prince George hosted by the Northern Interior Ken- 
nel Club, 
Seafox Dance Up a Storm, a smooth fox terrier owned by 
Cleo Laxton, won three best O f breeds, third best puppy and a 
group fourth. 
Vonivan's Alan of Sunflower HIC, in German shepherd 
open male and owned by Lonna Fisher, was reserve vdhner. 
In German shepherd open/female. Firewood's, Fcrgie of 
Sunflower. owned ~ by Lonna Fisher. placed f0ur~h in ~two 
shows. ' • ' . . . .  { '  i~  ' "  I ~' 
. Skansea~ Devils Advocate, a giant Schnauzer: Owned by 
Joan and Pati ~I~ngan, wonthird and f0~h* in a working 
category, ,: 
Frank and Donna Burton's Kalypso Autumn Breeze, a 
Vizsla, was winner's female in three shows and best of breed 
in one show, 
Curti's Duke 0f Kempton Park, a pomeranian shown byAl 
Carti, was third,in class. 
The next outing for local owners is May $-6 in Burns l~.ake, 
where there will be four shows over two days,, 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ i - " ; '~ ' , ' , - ; :~  ~;,~,:'~z~,_.~,".~,~,,;',,'~-'.'~- " . ' . , ,  , ," .- . ' . ,  : . . ~ ' . ~  
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FINISHING TOUCHES. With opening night approaching, the players in Terrace Little Theatre's produc- 
tion Forever Yours, Marie Lou were busy last week with final rehearsals. 
contributed in the next decade or face possi- 
Local teachers are hop ing . to  ble extinction as a species., 
play an important role within Accepting the ¢hallengeg 
the community as they sponsoi~ teachers~: and i others- have 
local Earth Day activities. Ter. ehris~tened the 1990's the "tur- 
race DistrictTeachers'Associa. naround" decade and ~ are 
tion voted recently to par- 
ticipate actively in environmen. 
tai education and action, both 
within the classroom and out in 
the community. 
Earth day was first celebrated 
in 1970, involved 20 million 
people, and was the single 
largest organized event in 
history. Because our planet 
faces new and more serious pro- 
blems such as ozone depletion, 
greenhouse effects, toxic waste 
management, shrinking rain. 
forests and acid rain, organizers 
hope to involve a new genera- 
tion of environmental ctivists 
in this year's activities. Some 
environmental experts have said 
that we must urn things around 
~ossi- : tlon, and a multitude ~f others,:, 
educating a new generation i  
profound lifestyle changes. 
Activities throughout the 
schools are many and varied. 
They include Consumer Educa- 
tion classes conducting mer- 
chant and consumer awareness 
surveys, checking stores for en- 
vironmentally ~ friendly pro- 
ducts, and creating brochures 
and pamphlets detailing simple 
things everyone can*do in their 
everyday• lives to help protect 
the environment, 
Other students are sewing 
reusable cloth shopping bags 
and many are researching and 
debating topics such as fashion 
vs. furs, nuclear power and 
waste disposal, rainforest deple- 
School *librarians have; been, 
busy insearching.out resour~: 
and instructing studehts in~ 
research skills. -. ',. i,: ~; 
An elementary cl~sr~m!.'~,, 
construct,-'ng a collage of junk 
and excessive 
mmaaitlerials. Art classes Pal~ kaglng- be silk 
screening a logo for ~:lOthrShOp , 
ping bags sewn in the evenings 
by volunteer teachers. Some 
schools are engaged ~ in paper 
recycling projects. The associa- 
tion has made a number of 
Earth Day tee-shirts available as 
prizes for creative student in- 
volvement. 
Many of the projects will he 
on display in the Siatena Mail 
on Saturday, April ~21. Also 
available on that day will be 
Earth Day sweatshirts, tee- 
shirts and buttons to raise 
money for environmental pro- 
jects and subsequent activities. 
It's opening night WANTED 
Beginning tonight, Terrace Little Theatre is of- to meet for lunch. , I HOMES TO MODEL 
Their very different personalities offer the au- 
dience opportunities to laugh at the funny and 
sometimes sad fac[ts of life. Eventually, with the 
help of their waiter, the audience also discovers 
who really is the crazy one. 
No Problem is the first shot at directing for 
gates who has previously appeared on stage in 
the Terrace Little Theatre productions Curse of  
the Starving Class and Art of War. 
Performances begin at 8 p.m. at the McCoil 
Playhouse tonight hrough Saturday. Tickets are 
available at Sight and Sound. 
THE FIN-ALL ® ROOF SYSTEM 
A permanent roof for your home or business 
SUPER ROOF I 
Aluminum shingles, available in eight 
vibrant colours and Installed on 
roofs currently covered with asphhlt 
or cedar shingles. A 50-year non- 
prorated warranty gives you the 
assurance of never having to re- 
roofl 
feting patrons a special springtime deal - -  two 
plays for the price of one admission. 
First up will be Forever Yours, Marie Lou, a 
drama written by Canadian playwright Michel 
Tremblay and directed by ken Morton. (A sum- 
mary of  the production appeared on these pages 
last week). 
Next - -  and somewhat lighter --  is No Pro. 
blent, written by Catherine Butterfield and 
directed by Gordon Oates. The plot centres on 
two women who, having not seen each other since 
being members of the same support group, agree 
Keeping kid and pets friends 
=,0s from ,=,  an, o,,er 
animals are common. Children SUPER ROOF II 
are most vulnerable and often J .~,zf_~ ,~ ,~IWE ~[~]"  / f~  [ 
the victims of these injuries. Manufactured In panels for Installa. 
I ~  ~[~R~I~Y .~_~,  [ tion on low-sloped roofs to .place 
.Bit~s can cause death or , tar. & gravel, etc. Ideal forroofson sig~ftfank..i0juri¢s; ,. uch, .~ 
sightfacialanddiSfigurement'other serious . . . . . . .  physicall°Ss of I' ':"'i,--~' ;':: : !::.=.::" - ==* :~-:' " . ::, . .  :::.:~)[~:.:~,.~.;2..: ... ] • atrallers0-yearh°mes'fi0rl.promted'warrantyAS with Super Ro f is'l' 
or psychological problems. A ] also supplledl 
SELECTED HOMES WANTED NOW. 
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY 
CALL ALLEN WAYNE, V.P. 
15. Do not allow inexperienc- 
ed children to feed a dog. They 
may pull back when the animal 
moves to take the food, and the 
dog may become frightened. 
This practice is potentially 
dangerous. 
16. Teach children, when ap- 
proaching a pet, to stop, stand 
still and speak softly. Never 
reach your hand out towards a 
dog. Allow the dog to make the 
first overtures of friendship 
with you, letting the dog sniff 
you first. 
17, Teach children that each 
animal has the right to a free ex- 
istence and to freedom from 
pain inflicted by human beings. 
Set a good example by your own 
behaviour. 
In many areas of Canada 
rabies is still an important con- 
sideration, so do not let your 
pet come into indiscriminate 
contact with other animals. Be 
sure that yur pet is vaccinated 
every year and examined 
regularly by a veterinarian. 
1-800-663-0555 
INTERNATIONAL EXTERIORS (B.C.) LTD. 
SERVING BRITISH COLUMBIANS SINCE 1969 
i REFOR JET YOU THE 
The British Aer, 
commercial jet in the 
an airport near you.'f 
good-looking 4-engin, 
jet. In fact, it~ the roc 
way to shuttle your w~j ,,,.,,,~ u~ wc~t. 
But don't ake our word ~ m~.~. - _ .~  
for it, check the specs. To J ~ ~  
arrange for your own in-flight v lm lltClfllll 
experience, call your travel agent or ~rBC for 
reservations: 635-7069. 
thorough understanding of 
animal hehaviour and respect 
for animals will help to prevent 
bites. 
1, Teach children to avoid all 
strange animals, especially wild, 
sick or injured ones. 
2. Notify the health depart- 
ment or police of any wild, sick 
or injured animals. 
3. Never permit children to 
break up an animal fight, even 
if their own pet is involved. 
4, Be aware, and make 
children aware, of the danger of 
mistreating or teasing pets. 
They are not toys and will bite if 
mauled, annoyed or frightened. 
Never pull an animal's tail, take 
away food, a bone, or a toy the 
animal is playing with. 
5, Tell children to avoid 
tiding bicycles or tricycles on 
routes where dogs are known to 
chase vehicles. 
6. Never distrub an animal 
that is eating or sleeping. Set a 
good example by your own 
behaviour. 
To VAt OIWlB 
8.'35am 3.'30pro 
7.'OOpm 
sm~ ~ ~ ~ e/ ~ )~,t 
7. Have children make 
friends with pets in their im- 
mediate neighbourhood, under 
adult supervision, 
8. Do not purchase or obtain 
a pet for children until they 
demonstrate nough maturity 
and ability to care for it. This 
ability is unusual in children 
under 6 years of age. 
9. Never hold your face, or 
allow a child to hold his or her 
face, close to an animal. 
10. Do not permit a child to 
lead a large dog. 
11. Do not run, ride a bicycle 
or skate in front of a dog. It will 
be startled. 
12. Do not overexcite an 
animal, even in play. 
13. Do not keep an animal 
confined with a short roFe or 
chain. This may make it ag- 
gressive and vicious, especially 
i f  teased. 
14. Tell children to avoid a 
dog raised in a home without 
children, as such a dog may re- 
sent children. 
• , . , . ,  
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Icom e =Wagon :turns sixty 
BRINGING UP BABY. Above, mothers-to-be were out in force at 
the Welcome Wagon's recent baby shower - -  one of two held each 
year. It was followed later in the day by a similar and equally 
As the Welcome Wagon 
organization celebrates its 60th 
year of greeting newcomers to 
communities across the coun. 
try, hostess VI Middieton says 
the steady influx of people to 
Terrace is keeping local 
wagoneers on the go. 
"It's been fairly busy," Mid. 
dleton said of  her two year stint 
with the local organization 
which ended last week with her 
move to  Fort St. James. With 
an average of 30 newly arrived 
families to call on and approx- 
imately the same number of new 
mothers to visit each month, 
there's not much question of 
that. 
However, she ~ added, it has 
also been enjoyable. "I just love 
this job," she said, explaining 
she got to meet a lot of people 
and "you even make some long. 
time friends." 
And she intends to keep on 
doing just that in her new home 
where she will be hostess for 
both Fort St. James and 
Vanderhoof. 
Apart from its normal 
Vi  M idd le ton  
the Welcome Wagon also spon- 
sored bridal and baby showers 
in the spring and fall of each 
year. 
Those "very popular" events 
featured speakers on relevant 
topics and displays by some of 
the 40 local businesses that sup- 
ported the organization and 
gave mothers/brides-to-be th  
information eeded "to make 
wise decisions on what to do 
and what to get for their par- 
ticular circumstance." 
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Jmpeesszons 
I ,M  R~d,  
.ENJOY THEN FOR A LIFETIME 
Preserve the actual size, shape and 
"-s,o, yo',r baby's,ny hao,s an, ~ 9  , ,  . . . . .  ~ 
test in a 3-dimensional casting, 
mounted on a classic antique style " : 
frame. ~ ~ '  
CALL TODAY 
popular event for those soon to be brides. 
Thanks 
An open letter to the Terrace 
Cancer Society: 
The Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre thanks the 
Terrace Cancer Society and 
Ms. Helen Bergen for offer- 
ing the time and expertise to 
give a workshop on breast 
health. 
We invite you to use our 
centre for any information 
you  would like to distribute 
about cancer, and we wisl~ 









, The Terrace Anti-Poverty 
I Group Society sends its heart 
[' felt thanE.~t0 ~ the"Tran~t -  
I:ter". :Cathblic °youth gl-oup 
! forits generous endeavor of 
[ raising $200 from a carwash. 
[ This compassionate con- 
[tribution shall insure an ex- 
J tended month of service to 
/the less fortunate members 
[ of our community (low/fixed 
'income) people. 
This and any contribution 
made by concerned citizens, 
groups and business are used 
toward the cost of rent, 







tant cause of health problems in 
the Skeena region, according to 
more than 2,000 residents inthis 
area.  
Many residents also cited 
education as the solution to 
health problems in Skeena. 
• Perhaps y6h iwe:trying to 
learn about what is good for 
you. You may be trying to 
understand the health problems 
and attempting to solve them. 
With the wealth of informa- 
tion out there it is difficult to 
know who and what to believe. 
It seems like every day there is a 
new cause and a new cure. 
Here are some guidelines to 
help you decide if you should 
believe what ycu are reading or 
hearing. 
Be careful if it: 
• appeals to emotions-- tries to 
scare you. 
• recommends elf-diagnosis 
based on very general symp- 
: r~ml lp~ HOT ~PlRmNn.~ I D idyou  m 
know that... RES( 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit . ! 
I 
Y FUN-.FUN. FUN Surveysays ke m every Monday, 
. • - _. : lee In eclucation bring. .a friend. 
Community Nutritionist • criticizes respected research 
Education is the most impor- and agencies, m 
m * uses testimonials and hear- 
say. 
• promises miracles. 
In ether words, be skeptical. 
If you want current and ac- 
curate information.on health 
issues and suggestions on how 
'to male decisions that are best 
for your health, the Skecna 
health unit can help. 
Health unit employees from a 
variety of offices in the region 
are ready to provide you with 
information and tips on "hot" 
health topics. 
Did You Know That, our new 
health column, will tell you 
about ticks in the woods, keep- 
ing your ears tuned and taking 
care of your beautiful smile and 
much, much more. 
I f  you have questions or con- 
cams, write Did You Know 
Thin care of Skeena Health 
Unit, 3412 Kalum St., Terrace, 




Sean Connery In The Hunt for Red October 
no better choice to helm Red 
October, a revolutionary 
development in nuclear sub- 
marine design, on her 
malden voyage. 
But, instead of meeting a 
Soviet sub for maneuvers, 
Ramlus strikes out for the 
U.S. eastern shore, Is he a 
madman on a personnel 
quest? A loyal Soviet 
0 
spearheading an invasion of 
the free wodd? Or is her 
planning to defect and hand 
Red October over to the 
U.S.? 
Suspense and drama 
builds as the film works like a 
well-oiled machine. Buoyed 
by a streng cast, Red Oc- 
tober succeeds admirably. 
Seem Connery and Alec 
Baldwin star In The Hunt  for 
Red October, ari exciting" 
Cold War submarine adven- 
ture. 
Marko Ramlus (Seem Con- 
new) Is the pride of, the 
Soviet .Naval Force, a 
seasoned commander 
whose expedence and In- 
telligence have' made him 
famous throughout the 
military community. His 
superiors trust him, his of- 
ricers adore him and his crew 
respects him. There could be 
I CALL 798-22 , -~  
m After 4:30 p.m. all pools 
and slides are 2 for ! .  
u m m m  m m m 
WEST COAST 
AMUSEMENT 
TERRACE CURL ING RINK 
On Apr i l  26th,  27th  & 29th  
. oB '=- - - ' - - ' iB - 'mCL IP  &SAVE COUPON i in - - im- - . . . . im I 
I 
= $699 I 6.RIDES,FOR [] ., 
I I | GOOD THURS., FRI. & SAT. ! 
I APRIL 26th to 29th I 
mm'mmnmm m m n m m m n m  m ~ m m m ~mmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmm~ 
SPRING SWING Spedai 
Pay One Price Per Day 
$15.99 .,,o.'S', 
• . PASS ..;/~i. :i:; 
KlPP,ES RIP~ONLY $8.99 
'~  ' ' :  O t:)-yirrac-e - Leg i  ' ,. ~ .S_onsored on q J 
4,~.J I 
I 
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S TA 
This new listing, r is 
located in one of Tar- a home nOt~tobemissed. 
Bright, immaculate 
and spacious it is waiting 
Slumber 
Lodge 
NTER Cheer/hreplace, 4 OR/4 poe and 3 Poe baths, PLUS "Winteriznd -CatpeUn 0 'Washor/d~er in. 
cl~ded ' Kitchen appliances thcl~ded 
HOURS 'Workshop. ",82,500. (900051) Rorl Reddac 630.1915 MLS. Brenda Ertckso¢i 
~ ,  . ~-.,r-~ ~. , . . :  
Grand Trunk ...... ,,.,,,,,,t,, The 
Restaurant  ECONOMICAL SMALLER HOME 
Mond . s~,al to.he, th,nd widi ~ c~. ay to eo~w.  Gas heat, mzJn.level laond~, 
i Saturda  w,k~,®. ,~,~. ,,o~or~. S~,.4 : THE WORLD ;:1 7 a.m. 
,s Y(]uas/F I I  " 
 YOU THE  8.30 pare. KNOW I I Sundays 
' ~ r vuAm, ...me i 
OPEN HOUSE 




, .... 8 p .m.  
, '~ !rover you move the Welcome 
on hostess is the right perSOn to 
help you find a place in your new ,Yll'll Him osr Mosdly abnlsphend 
~mmnity, 
1 li I ~L ~ ~ V I 636"6672 " '  4702 Lakellm Av ' : . . . . . . . . .  . or luo ~ 6384628 Tewace, B,C., YOG 11:10 
IBmnda-Lml 636"2606 i * " ! (so4) ear'as°= i 
fo r  the r ight  fami ly ,  pat io  doors leading to  entering onto  a wrap  
Situated on a large fenc- the back yard. The se- around deck. To the left 
ed lot, the back yard is a cond room would make of this dining room is a 
perfect play area for an additional bedroom, well organized kitchen 
children. There are also The basement hoasts with quality cabinets and 
raspberry bushes, a ample storage, roughed- spacious pantryarea. 
cherry and an apple tree. in plumbing for a third The kitchen door also 
A double paved drive bathroom. There is all leads to the side patio, a 
and double carport with kindsofroomforexpan- perfect area for 
covered entr.~.uce lead to sion of your choice. • breakfast in the summer 
the main door. Ascending the stair- sun or a family barbe- 
case to the upper level que. 
Entering this lovely you find yourself in :a Three bedrooms and 
home at ground level you ~ large an lovely living 1 ½ baths are also on the 
step into a spacious room with windows tak- ' upper floor. The master 
foyer. To the left of the ing advantage ofthe sur- bedroom has a 2 piece 
foyer is the family room rounding mountain ensuite with a walk 
with roughed-in view. through closet. 
fireplace, this room is A fireplace with glass To  view this EX- 
partially finished. The doors and a warm hearth CLUSIVE home please 
basement also has 2 promises many cozy call Joyce Findlay at 
rooms, one used for a winter evenings. The din- 635-2697 or at Realty 
sewing :room, this has in• area has patio doors, World 638-0268. 
SALESMAN Ok ~! 
THE MONTH 
Sylvia Griffin 
The management ofTERRACE REALTY 
LTD, -- ROYAL LEPAGE ABN reeoonizes 
..SYLVIA GRfFFIN as the' outstanding 
salesman for the month of MARCH. We 
value her excellent performance and 
service to the public in the field of Real 
Estate. 
Sylvia's determination and motivation' 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH". 
CONORATULATIONgl 
TERRACE REALTY LTDo 
MEMBER 
LROYAL LeF~GE'_ ~=~ 
Ass=date Broker Network 
638-0371 
MEMBER 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
LePAGE.. _ mm  4635 Lazelle Avenue 
~ -------------- ~-- ~ 
Assocmte Broker Network 638 0371 
NOEPENDENT t y OWNED AND OPERATED 
~ ~  CATHEDRAL ENTRANCE 
Located in the Horseshoe area, 
: nncmcn 'o~n~, ' ;~  I this home has just been listed at 
reel .moon O l r lgwi l lg !  82 50 
A CHALETON A HILL usthstedonMcRaeCrascantal bedrooms two washrooms f~ • $ , 0. 1172 square feet, six 
Woodland view from evmy win- three bedroom, above ground basem~n*' ,.;,h =.=, . . . .  "., 
dew and privacy on 4.61 acres basement home. Features in 7"ox I~Z"" lOt"'":'• a ...... good ,=,OU,area ( 
clude a natural gas fireplace, town MLS 
two bathrooms, spacious '" 
RHST CLASS QUALITY 
Tasteful two storey located on 
prestigious DeJong Crescent, 
quality throughout, 2x6 con. 
structicn, European kitchen 
with breakfast area, covered 
rear sundeek, 3 + 1 bedrooms, 2 
brick fireplaces, Channel Cedar 
Siding and brick facing extGrior, 
paved double ddve carport, 
fenced and.landscaped yard. 
Asking $140,000. ' . . . .  ' 
recreation room, paved double SIDE BY SIDE 
HANDYMAN'S RANCHER 
This promising, 3 bedroom, 
1210 sq. ft. home offers a 
challenge to first.home buyers 
and carpenters. You can finish 
it the way you want tel Concrete, 
ringwalL Double detached 
garage. Fddge & stove included. 
Electric heat..36 acre lot. 
Worth a look at only 
$41,500.MLS 
on the Bench, Charming, well 
constructed two storey featur- 
ing Cedar Ceilings, 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace, patio doors from all 
bedrooms, Cedar roof, cozy and 
comfy.qn ,every way. Asking 
$114 500.MLS , 
"EYE 'CATCHING 
This brand'new 3 bedroom plus 
den home is legated on DeJong 
Oescent and offers superb 
quality to the lucky owner. Tiled 
formal entry with open ceilings 
leads to livlngroom with bay 
window and dinirio room. The 
dream kitchen with plenty of 
cabinets, eating bay and work 
island adjoins informal family 
room. Very stylish and bright. 
$144,900. Excl. 
ddveway and an excellent loca- 
tion. Listed exclusively with 
TERRACE REALTY L~TO. - 
ROYAL LEPAGE ABN~ Priced 
right At $881500. " 
[ TRUCKERS! ALERT,., 
We have listed a home for YOU! 
A cozy 3 bedroom house which 
features• an excellent 19 X 28 
det3¢hed shop and 19 x 281 
garage that must be seen to be 
appreciated. Nat. Gas heat, twin 
seal windows, & a wrap-around 
sundeck add to the charm of 
this home..38 of an acre. 
Listed EXCLUSIVELY at 
$104,500. 
DUPLEX.., 
on a 95'×172' Irreoular shape 
lot. Two bedrooms in each uni 
Electric heat with separate ic~ 
tricai meters. Excellent revenu 
preperty~ Sign is posted at 37'6 
Muller Avenue. Askin 
$42,OOO. MLS 
Ho~st Godgnskl . Rusty LJungh Sylvia Gdffin Bert Llungh ; Joe Barbosa 
635.5397 635-5154 I .638.0404 : 635.5784 638-8604 
IN THE 5O'S 
Spacious non.basement hem, 
on concrete ringwalL Natun 
gas heat, 3 bndmoms, smai 
detached shop, pave, 
driveway, sundeck in the back 
rear lane access and centre 
• horseshoe location. Lisfnd a 
$53,500. MLS • • 
Ralph gedliqskl Christel Gedlinskl 
635.4980 636.6397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
Park-area pedectth~, Freslz'y decorated, authen. 
6¢ spur enby, FireskJe cheer, parquet flo~s, 5 
DR/I-4 pc~, 13 ixe., ~s~rte paths, PLUS 
*J~" sr...hooLs -- sh~s *Finished be.semen,. 
*$64,500 *Gordon Hamilton e359537 
(9OOO26) MLS 
MELLOW YET ELEGAHr ~ Spacious comfort in this 3600 sq. ft. home In, 
L°wkeyy°tUazziin0.NewF/dacomtod 2stcff eludes; 6 bdrs 2 kitchens, renal p~tenbai, REVENUE PLUS [ ]  
2 leap/aces, formal dining room, den, eat-in kit. jacuzzt, furl su~eck, Emopean styling and lafGe A~acUve, well kept 3 b~roe~ h~ne in the []  
chen, 4 8R/4p¢e & 2 pea b,lths,.fiMsh~ ease. rac & fomlty rooms. Outl~kilngs include 30 x H~osh~, Goed ca~'petlng, fireplace insert with i
mont, ~vacy waft. ALSO 'Gas heat 'Fam~ 20 garage and 26 x 16 wood shed & ce~tr.ata. 2 suites In basement, both rentod,i 
r~nl "Fruit rees "Dock '(fuiet street. $96,500 ire~ohouse Great p~rty,  full,/ fer~ed & Landscaped yard wilh fruit frees and garden[] 
(690149) ca;I ~ Flrid~,-y exc. 6362697 meticulously eared for. Calf Jackie (890r61~ area Pk:het fence, paved ~vo. Call R~I for[ ]  
MLS details ULS (90OO66). , [ ]  
~.•• ~ ~  . . . . .  l l i~ i~ i~;  i~i';;~  ~,~ 
MOUNTNN JEWEL 
C~ntxy home provldln0 space aplenty on 22 SURPRiSiNG pffi~J , 
;gms. Mountain views S~Jthero eXl~Sure , C~.nby rhornhfl rur dl raised rlmch Rustic. On FAP, ME'TTE PROPERTY r 
1.h acres Eiecfrtc heal, counby kitchen, heedul 0kl n~o reacher framed by court !out, and sLstes~ u~eded Fully ImLscaped v~fksh~p, deck.Tld$ilon~basnr4ofthemost finished ba~t .  
spectacul~ views kl N area "$73,500" Fruit frees, elecJwoed fur with lawns, fence, and shnJ~r/ for added tfyslde. Heeds fln]sh~, o4'15.36 acres Electric i~vacy" T~ qu~ity p operty for investment m 900052) Gordon Hamiflon 835.9537 MLS nace, rac rncrn, workshop patio. '$59,9OO" heat, coun~ kitchen, large su~k,  2x6 co~1 
(690096 Brenda Erickson 6361721 MLS sUuctlon, stalls tor horses, workshop. $64,9OO rer, JdeP, c0 In one skin luxl ,avenue on the othe, 
6380269 (69022) BrendaEdckson 638.1721. to s,bsl~ze the n~longa Call Jackie EX- 
• CLUSNE (900063) 
~i~ ! ,i i ~ 
i , .  
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i>i:;: HOME PLAN : 
NN!  IE%N IINI  
}ii171:i ;ii: !: i  
FLOOR AREA'=IZlo sq ft.: 11~4m~ ~ "  
WOYH ~ 40'O~'/121gZ mm , 
OEPI'H ~ 50"-0"/15240rnrn plu~8'rear d 
I I , i' ~ ' } ~ ~  . • :. make th is  borneo  hd witayourSami ly"  A con-  
L ; i  ~. iFui~B~ jr:u~,~r~ ',! ~lil,r.c.o.~s J : .... ::::: : uement  t ro / t i cpat tern  is enhanced by  the"  
- : l ,  I ' : '  :: ~ I r : ' ' ~ ' spac lousnesso /euer  room on " < " , ~ , . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  . , . Y dthere lsnbun 
: .:I I '~ :~ " ~' ~ : ~ : LP L"  : ~:4~'7 " "  ' aont  c~oset and  s tora  e s ace 
UI4~l)m i~tl - -'" :: 
;" Utility l_.. 
i~U 6L"E OA~RAOE ; 
19-0 x 21-G - 
• . . . . . .  
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< U'19 'u}76 
• *- it 
ROOM FOR THE KiDS t ' i '  ~! ' : " '  - 
.Can he yoursifyoupurchaseth/s ... ~ ~ ~ ~  
1344 sq. ft. bungalow on a 75'xl ~ ~:H 
.200' '0t. Three bedrooms. A great ! : :~ ' : . i L~ \A ' I ! '~  
playroom for the kids. Spacious kit- ~"~J~ 
chen and dining area. Woudstove In HORSESHOE PRIVACY 
IMngroom. A great starter home - 1634 sq. ft. - 4 bedrooms 
pdced at Just $59,900 MLS CALL - Hot tub - 174'x132' lot 
JIM I'ODAY. • , - Much, much more 
Easy walking to the downtown core 
and arena can be yours with this 
two bedroom home. Ful basement. 
Vinyl siding. Natural gas heat, BOx 
: TIME FOR YOUR FAMILY 
,To enjoy all the comforts of this 
1152 sq. ft. full basement home 
located on fenced, landscaped lot. 
This home is in top-notch condlUoo 
and offers 3 bedrooms, 1V= baths 
kitchen w th breakfast area and 
loads of room for further, develop. 
ment In the basement,. Detached 
garage'. Make youi" appointment to 
SUPER ACREAGE 
Looking for a nice treed acreage Ic 
town? Then this is for you. A 2.8 
acre, b'eed parcel located in the 
Kelth Estates. Paved street. At/ser. 
vices available. Call Jim today 
l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I about this property priced 
o, Plans Available Through 
TERRACE , 
..... BUILDERS 
: : CENTRE 
636-4031 
3207 Monroe,  Terrace, B.C.  
: 635-6273 
Remember  
: fl zit dream 
!i i you had 
night? 
• • :~: ~ . 
~ i! It's me, your con- 
! ~ science. 
:My  favourite theatre 
is t] e ()ne in our  mind. 
And.when you dream of 
dar /ng  adventures  and 
romant ic  in ter ludes ,  
• you'll always find me in a 
, hotel ro," v seat. 
if: iBut ~ou often 5how 
ahother k ind o f  movie- 
one Where you  reach 
)< Within us  'and 
~e the world. And' 
llke ~II j~.at stars, you 
m"l<": 
caus~s:i~,you ,:care 
)as)'.. : : ' I ~ '  '~ '  . 
Could weWatch that 
) i l . i g l i t ? ' '  " '  • :  . . . . . .  
'; :/, i; 7, i!ii ~ '< ' ' . , j~  ' 
',:• : :  :hna l~neba"  
Asking $119,500 MLS. 
WHERE YOUR DOLLAR 
• BUYS MORE 
If you are locking for good value for 
your house buying dollar, then you 
must make arrangements o view 
this 1196 sq. ff~. family home. 
Located in the Hdrseshoe, this 
home offers full basement, 2 baths, 
2 fireplaces, 3 bedrooms, double 
carport and natural Gas heat. 80'x 
121' lot. Call Jim today to make 
your arrangements to view this 
home priced at $79,900. Exclus ve..~.__._._.,.~~_ 
.GREA~ FAMILY HOME 
This'home ~In the Horsashoe area 
could be ideal for you and your fatal." 
iy. Features 1600 sq. ft. on main 
floor, 4 bedrooms, natural gas heat 
& hot water,also attracGve central 
brick fireplace. The 85'x132' lot Is 
nicely landscaped with double pav- 
ed driveway. Call Gordle OIson for 
your appointment to view. Asking 
$99,000 MLS i 
TIRED OF WORKING IH THE 
WEANER? 
This 34'x70' shop comes with 2 
14'x16' bay doo~z~, finished con. 
crete floor, 3 phase wiring and a 
parts room. Situated in the Kit- 
wanga area on a one acre parcel of 
land for ample parking area. A must 
tos_ee: ...Call Shaonce today. 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
Suitable for a mobile home or 
building site. Hydro, natural gas, 
cable and water all available, In 
quiet area. Economically pdced at 
only $7,500. For more InfonnaUon, 
call Shaunce Krulnselbdnk, MLS 
ONE ISLAND FOR SALE 
If you are looking for something dif- 
ferent how about your own 56 acre 
island located in the Skeena dyer. 
Boat access any dudng the summer 
months. Call Gordie Olson for more 
THIHO~G OF BUiLDiNG? 
vmy atlractive 135'xf75' rssldon- 
tial lot in pdme location in town. 
Private eettlng, paved street and 
underoround eer'Aclng makes this 
lot special and should not be 
ovedooked. For more InfonnalJon, 
call Gardle Otson. Asking $24,000. 
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• FLAT OECK ~ DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITfMAT 
K IT IMAT Member d TERRACE 
~Pl~ a%a~Ja  
272  - 3 rd  Street  
K i t imat ~,,u,,,, 311  1 B lackburn  
:. Ter race  
~ ~ r  CABIN AT THE LAKE 
Cozy cottage in private treed setting 
at the south end of Laketse Lake. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Cabin Is set up as duplex and is 
BEAUTY OF A H0ME ideal for 2 tamtiles. Presently there 
A must to see if you're thinking of is boat access only. Give Gordle 
the KItwanga area to live. A well O/son a call for more information. 
finished 3 bedroom home with 3 ~ M L S  
bathrooms, finished basement, l SMALL ACREAGE SPECIAL i 
large sundeck, immaculate pool Attractive 5 acres close to town., 
house with 16'x32' heated pool. Some cleadng with old log barn. 
This home sits on a 1.25 acre land ureek runs through property. Pdcad ! scaped and fenced yard. Several at $10~000. MLS outbuildings and many more 
features. Listed at $175,000. Cal l  RESIDEN'I1AL LOT - 
! -  1700:1:: sq. it.-  Vz basement 
- 3 bedrooms - 1Vz years old 
- WG heat - Double garage 
- 2Vz baths 
-- Paved Ddveway 
Askil~l $135,000 MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
LABELLE AVENUE 
Get an eady start on your new 
home. This site has basement and 
sub.flocr already constructed. Plans 
for Selected executive home Ioclud. 
ed, Call for more details. MLS. .  
Here Is your:chance to own your - I  woodstove 
ewn home and have someone lse Asking $59,000 MLS 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are just Interested in an RURAL LOCATION 
Investment. Each side rents tord "1076 sq. ft. -- Vinyl siding 
$5501manth. Located in Phase I ofJ - 3 bedrooms -- 2..07 acres 
Thomhelghts suM[vision. Call Hansl - Elec/Wond heat 
for more information or your per.J - Double carport 
sonal appointment to view. I Asking$O4,900MLS 
$84,900. MLS I 
§O'S BUNGALOW 
" 1534 Sq..ft. -- 4 bedrooms ~;" 
75'x225' lot 1 fireplace 
ii~y. : " 
JIM DUFFY LAURIE FORBES GORDON OLSON 
636.6688 636-6362 638.1948 
i 
~ ~ C ~  * 
HANS STACH SHAUNCE KRUISSELBRINK 
636-0739 635-5382 
X 
CHOCE LOCA'IION ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE I 
100 sq. ft. home on Lambly Ave. 10,5% 
.bnns, n.g., rec room, pdvale Make an appt to view this 4 
s~ ~eck, fireplace, 400 sq. it, addl. ' bedroom full bsmt family home in 
tk n. Pal( ed to sell. at $98,000, ' "the Horseshoe, Recent renovation to 
MLS. All appts contact Gordle ' the Interior, An attractive home with 
Sheddou. 
ROOM FOR EVERYONE 
Coeslder this 1,650 sq. ft, lhorne on 
Cedar Cres. 2 fireplaces, foil finish. 
ed bemt, rec rm, 4 bmls, den, n;o, 
heat, Reduced to $107,500. MLS 
Contact Gordie Sheridan for appte. 
rUNnER $00,000 ' 
1,200 sq. ' ft. home newly con. i 
structod In Themheiohts Phase IlL 3 
Ixms, full bsmt, n.g, heat & hot 
,water. La~ kitchen; sundeck, 
Open to offers. Asking $09,000. 
EXCLUSIVE. Can show anytime. I , Asldn~ $1 
PaUOEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
A MUST TO SEE J DON'T MISS OUT 
: an attractive mortgage. Asking 
$84,900. call Dick Evans for 
details. ACR~GE AT 'AKELSE 
wolrr I~ST,i LAKE 
Heat- & ~ ~ l lm]l ln the k/oaf for a honleslte or n~reational 
.H~[F~bl l l l l i l~ ,  twO property. Hydro & telephone sovlcos 
~ a ~ ~ n ,  andenjoy, available. 5.42 acres $19,000; 
5.13 acres $19,000; and 4.9 acres 
A's , - , . - - -~ck  Evens. at $27,ooo, For mo~ thfo, ~i 
' JUST USTEO Mike. MLS 
2,250 sq. it. of finished v nO area 
backing onto Christie Park. 1Vz year eETTER THAN RENTING 
.old home with !he features you've 3 bedroom condominium with base. 
oeen looking for. To view this ment. Close to schools and 
custom built home, call Dick Evans. downtown. Asking $27,900, Call 
147,900, : Mike. MLS , ,: 1 
Five bedroom home In thel House built with pdde. The many 
Horseshoe. Full basement, separate J features of this home need to be 
shop, n.g. heat & hot water. Close seen firsthand. Call Edka te set up 
to schools and downtown. Asking an appt. to view. 3 ban, 3 .pe on. 





Dick ~vans " Dave Reynolds 





R20 In the walls, R40 in t'he" netting. 
Mid.efficient n.o. furnace oives the 
per month avcraga Gas bill of $32 i er 
for this total 2,100 sq. ft. home, 
Listed at $129,900. MLS. Call 
Edka. 
THORNHEi6HTS PHASE l 
2 qnallly buIn homes, 1 full base. 
ment home at $94,500. 1 split level 
home at $96,500. Call Edka for fur. 
thor details: 
S80,O00 IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
This 1,178 sq. ft. full basement 
homo features 5 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, Ilvlngroom fireplace, 
wood stove in the rec room. Fenced 
• back yard. For more Information, 
call Dave. MLS 
A SURPRISE PACKAGE 
Light streams in lots of laroo the~o 
windows to accentuate the warmth 
of the natural pine walls. 2 x 6 con. 
struction, n.g. heating & a lovely 
wood stove provide economical 
heating. This 6 yr old home is fully 
finished up and down. $89,500, 
; NEW HOME Joy. 
Only rain. from town on 10.4 ac, 4712 SCOTr AVE 
1,400 sq. ft. of living area plus a is the address you'lt Give with pdde. 
basement. 19 x 18 livingroom, Great family kitchen, dining area 
laJOe kitchen with oak cabinets, with lots of work space for the 
Separate dining area, laroe master cock. Listed at $88,500. Call Joy. 
bml. For more into, call Dave. Ask- ~ 0. MLS OLD FASHIONED CHARM 
DME FOR 1990 and modem updating combine to 
Just completed. Features-3 bins, make this 2 brm home a rare Jewel. 
full tiSmt, n.o. fireplace, n.g. heat &,, Yellow cedar kitchen cabinets hand- 
hot water, European style cabinets cnifted by "Fairhavon" am "one of 
in kitchen, 2 full hathnxons & en- a kind". Upstairs dormer windowed 
suite, Asking $95,500. Call;Dave /)rms are tastefully decorated. 
NOW, E)¢lUslve. $70,000, Joy, ' 
4650 LAKI:ISE AVE. 635-6142 
9' B liJl 
Joy Dover " Gordio Sheridan Edka Pelletler 
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Th e SilVe,r Brown and sh 
There should be some under : ~ ~ '  " : 
pheasant tail wing to give the fly "do~st r~ side: i have tO cast racuda  • .... 
another hint of orange and a over that shoulder~ One false cast to lengthen the 
dark back at the same time. The.  line. a haul to increaseit,s speed 
red fibres behind the eye Of the ' " : ..... . . . . .  
hook is supposed to hint at the line K°rtN;fVeete Pnul°lu;~fts°p mutt ~h~dmthoeree~ :A beauty,--right on 
our fly.where.we want it --~ 'Wh ~'- '  ' i .  ..... 
red of the fish's gills. Pretty along~ the edge:where the fast ...... en,,=,.tl~row me.  nne 
clever, eh? . . . . .  upstream?:, That's ,called :a  
• We'll attach the fly with a , water of the main fiver presses mend,' it SloWsdown the speed 
turle knot to insure it will swim up against the slack Water o f  of the fly and gives it a pause 
this log jam. Yeah, here's a 
small pool. Watch your step, 
that log's sfippery. Here give me 
your rod. Good. 
Now, look over there. Those 
little fellows are coho fry. OK, 
first look for their shadows on 
the bottom. See them? Now 
look above the shadows, Can til the rains bring the river up For imitating coho fry, this 
you see them now? Great. again to free these little guys. In is the best I know. It's called a . . . . . .  and twitch :at: the same time. 
You can tell they,re coho by : the meantime, there's lots . . . .  of Silver Brown Rod"-:-'-,~ r~alg." . . . . . . .  lo t  Sliver "OOCly- "IS rna/~dat: " " ' ' ' : ~:. .r ' :. ~ ~t f lash  causesThe ~thefla hS!iver body to 
theorange Colour on their tails, bugs for them to eat. Brown invented it See h " " _. ory for fry Imitations..  • s attracts the 
. ow ~t s Has B ' ' These logs and root wads afford These fry are safe from trout dressed on a Ion= shank,~ ~,,~ ~.- ro.wn ca/Is for a few strands of oran e hair trout, I m sure. Let s make 
them lots of protection, . but I'll bet you the ones in that :six, upeyed salmon ho0kt0 ¢a~ : :  en. ClOSeaWlthln., this golden pheasant: all wing to an~neerh°on: the l ine bellies 
That rattlingcail? That's a b.ack channel,' offthe main river ture the sleek lines of a juvenile glwrnerlyanotnernintoforangeandadarkbackr: downstre~ now and makes the 
kingfisher: oown there, men't: Let's have a salmon? at the same time. The red fibres behind the 'eye o/: i fly accelerate, They usually take 
Now where were we? Oh look. The tail is supposed to be In' the hookis supposed to hint at t/Te red of the fishes, r ight about here. : 
yeah, these fry will hang around , Right.Now, we don't want to diancrow, but you can't find it , gllls,~ .... ~ . . . .  ' ....... : . . . .  YesIThat,shiml.~.ookathin/ 
anymore so I use orange hackle ' " r " ' ' " • . : 'jump. Lo0ks like agood fish; 
t ip~ that's right, it 'ssuppos~ " : :~  ~ ' Therehe  i s .  I'll just lean 
get too close. Remember how 
those little cohoes were near the 
surface? We'll use a floating 
line and a nine-foot tapered 
leader to insure our imitation 
stays near the top too. 
We need a fly. Wrong box 
here are my minnow imitations. 
PORTS NE 
in places like his for about a 
year then make for the ocean, 
so they're ~ideal• prey for cut- 
throats. 
What's that? Oh sure, this 
pond might dry up if we get an 
unusually hot summer, but 
chances are it'll remain here un- 
to resemble the orange hue on r smooth I and straight, just like a that back channel.Sometimes a/ :  down and give the hook a twist. 
the tail fins of the young Coho, fry. careless eoho will strayinto the  Noneed to:take him out of the 
The silver body is mandatory There's that kingfisher again, main flow and be pulled water. The hook's barbless So 
for fry imitations• Haig-Brown On that branch over there. See downstream. If there's a cut- nothing will tear. 
calls for a few strands of orange it? throat around, he'll pounce on There's nothing to it. Go 
hair enclosed within this golden You'll have to stand on my the little salmon like a bar- ahead, You try a cast now. 
Curling 
champs 
TERRACE --  It was trophy 
time as the hardware was 
passed out to mark another 
year of curling action. 
The 1989-90 curling league 
winners are: 
Sunday Family League - -
D a v e  Estcaielle, Allan[ 
Estcaielle, Suzette Esteaielle, 
lnez Lopez. 
. Tuesday Coffee League-  
Keith Williams, Lorraine 
Hildbrand, Reg Buckley, 
Darlene Lockhart. 
Tuesday Men's League - -  
Mai Grant, Mel Anderson, 
~.  ,old Olso~t,o, J hn flilsbe 
d'~lck Webber. 
~" Wednesday'Ladles League 
~-':'Klm MacDougall, Kathy 
Simpson, Joan 
Kucharyskon,  Leanne 
Derow. 
Thursday Men's League-- 
G o r d o n  Oates, Doug 
McKay, Kevin Oates, Mark 
Brekke. 
Friday Mixed League --  
Fred Martens, Mary-Ann 
Martens, Randy Kluss, 
Marlene Kluss. 
Monday Mixed League --  
Gordon Oates, Darlene 
Yeske, Larry Yeske, Sharon 
Oates. 
'Saturday Commercial 
League - -  First: Jasak Logg- 
ing, Second: Skeena Health, 
Third: L.E.J, International. 
Eight-Ender Mixed League 
--  Mitch Stolarchuk, Wanda 
Young, James Young. 
Hoop 
tourney 
A Terrace team played 
three games at the provincial 
Men's Basketball Champion- 
ships in Kelowna earlier this 
month. 
Playing for Terrace were: 
Chris Visserman, Jim Kellar, 
Edgar Veldman, Wade Wat- 
son, Inn Black, Scan 
Moldenhaeur, Trevor Shan. 
non, Ernie Freest, Sadi 
Manhas, and Richard Klein. 
They went one for three, 
losing their first game 82-78 
to Stamp's Landing of Van. 
couver. 
In their next game, the 
Terrace team beat the 
Kelowna host team 110-80, 
but then were eliminated by 
Richmond by a score of 
82-78. 
Terrace men's basketball 
league playoffs wrapped up 
last month with All Seasons 
dunking Ev's Clippers 106.86 
in the final. 
Ev's had defeated All 
Seasons earlier in the 
playoffs, so All Seasons had 
to win two games on the final 
night to come through the 
back door and take the title. 
They did it on 9.7-84 win 
over Road Maintenance, 
which put them in position to 
knock off EV's. . . 
i 
I 1 
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Runners lead Rupert pack 
Getting serious 
TIME TO CONCENTRATE, as a skip at the Loggers Bonspiel deliberates on which shot to play. 
Round-the-clock action began Thursday night and kept up right through the weekend until the 
trophies were handed out on Sunday. Look for complete bonspiel results in next week's paper. 
Badminton winners 
I TERRACE --  Prince Rupert's Bob Warren earn. 
ed a clean sweep of events at the Terrace Badmin. 
ton Club's open tournament 'two weekends ago. 
The tournament ran April 7 and 8 at Thornhiil 
Jr. Secondary School, and drew 41 entries from 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Granisle, Prince George 
and Quesnel. 
Warren led the way, knocking off Prince 
George's Mark Flaherty to take the men's ingles 
title. He then teamed up with Flaherty to go after 
the men's doubles trophy, and the pair was invin- 
cible. 
Second place in men's doubles went to Norm 
P~ry and Dan Tuomi, of Terrace. 
In mixed doubles, Warren paired with Prince 
Rupert's Carol Stegairg to beat out Flaherty and 
Debbie Coffey, of Quesnel. 
Onthe ' " " \ ' • women s side the singles tttle was cap- 
tured by Pat West, of  Granisle, ~who defeated 
Terrace's Fran Mann." . . . . . . .  
race's Karen Oldersh~ 
race's Nancy C0ndon 
i 
Winners in B and 'C' flights are as follows: 
'B' Flight Winners 
• Women's ingles - -  Nancy C0ndon. Runner. 
up Diane Cey, Terrace. 
• Men's singles - -  Andrew Blix, Kitimat. 
• Women's doubles - -  Lydia Cook and Carold 
Hundle, Kitimat. Runners-up Charlotte Etzerza 
and Janet Tam, Prince Rupert. 
• Men's doubles - -  Chuck Cey and Rob Guen- 
ther, Terrace. Rdnners-up Steve Weir and Paul 
Cope, Prince Rupert. 
• Mixed doubles - -Norm Parry and Nancy 
Condon, Terrace. Runners-up Andrew lllix and 
Lydia Cook; KItimat. 
'C' l;iighi winners 
• Men's singles - -  Gord Clent, Terrace. 
Runner-up Paul Cope, •Prince Rupert. 
• Men's doubles - -  Ranjit Buttar and Dave 
Phalwal, Prince RuperL :Runners-up Don Hill, 
Terrace and Daljit Butt~, Prince Rupert, 
i n .  
I 
TERRACE --  Over 40 doesn't 
mean over the hill or out of the 
running. 
Two Terrace masters runners 
- -  Ed Ansems and Sue Simpson 
- -  proved that by leading the 
Terrace charge to the finish line 
at the eighth annual Rupert 
Runners Hair-Marathon and 
two-person relay last week. 
Ansems turned in the best 
overall time of just under an 
hour and 17 minutes in the 
April 8 race, while Simpson was 
the first woman across the 
finish line at a time of 1:28:08. 
The route ran from the Prince 
Rupert civic centre to Galloway 
rapids rest area and back. 
Terrace runners dominated 
the field in this year's event. 
Simpson and Dave Edmonds 
also teamed up to place first in 
the mixed relay event in u time 
of 1:26:14. 
Terrace's Chad Edmonds and 
Brian Schlamp were the men's 
relay winners, finishing at 
1:24:22. Gall Sheasby and 
Marilyn Earl finished second at 
1:44:32 in the women's relay. 
Another knockout 
TERRAC'E - -  Two out of six 
Terrace boxers won their bouts 
at the Buckskin Gloves boxing 
tournament in Kamloops earlier 
this month. 
Leading the way was 13-year. 
old Joey Losier, who knocked 
out his opponent - -  Ryan Plant 
of Cranbrook - -  just 17 seconds 
into the fight. 
"He just flattened him," 
coach Jeff Dilley said. "It was a 
scary moment for everyone 
because the officials brought in' 
a stretcher to remove him." 
Dilley said the boy wasn't in- 
jured, but Losier was left 
shaken by the experience. He 
has won all of his fights this 
year by first-round TKOs or by 
stunning opponents early in the 
fight, but hasn't left an oppo- 
nent out  cold • on the canvas 
before. 
Losier was fighting in Junior 
'B' - -  the 13- and 14-year-old 
age division - -  and Dllley said 
i 
it's clear he must fight in a 
higher division from now on. 
Senior novice fighter Michael 
Burkette, 167 Ibs. of Terrace, 
missed the 165-1b cutoff for 
middleweight and was put into 
light heavyweight division. 
Dilley said Burkette losLa 4-1 
decision to North Kamloops' 
Bruce Campbell. "He put in a 
good performance," he said. 
"It  was a great fight - -  a real 
slugfest." 
CHnton Bell, in the 11- and 
12-year age Junior 'A' category, 
losta 4-1 decision to Paul Shaw, 
of Queenshoro. 
Another Junior 'A' boxer, 
Je remy Hutter  faced a 
Kamloops boxer. Dilley said 
Hutter fought three solid 
rounds in an excellent fight 
before losing by a 4-1 decision. 
Terrace's Todd Hawryluk, 
also in Junior 'A', won a 
unanimous decision over 
Kelowna's David Chappelle. 
Tennis time 
kEEPING COOLon the court Is Important business In Grade 
~8., That's Chris James taking !nsometennis action • at the 
I i I i i i'1"1 . . . . .  *1 "'~ " l  r ' '  -j 
? 
Northwestern warriors 
THE FOUR swordsmen of the northwest pose with their new black 
belts in Japan. Joe Zucchiatti, David Akutagawa, Roland Lagace 
and Chee Ling travelled there to be tested in iaido, a martial art of 
swordsmanship. All four earned their black belts before a panel of 
i Timbermen celebrated their 
10th year of oldtimer hockey by 
winning their division at the 
Canadian Oldtimer Hockey 
Association's World Cup cham- 
pionships in San Diego last 
month. 
, The event drew 26 teams 
from most of Canada, Alaska, 
the U.S., Finland and Norway, 
Timbermen spokesman Jake De 
Jong said. 
He sa id  the Timbermen 
skated to triumph in their 
Schenley division by knocking 
off their opponents in five 
straight games. They played 
their first three games against 
~Ontario team, Anchorage,~ 
., . . ,  
World Cup victory 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace and Yeliowknit'e, before going super, super hockey," DeJong 
on to the finals. 
They beat YeHowknife again 
in the semi-final and then cap- 
ped the tournament and won 
the Cup with a final victory over 
Anchorage by a 4-1 score. 
"Our team played just superb 
hockey," De Jong said. "I 
haven't seen our players play 
like that for years." 
He attributed the team's uc- 
cess to outstanding goaltending 
by Gary Schatz and Rick 
Marko. The goalies recorded 
one shutout, and held the op- 
position to a total of just six 
goals in the fiye games. 
ur ~oaltendcrs jpst play~ 
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Event: Coaches Clinic ... " ~ 
Date: April 21 & 22,1990 
Place: Cassia Hall 




A MESSAGE .... 
" FROM THE 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS ... i.: 
The public 18 reminded of the upcoming fire ~eason. The  
fire season runs from April 15, 1990, to October 15, 1990. ~ 
Any burning carded out after this date requires that a burning 
permit be obtained. This permit sets out the conditions under 
which e safe bum can be carded out. 
It Is an offence under theForest Act to burn without a per- i 
mit after April 15, 1990. Permits may be obtained free of 
charge from the Kalum Forest District at No. 200-5220 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L1. Phone: 638-3290. 
B.D. Downle 
Olstflc~t Manager 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
Japanese masters. ~ C O N S I G N M E N T  A 
added. He said the Thnbermen 
have made trips to major tour- 
naments roughly every two 
years ince their formation. The 
World Cup marked their second 
trip to San Diego, and they have 
also played in Arizona and 
Florida. 
Saturday April 21 at the Burns L~ke Curling Rink__ 
~'~,~ik~,/.,Starts at 11:00 am.,.~.,.// 
'GARDEN 
Lawn Tool, Saddles 
Cultivators ~ ~ Harnesses 
and lots, 
~wn Mowers lots more! 
and lots, ~~.~:~j /  
.. I~s more . ~ ,  
OUSEHOLD~ ~VEHICLES 
GOODS ~ .~ From Cars 
Bunk beds ~ % & % Ton 
on ,o,s, and lots, . . . . .  
Jots m'6re !~ Jots m'orei 





We'll be open for consignments 
from April 15 at 10. A M to~li~ 
8 PM at the Burns Lake 
Curl ing Rink. 







Licensed &,bonded Livestock Dealer 
Ready for 
soccer 
TERRACE - -  Youth soccer 
registration isat about he same 
level as last year, Terrace Youth 
Soccer Association officials ay. ~ 
i Around 420 youngsters ~ have : 
i~galn registered in the sport, 
organizer Nora Phillips said. 
Opening day is scheduled for 
May 5 at the Skeena Jr. Secon. 
dary School fields. The Terrace 
organization has also met with 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
youth soccer organizations to 
coordinate inter-city play, and 
to share information on 
workshops beingoffered. 
A Credit Union soccer school 
is being planned for July, and 
the following soccer workshops 
have been scheduled: 
• Mini Soccer -- April 27 
(four hrs) 
• Level I Practical - -  April 
28 (eight hrs) 
• Level II Theory -- May 4-6 
• Youth Referees - -May 12 
(in Kitimat) 
• Youth Referee Upgrading 
- -  May 13 (in Kitimat) 
Which would you prefer, 
bargain of the month or 
Sedan of the Year? . • / 
/ , 
~i" -i~ ¸ 
i: ~!~ 
: • .,.~:.i.~. !.~,:.~.~:. 
....:,.W:~:~i:, 
:he only thing we're giving away is a 
You test drive a Subaru Legacy. 
the type of thing that convinces people 
i!:~.~:;"~/~!:~:~! But that's precisely the point. The Subaru 
~:: i!~ Legacy has already got everythlng the competitors 
, >.; are offering And more. For a lot less money. 
, be slashing their prices. Ours were  never 
, .  " . . . . "  , 
:o begin with, - .......... 
PREPARING for the Games, Marge Skead Is runnln8 the Nor L 
thern B.C. Winter Games Society s office, n the Chamber o f  
Commerce information centre. 
Games meet 
on Saturday 
TERRACE - -  The Nor- 
them B.C. Winter Games 
Society's annual general 
meeting gets underway 
Saturday at 9 a,m. at the 
Inn of the West. 
The'Northern B.C. 
Winter Games are to be 
hosted by Terrace next year, 
Feb. 1.to 3, 1991. 
Games ociety president 
Jim Reid said membership 
in the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games is open to anyone in- 
terested in the gmes. 
He said the society b 
Iooldng for ideas for useful 
change,.and is working on 
building acorp 0f qualified 
referees in the north. ~'Any 
suggestion for Improvement 
of any facet of the games is 
welcomed," he said. 
There are no membership 
dues and application for 
membership can be obtained 
by asking any regional " 
director or executive 
members. 
Anyone can bring their 
thoughts and Ideas to the 
annum general meeting. 
The final item on the 
agenda, scheduled for 4:30 
p.m., is the presentation of 
a new video for the games, 
Meanwhile, the local 
games society opened an of. 
fice last month in theTer- 
nee Chamber of Com.- 
merce'n Informatio ne! .k~ 
at 4511 Kellh Ave, : ,  
The Subaru Legacy, 1990 Sedan of  the Year. 
130 hp. 16 valve, fuel irtjected engine D 4wheel 
disc brakes, 4 wheel independent suspension 
D Rack and pinion power  steering [] Duai electric 
outside mirrors o Tinted glass [] Allseason .~. 
radial t ires [] Hill Holder'" on manu 
[] Fully reclining front bucket seats 
column 0 Air conditioning D Crui-~ 
o Power windows and door locks 
IF YOU THINK ABOUT IT, YOU'LL  DR] 
o =1 m=n~ ,=.  ~ ~=~l  w l tn  I'1.~ I~ I I¢ I~ IK I~I  Inc lud ing  PD, .  f re ight  and  ex¢ lud i r~ tgxe l l . r  
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS- 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a 8tat holiday Mile on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for ell display and clasalfled ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4e47 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All clasolfled and classified display ads muat be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercatd. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 w o~,. (first Insartioc) $3,45 plus 5 r for additional words, "(Additional insertions) 
$2,30 pros 4, for additional words. $6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words non. cmmerclel) ' 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
. Real Estate 12• Motorcycles 
• Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. ].6. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 









28. Card of Thanks 
29, In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
2]., Help Wanted 32. Lesal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23, Work Wanted 
| 
Ilonml Tm 
The Terrace Stsnd,~d reswvea the r'Oht o clauslfy ads" 
undw apprepda~ headings and to set rates lherefore anu to 
dehlrmlne page IocaUm. 
The Terrace Standard euswee the doht o revise, edit, 
class~ or reject anx adve~smenl a d to rein any iuswors 
directed fo the News Box Reply Service, and to repay the 
customer the sum ~ for the adver~t and box rental, 
O~x rad~ on "HOkI" tnst~ctJons ot p/eked up wnhln 10 
darpI of explfy of an ad~esment will he des~oyed unless 
instructions ate received, Those answering 6ox 
N~mbe~s ere reqvustad not to send originals of documents to 
avid loss. 
Ag claims of e~rers In adverUsemants must be received by 
the pub l~ wi~n 30 days aner the first publ~'.allon. 
e L! ogled by tho ~verUser requestJo 0 spaco that the 
P4d~ly of lhe Ten,aco Standard In ~ event of failure to 
P~L~h an edverlfesmeflt ortn L~e event of an e~ror apheatln9 
In the adver~ant  as published ahall be flmltod Io I~  
anlumlt paid by the advertiser for only ane Iocorrect insertion 
for the po~tlon of the advertieing s~lce oc¢u~ad by the incen " 
rect or omlnou item only, aim that t~ sha~l he no liability in '- 
any event Omatar than the amount paid f~' such advertisln O. 
1. Real Estate 
13+ ACRES OF AGRICULTURAL land at 
Chlmedemash Creek. Call 638.0717 6c48 
1% ACRES (KITWANGA) 5 bedroom house, 2 
storey garage, ESTABLISHED BOARDING KEN- 
NEL BUSINESS. Root eellar, folly landscaped. 
Ext~s $59,000. 849-5427 6p48 
3 BUILDING LOTS (7/8 acre each) across from 
Senior Secondary School In Kitwanga valley. 
Phone 849-5732 6p48 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME. Ouality workman. 
sldp, with many extras. Situated on large 
landscaped to1. Must be seen. Call 
635.7556 6p49 
LOT FOR SALE, 62 x 135 on DeJong Crescent 
(Lot 3) Close to schools and town, Quiet loca- 
tion. Price $26,000, Phone 638.1544 6p49 
% ACRE ViEW LOT in exclusive subdivision. 
Call 635-2384 6p49 
FOR SALE -- LOG HOUSE. 20 acres, building, 
corrals, creek, 160 acres partially cleared. 
Some timber year round, 842-5461 or 567- 
2519 6p49 
FOR SALE AT 3672 Balsam Avenue in Thor- 
nheiohts. 5 bedrooms (3 up, 2 down) w/car- 
port, on 75x117 lut, Asking $91,500. 
635-7152, 6p49 
FOR SALE BY OWNER or will trade for proper- 
ly in Terrace or surrounding area, Vz section, 
320 acres in a block, 120 cultivated, 300 
acres in natural trees. Beautiful building site, 
commuting distance to Dawson Creek, but in 
tax free Alberta, Will make excellent game 
farm, mixed farm or just a secluded home site 
with land to lease out. Inquiries: BOx 518, Ter. 
race, B.C. V8G 4B5 3p50 
FOR SALE OR TRADE 173 acres, Six miles 
west of Tyee. Year round creek, River front, 
good fish camp location. 635.3768 after 
5 p.m, 4p50 
5 PARCELS OF CHOICE RESIDENTIAL real 
estate in Terrace. Approx, 60 acres in total, 
For more into call 635-5320, 6p50 
PARCEL OF LAKE AND RIVER FRONTAGE at 
Lakelse Lake. Phone 635.5320. 6p50 
1,261 SO. FT. 3 BEDROOM well maintained 
neat family home on 1Vz acres in town, 
Fireplace. New nat. gas furnace, hot water 
tank and vinyl roof. Boautiful yard, garden and 
frull trees. Dam style work shop 12' x 20', 
Also 2 sheds and wood shed. Must be seen to 
appreciate. Asking $77,000, Phone 
635-2001 4p50 
1. Real Estate 
IDEAL THREE BEDROOM HOME. Quiet 
neighbeurhood. Close to hospital and schools. 
Gas heat, garage, new carpet, renovated 
bathroom. $54,900, Call 635.6991 6p51 
LET'S MAKE A OEALI Need a house In 
Horseshoe area, Will consider up to $80,000. 
Thinking of selling soon? 635.5478 6p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. N/G heat, 
swimming pool, 2 baths. $96,500. Call 
1.637-5443 6p51 
MOBILE HOME PARK, Good location In out- 
skirts ef Terrace. Fur more Information call 
1-637-5443, $160,000 6p51 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH. Full basement, in the 
bench area, $82,500. Also 4.6 acres on 
5200 Block Halliwell. $52,000, Call 
635.3728 6p51 
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER at 2169 
Cypress, Thomholghts, Unique floorplan Fn- 
cludes large kitchen with island, dishwasher, 
pantry and eating area, Livingreom has bay 
and gas fireplace. Master bath has double 
jacuzzi, a/4 ensuite in master edrm, Full base. 
ment. Partly finished,' Covered sundeck over 
.carport, .Assumable low rate mortgage. Pdced 
to sell now1638.0763 . . . .  "2~ 
FURNISHED CONDO FOR SALE. New siding 
utility shed, easy walking distance to town. 
Asking $46,000, Daft 638-1993 after 5 p.m. 
6p51 
FOR SALE BEAUTY SALON, downtown Ter- 
race. $28,000. For more into call 635-7961. 
2p51 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Immaculate 2 storey 
home on the bench, 1630 sq, ft, plus full 
basement, Features Include: 4 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms plus an ensuite, roomy kitchen 
with large eating area, oak cabinets, 
dishwasher, and garburator. Living room with 
fireplace and a formal dining room, Large 
family room with weed stove, sundeck, car. 
port, Beautifully landscaped lot (70x120 it) 
with pdvate beckyard abutting onto Terrace 
Mountain. Possession date July 15, 1990, 
Phone 638.8466 for viewing and appoint. 
mont, 3p51 
COMMERCIAL LOTS FOR SALE In Terrace~ 
4930 • 4942 Grelg Avenue. Call 635.4050, 
6p52 
2. Mobile Homes 
1979 14 x 70 NORTHERN PACKAGE Bendix 
Leader mobile. 3 large bedrooms, nat. gas 
heat, insulated and wired jney shack. Phone 
635-3285 0p48 
12 X 68 TRAILER, Fridge, stove, washer 
/dryer and dishwasher, Phone635-3428 6p51 
1974 ELMONTE MOBILE HOME, Sundeck O'x 
20' addition, natural gas heat, 5 appliances, 
storage shed, In town, close to schools 
$14,500, 635.7971 6p51 
TO SETrLE AN ESTATE: 1975 three bedroom 
trailer. Unfumlshee, $13,000, Fully furnished 
$14,000. Curtains, N/G heat and water. No. 
77.3616 Larch. 635-2679 6p51 
12 x 64 MOBILE HOME, Two bedroom, natural 
gas heat, woadstove, jooy shack, washer, 
dryer, fddge, stove. $13,500, 635-6464. 
6p52 
3. For Rent 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Uniquely designed 2.7 storey, 12 year o/d home 
on 120x80 foot lot on Bench. I 7oo ~'aq. n. of 
living area includes !arge living room, dining 
ro~n, 3 bedroome, den. 2 bathroome, kitchen, 
laundry room and entrance. Speclal features in. 
dude: large fiver rock flmlo4ece, rock feature wall 
in onftance llnd kitchen centre] vacuum eyetem, 
garburatot, hot tep, buill.in range lop, oven and 
microwave oven; walk.in cloaet ~(~ office off 
muter bedroom, 3 deck8 with ~ew and large 
garage/work~p on ground level 
". ASKING $1ea.O00' 




Utilities and cable 
included. $350 per 




Saturday, April 21, 
1990 
10:00 am to 12 noon 
at 4906 Mille Ave. 
A great 1,170 dq. R, 




CORNER OF KALUM & I¢OTT 
CLOeE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
Included, Carpet throughout. Laundry 
faolgtles, storage space, References re- 
quired for'l, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES foatudn 0 
1150.1300 sq, ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T,V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161: 31 fin 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease, Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse• Good for 
office space or steraoe. Carl 535.7939 or Ter. 
race Realty (Crystal) 638.0371.. 6p50 
FOR RENT in prime location, Available Ira. 
mediately. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths; N/Gas 
heat, fenced In back yard; family room 
downstairs, $800/month 1-637.5443 (Trscy) 
6c48 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located on 
Braun's Island. Available April 1/90. Phone 
635-4054 or 635-3583. 6p49 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 2 bedroom 
apartment, Rent Is $200 per month, Profas. 
signal females preferred. Call Shelly Morgan at 
638.8976 2pS1 
FOR LEASE 
950 square foot air- 
conditioned office space for 
lease. Second storey down- 
town location available 
May 1, 1990. 
For Information call 
evenings: 
638-1863 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house in Tot. 
race for a family of 3. By the end of March or 
April. Call 638-8469. 6p47 
WANTED TO RENT in the Halllwell area. $400 
range. Call 635-6318 2p51 
WANTED TO RENT in Terrace area, 3 bedroom 
house or townhouse. Needed by May 1. Phone 
after six, 638.0509. 3p51 
WANTED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for responsible 
family. Excellent references from present 
landlord, Phone 635-3624 6p52 
5. For Sale Misc. 
i,D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
8. Cars for Sale 
1981 OMEGA 4 DOOR standard, 80,000 km, 
Good condition, $1,850, 636.2400 or leave 
message for Dave 635.7676, Car Is in Ter. 
race. 6p47 
1970 911 Porsche. Rebuilt motor and clutch, 
In very good condition. Best offer takes, Call 
849-5612 after 4 p,m. 6p47 
FOR SALE 1087 F mblrd, a r condition o, 
cruise control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 kllometras, $10,500, 845-2962, 
6p47 
1978 PONTIAC GRAND SAFARI wagon. 
$1,000 OBU, Call 638.2046 6p48 
1964 HONDA ACCORO. Excellent cendltion'." 
$8,000. 1971 Mach I factory rebuilt 
Cleveland engine. 1000 miles. Fully restored 
orlglnalbody, $9,500 OBO 635-4444 6c48 
1981 FORD ESCORT 2 door, 4 cylinder, 
autornaOc transmtsslen, 67,000 km, new 
paint, excellent running condition. $3,300 
635.3752 6p48 
1975 PLYMOUTH SCAMP, Slant 6 low 
mileage, Clean reliable transportation, Second 
owner. $1,400 060. Call 638.1612 6p48 
82 FORD MUSTANG V8, New paint, new tires, 
excellent running condition, 635.2202 6p48 
1987 FIREBIRD FOR SALE. Air conditioning, 
erulse control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 km. $10,500. Phone 845.2962 4p49 
1986 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER mini.van ex- 
cellent condition. 5opd,, 5 passenger, stereo. 
1-847-4233,1.846.2454, 692-7181 4p49 
1981 RELIANT. Front wheel drive. Very good 
running condition, no rust, 50,000 km. 
638.8874 or view 4810 Oison Ave. 6p50 
MOVING, MUST SELL 1989 RED TOYOTA 
Celioa GTS, 5 rag's, old, low mileage, loaded 
with optional items, 847-9551 4p50 
78 TOYOTA CELICA Hatchback, auto. 
transmission, fn excellent condition, with 
winter tires. $1,800 080 638-0501 6p5D 
1981 BUICK SKYLARK, 4 door, auto, new 
paint, 61,000 km, reliable transportation, 
$3,300, Call 635-9353 6p51 
1981 CAMARO, Good condition, low mileage, 
P/S, P/B, two spare tires with rims, asking 
$2,500, Phone 638.0190 6p52 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1981 GMC 3/4 ton., 6 cyl. standard. $3,000, 
View at No. 29, 3889 Muller, 635-2866, 6p47 
bucket 80% new, $5500. 32 ft. house boat 1980 GMC 4x4 auto., 350, new cam and 
-lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer lifters, new front suspension, recent paint job, 
• $19500, 82 lade 2-door auto. good cond, good condition. $4,000, 638-0717 6c48 
$1500, 14 ft, Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 1986 GMC2 WHEEL ORIVE in good conditlon. 
mank, trailer $2600. Clean Okanaoan Camper Asking $8,500 er take smaller car as trade 
-hyd. lacks, $2000. New Kubnda tile plant & with cash. 638.1063 or 635-2900 6p48 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tin 1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Full sized, good 
condition, two tone colour. Call 638.1159 FOR SALE 31 GOOD GAMES ON one Nlntendo evenings 
cartridge, New -- $180 a so will pay ,10 each 6p49 
:foroood used comics. Phone 636-3823 6p47 1989.FORD F250 4 X 4 XLT LARIAT. All op~ 
dons. Brahma canopy, wooden box liner, 2~ 
PIANO UPRIGHT, Grand super sound board, sets tire chains, 13,000 km. $21,500 
Huge sound. $800, Call 638.8886. 6p48 
NEED A CAKE for that special occasion? (Blr- 
t~ay, anniversary, wedding) Call Emmy at 
638.1052, Speclaflzing in German homabak. 
ing, 6p48 
PIANO FOR SALE. Beethoven $1,600. Call 
638.8621 6p49 
8 HP ROTOTiLLER, dining room table with mir- 
ror top, 1 extra leaf, 6 chairs, chandelier, 
halicrafter battery operated radio, twin 
washtubs, wooden clothes horse, 2 bulky 
sweaters. Size 44 and 34. 635.2351 4p50 
21' SAILBOAT, drop keel with trailer, 5 HP 
motor, C,B, $7,500 OBO. 16 co. ft, deep 
freeze $350. Homemaoe 6' truck camper 
$800 OBO, 1-692-7342 Bums Lake, 4p50 
MOVING? NEED BOXES?? We have lots of 
theml Ten boxes for only $2.50, Terrace Stan. 
dard, 4647 Lazelle, tin51 
18 HP ARIENS GARDEN TRACTOR. 
Hydrostatic ddve, mower deck, dozer blade, 2 
wheel cart, tire chains and spare tire. $3,295 
OBO. 635-3258 6p52 
DODGE PARTS FOR SALE. 440 engine with 
Holley 600 cfm 4 barrel carl},, and edelbrook 
forker performance intake manifold. $500. 
Small block four barrel forker edelbreck per. 
formance intake manifold with Carter 625 cfm 
carb. $175, 727 automatic trans. $100. 904 
automatic trans. $75, 318 engine with 2 bar. 
rel cart}. $100, 81/4 limited slip differential 
complete $60. View at 27 Margetts Streel, 
KItimat, 12 noon. 5 p,m. daily. 4p52 
FOR SALE MENS AND LADLES 5 and 10 speed 
bikes. $50 each. Call 838:1481 lp52 
KIHG SIZE WATER BED. Captain's drawers, 
Headboard has mirror and shelves, Excellent 
cued, Call 638-8254. 2p52 
MOBILE VEHCILE MOUNTED 2 way VHF 
radios, $80 each. 63?.5702 6p52 
1978 310A JOHN DEERE backhoe, low hours, 
good operating condition, $14,000. 0-6 clear. 
leg blade, like new. 24' marine aluminum jet 
boat, 454 O,M. 10" Derkely jet, like new, 
tandem trailer, $16,000, Phone 845.7725 
after 7 P,m, 4p52 
SET PIONEER CAR/TRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, 
lOOw per channel. Brand new. $200, Call 
Janet 638.7238 days, 52ttn 
GET FIT, 
FIND OUT HOW AT 
4606 Lake/so Ave., Terrace 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WA-NTED TO TRAOE. Tired of play;no the 
same old games? Trade them in. Video Games 
play power. Box 120, RR2, Site 14, Wilfloms 
Lake, D,C. V2G 2P2 6p51 
For Rent Misc. 
• MAYTAG WASHER AND DRYER SET for rant• 
Contract required, 830 per month. Call 
638.1468 6p50 
8. Cars for Sale 
1966 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise,.AM/FM cassette, Int, w pets, haltooen 
headllghts; rear window defmt. Cleanf 
75,000 lime, $9,000. CaN 630.0654 even- 
JnoS, tin 
t 
1-633-2642 evenings, 6p51 
1974 LANDROVER SERES 3 with 60,000 
miles, 4 sp, with overddve, 2,51 gas engine. ~ 
Plush padded inteder. Ex¢eNent appearance 
and running condition, New Yokohama super 
digger tires, Serious Inquiries only, Do not 
phone Saturdays, Call 849-5811 4p51 
1982 DATSUN 4 x 4 pickup, King Cab, 5 
speed, canopy, sunroof, 1 owner, all season 
radials, sound mechanical condition, Asking 
$ 4 ,9  O 0. 636.9477 6p52 
1967 DAKOTA AUTOMATIC with box liner, 
canopy like new condition. 31,000 km still 




LUXURY MOTCRHOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, mon- 
thly, 638.1468 6p50 
TiLT TRAILER for four wheelers or 
snowmobiles, 7it 6 in. by 6 ft. 14 In. wheels. 
Plywood deck, lights, two inch hitch, $595, 
Call 845.2890 (Men. - Friday) Houston 4p50 
1977 GMC 26' CLASS A MOTORHOME. 
$17,500. Call 635.3673 6p51 
9Ve FT. VANGUARD CAMPER. HFfraullc 
lacks, has everything, sleeps 6, excellent 
conditio;f, $5,500 firm. Call 635.7R59 6p52 
12, Motorcycles 
1982 YAMAHA 260 TRAIL, Street legal. Ex. 
ceNent condition. Must sell, $1,275. 
638.1468 6p50 
14. Beats & Madne 
35' 1061 CABIN CRUISER. Sleeps 7, wood 
boal with 2, 350 mercury inboard gas motors, 
ERC, New paint job inside and out, Red and 
white, Plus fishing gear and life jacket. Ap. 
praised at $40,000, Asking $35,000. 
635-5543 after 6 p,m. 6p46 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT, 6 cy/Inder Volvo 
diesel, tandem trailer, 140 gallon fuel tanks, 
convertible top, seats 8 passengers, 638- 
8854 6p47 
16. Machinery 
1973 i.D. 450 Crawler tractor clw angle 
blndeand winch $7,800.1.695-6568 4p50 
MASSEY FERGUSON 70 hp tractor with 
MF236 front end loader, roll bar & canopy. 
Auxiliary hydraulics, 840 hrs, like new condl. 
lion, MF model 41 dynabalance, sickle bar 
mower on hydraulics, new knife, excellent 
condition MF no. 12 baler GOOd condition 
'evenings, 536.1052. 4p51 
MOBILE DIMENSION SAWMILL with planer, 
Cuts accurate lumber with volkswagen 
powered one man sawmill. $7,000 060 
1.695.6620 Bums Lake, 4p52 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW-USED.REBUILT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PART8 
Complete line of Ceterp at 
1 " Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
, '~,1,800"003-6206 
I' ' " ',~" 881.2a87 
Be01Pw~n Ro~d _ ~n~ o~xoe, e,c, 
I 
16. Farm 
MASSEY FERGUSON 70 IIi) tractor with 
MF236 frmt end,loader r011 bar and canopy• 
Auxi fary hydraulics, 840 hrs,, like new condl. 
tion, MF model 41, dynabalance sickle bar 
mower on hydreu k:s, new knife, excellent 
condition, MF no, 12 bate~', Good condition. 
Evenings 638.1052 4p51 
flAY FOR ~ALE• $2 per bale, Good quality. He 
Sat. calls. 849.5395 6p52 
17,Garage Sales• 
GIANT GARAGE.SALE - Saturday, April 21 at 
9 a;m~, Ca~Penter'~ Hall, 3312 Sparks Street, 
Terrace. Spanserad ~ the Terrace N.D,P, 
Club. . . . . . .  . 2p51 
GARAGE AND BAKE SALE to he held at Chds. 
tlan Centennial School Gym,3608 Sparks St. 
April 28;9 a.m,- noon. ,~oonsorad by Terrace 
Pro-Life Educatlon Assnclation. lp52 
• '- j 
20. Pets & Livestock 
FREE TO GOOD HOME 13 month old shepherd 
cross well. Very gentle, .Has shots. Call 
6..36-461.1batween8a•m,.5p.m, ; 6p52 
SPRING BOOK SALE 
'iAPRIL 23 to' 28 ' 
Misty ,River Books  
4606 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
21. Help' Wanted 
WANTED IMMEBIATEI~Y• Full, time Old Fdday. 
Apply at the Hair Hut. Call •635-2993 or 
plhone 635.2753 after 7 p,m. 6c47 
WANTED: LIVE.IN HOUSEKEEPER. For more 
Information phone 635-5916. 6p51 
CARLTON CAItO SHOP (Skeene Ma )'Is look. TWIN RIVEN ESTATES will De holding a Ino for an outgoing, well.groomed, Individual garage sale/bake sale Saturday Apdl 28 9- 
a,m. • 4 p.m. in H.Hut,' Twin River Estates 
3232 Apsle~, StraeL If anyone cares to donate 
misc. articles please contact C;. Casey at 
635-5666, or H. Gagnon at 635.2887• lp52' 
G Terr~°n~ UrTehn~nhli • ~ 
GARAGE SALI: 
 OnN L Jura SECOMOAB'  
SCHOOL . .  
~ Time: 9 to 5 [d 
19, Lost & Found 
LOST 1 RED PURSE WiTH I D. and a grey 
wnter coat, Call 635-9644 or 638-0621 if 
found. 21)51 
LOST 1 black wallet with ID between Davis 
and park, between KermedeL Call 638-1136 if 
found. 2p52 
20. Pets & Livestock 
2 CKC REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN pups. 
First shots, Ready to go. $350 - $400. Call 
635.4246 6p48 
DOUBLE REGISTERED PALOMINO Quarter 
Horse gelding, 4 years. Winner best local 
yeadlng 19R6 BV, Fall Fair, wry gentle. Reg. 
Quarter Horse, 4 years, mare. Both trained by 
HectorThorro, 845-2534 or845.3219. 4p49 
REGISTERED MINIATURE PINSCHER Puppies. 
1st shot, dewormed, ears cropped, tails & 
dewclaws done. $400. Also, registered west 
Highland, white Terrier pup, $460, 632.5294, 
6p49 
PRETTY OUARTERHORSE MARE, Must be sold 
by April 7. She has famous ancestors; $1,500 
OBO 1-692-3722 anytime. 4p50: 
ONLYFOUR BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN cross 
kittens left. $75 If you pick up, $100 If we 
ship, 1-692-3722 anytime. 4p50 
BREED YOUR BEST MARES to some of the 
worlds best AQHA bloedlines. "Mite Deep" 
grandson of "Three Bars", "Easy Louten" 
grandson of "Easy Jet." "Mite Gorgeous" son 
of "Mite Deep". "Chlttavandy" the most Im- 
pressively brad producer of fine horses in all 
B,C. or western Canadal Standing to a limited 
number of.approved mares, Call for details 
now, 1-692-3722. Dues Lake. 4p50 
TWO PROVEN QUARTER HORSE STALLIONS, 
gentle and easy to handle. Real good Iookersf 
Holder's Ouarter Horse Ranch. Box 562, Bums 
Lake, B•C, VOJ lEO 4p50 
ATI'ENTION HORSE PEOPLE, Summer 1990 
(June, July, August) this summer Flemmlng 
Lake wilderness ad~/entures is offering peck 
horse trips into the back country of the 
6ulkley Valley for fishing, photography etc. 
You bdng your own horse and we supply the 
rest, Limited to ten people per trip, So Inquire 
hOwl For more Into sail Jedl 846.9128, 8c49 
SHELTY PUPPIES ready soon. Td'a, sables, 
also sable male, 4 rag. Trained, outgoing pots. 
$200 up. Breeders $500 up, Misthill 1-692- 
3403 4p50 
200 ACRES PRIME GRAZING pasture land for 
lease, Year round water and fenced, 
Vanderhoof, 1.531.7515 4p51 
TWO MALE BLACK LAB PUPPIES. 7 wks. 
$200 each, One registered chocolate male 
Lab. $350, No Saturday calls, 849-5395 
6052 
ALL BREED I 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Mornlng;,or Evonlng8 
to fill a P/T position, Interested applicants 
please send resume to Cedton Cards, 4741 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 8,C. VBG 4R9 2c51 
REOUIRED FULL.TIME RESPONSIBLE babysit.. 
tat In my homo. Vehlclean assel, Call even. 
legs. 635-5626 or leave message 635-9673 
• 2p52 
HAIRDRESSER REQUIRED in Bums Lake.To 
start immediately. Established clientele, 
1-692.7087 days 1.692.a360 eves. 4p52 
PASSIVE EXCERCISE MACHINE, Has 8 dN. 
ferent exercises un machine. 1-692-7687 
days 1-692-3360, Bums Lake. 4p52 
A MAJOR CANON DEALER of office equipment 
in the eulkley Valley are requires additional 
service personnel. Successful candidates 
must have cpplat service experience, a strong 
electro-mechanical b ckground, and be neatly 
OarOOmed, Salary negotiable. We-provide 
ctory-authodzed product trairdno, and ex- 
cellent benefits package, Please submit 
cevedno letter and resume to: Manager, See: 
Moore Pdnting & Stationery, P,O. Box 460, 
Smithers, B.C, VOJ 2N0. 4p52 
NOW HIRING 
FULL AND PART TIME 
PROMOTIONAL 
STAFF 
To work in major department 
store, 




for local grocery store. 









Enthusiastic person wilh 
good customer elations. 
To fill the position of 
SERVICE ADVISOR 
Send resumes to 
Regency Chrysler 
259 McLean St. 
quesnel, B.C. 
V2J 2H8 
RBgene1" Ch br 
Quesnel  92-9293 
***ATTENTION *** 
Northwest Employers 
Northwest  Commuzz i ty  Co l lege 
offers 
Cooperative Education in 
• " • • • Business Admm tratzon 
We have students With one uear B~q;npcc 
Administration training and-are 
for:wor~ experienCp from June 1st to 
August 31st. 
IfmYOU are blterested in pres~eened h!ghly 
otlvated employees with s]pecial s~zlls,~ 
youm"~Wish~ to become InvoliJed..'~: •,,i:ii 
I. Co-ol~mtlv¢ Education Is :'a three WaFpartnershfp ;J 
between the College, t]he 9tudent and the Employer. J
Forfu~rther InfonnaUon,contact: . 
J 
638.SAVE 
23. Work Wanted 
WILL BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME. Am well ex. 
liP,flOod in total house cleaning. Won't you 
ve me a call. 635.6537 6pSo 
NEED THOSE ODD JODS DONE? Am experlenc. 
ed:ln all trades, reasonable rates, call 
635-6537 "will cost you nothing 10 chat." 
6p50 
GRAPPLE YARDER, HOOK TENDER. Ex. 
patience at night foOging , plus end backhoe 
aocl hackspsra, Also possess safety fuse and 
ele¢ldcal bleating l]cket and operate tank 
ddlls and air tracks, Call 037.5702 or leave 
message for Bob at 637.2249, '~ 6p52 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds edver. 
tisera that the human dghts code In British 
Colombia forbids publication ofany advertise. 
merit In connecuo~ with employment which 
discdmlnates against any person because of 
Orloin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any infomlaOOh'~:~'~emino race,rellglen, col- 
oar, a~esby, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: in ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' Is used, read also as 'male', 
REPLYING TO A OOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure" you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter. 
rs¢e Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, Terrace, 
S.C.. VOG 1S8. Please do not include hulk 
goods or money to Box replies, 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do altera- 
tions and mending. Fast, professional service 
at !:reasonable prises, Phone 635.9202, 
6p'48 
NEED WORK DONE? For renovations, viny 
siding, any sze Job. Contact Norm, 638-1950. 
6p49 
WILL DO SEWING. Grad gowns, bridal wear, 
costumes, etc. Call 635-5420. 6p49 
MOM WILL DO OABYSrrTING In my home. 
Close 10 ho~Ital nd park. Full and part.time 
days. Phone 635.3804, 6p50 
WILLING TO BABYSIT iN MY HOME in hospital 
area. Ages 4 yrs and up. Men thru Friday. Carl 
635.4355. 6p50 
24. Notices 
PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lendin 0 library, 
dealing with human lifo Issues such as abut. 
tlon and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638.0382. 5fine 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Birthright can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater- 
nlty and baby clothes. Many other services -




FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two restaurants InFort 
St. 'James. One with lake view, Ilcenced in- 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next o 
a motel. 996.7510. fin 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy, 37 N. 8 
miles S of Klnaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dease Lake, With convenience store, 
sllm~ers~:3 summer cabins, 2 be~oom;.klt, i 
chenette unit and 4 bedroom horns with 
workshop, OnlO beautiful viewing acres. 
Come and talk to us. J. Taylor at WiH0w Ridge 
Resort or write Gem DeL Iskut. B,C. YOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
PRINCESS HOUSE CANADA, exclusive crystal, 
dinnerware and glftwars, Home shows. Look- 
Ing for raps in your area, Must have car and 
plloue. CaJI Jaslee 845.2908. 4p49 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Mobile food con- 
cession customized interior, Self.contained; 
for leformation package contact: Cactus Can. 
teens, P.O, Box 855, Houston, D,C. VOJ 1ZO 
or phone 845-2075 %51 
MAJOR RUSTPRDOFING FRANCHISE available 
in Terrace, Well established and a good add- 
on to an existing automotive business. Call 
635.4954 evenings, 3c52 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE• 7 toning tabtes, 1 
upright tanning capsule, office equipment, 
counter, cash register and much more, Stay In 
present location or move, 847.5101 4p52 
UPRIGHT TANNING CAPSULE. Like new.. 
$6,500 valued at $10,000, 847.5101 
4p52 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff envelopes at 
home. Earn up to $600 weekly. Free supplies. 
Rush self addressed stamped, envelq~e to: 
Hughes Entarpdsas, Dept. A-11, Box 964, 
Peterborough, Ontario, K9J 7A5, 4p52 
IF YOU DON'T LIKE WHAT YOU'RE DOING try 
something else without leaving your present 
job. For appainlment phons 635-3464 52tfn 
21. Help Wanted 
I 
SEARS 
SEARS Canada Inc. 
• ' 4015 Lezel le Ave., Terrace 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Corlfldentlaiily s assured. Phorle 
638.7293 Monday to Friday, 9 a,m to 5 p,m. 
LOSE POUNDS, INCHES AND CELLULITE 1017/ 
guaranteed. Louklng for dlstrlbulors interface 
and KRimat areas, Phone 647-5635 6p48 
WANTEO: 65 overweloht people, We pay you 
for losing 10.29 Ibs per month, 100 per cent 
guaranteed. Call 1.976.3010 toll free 24 hrs, 
4p51 
COMMUNICATIONS FOR COUPLES WORKSHOP 
on Fdday Apd127190 7-9 p,m..Sat, Apd126 
9:30 .. 4 p.m.. Facilitators: Lil Farkvam and 
Lynn Hughes, Cost Is $35 per couple, To 
register please call 838.8311, Registration 
limited. 2c52 
Noble have I created thee, yet thou 
hast ebaeer~ Ihysolf. Rise then unto 
that for which thou wast created. 
Selected from the Bahs'l Holy 
Writings. 
We invite you to explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
635-3219 or 63@9012 
632 -4333 
Open 7 days a wee'~ glUM - OAM 
Answodug machine 9AM - OPM 
CONFiDENTiALITY GUARANTEED] 
TI~ N) b p~ for ~a~ fun~ rai~d ~ 





• Safe * Effective 
• Pain less 
DIET .......................... $125 
(blcfudee 3 butmenta) 
STOP SMOKING ...... S47,50 
. . . . .  (F(91ow-uos $20  each)  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT  
635-9435 
ST'E, NO.15- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(stx)ve Sevlm'} 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
l £0ULD ~IAVE 
AOVERTIEED 
IH THI£ 9PA~E! 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
~ : Part-time Position available, 15-24 hours per week. 





The oholcoe program is seeking energetle persons to work with people with 
mental handicaps. 
QUALIFIcAllONS: 
-- Experience In worldng with the mentally hand/capped would be an useL 
: "  Valid first aid Certificate Or willing to obtain . . . .  " 
1 : m ~4 ddvere llcenns or willing to obtaln. 
• --  Madure, flexible, able to work as part of • team. 
--  On the Job t~lnlng 18 provided, ell well as Job related courses and 
workshops. 
' If our are Interested In learning more about working with the mentally hen. 
dlcapped, you ,san contact: 
,' _ : ~-.,~'llyn Tarea " 
, rerr~e • Dl|tdotCommunlty ~ Icee  8or:lely 
" ~ ~ ~ ~ : ..... NO. 2 321S Eby 8trNt ' 
" • ' Tempe, B C. vaG 2xe 
. . . .  • Pho..:eas.Tee3 ' '!": ' ;  i 
! Drop kt o pick up an appUcetlon or  drep off  your  resume. : 5. :I~" 
I 
[ .  
FOR .~DVERTISING CALL 638-SAVE 
..: Earn extra income aa the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
- ' ~ ~:ii,of:a:smalilapartment building in Kitlmat. 
, i  i ~ i, SaleS' and maintenance skills an asset. 
P lease  send resumes by February 14, 1990 to: 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. 
..~. Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave, 
Prince Georga, B.C. 
V2L 3B8 
• - PROORAM ASe ISTANT 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
REGISTERED NURSE 
for a office.scheduling and 
FIELD SUPERVISORY POSITION 
with agency that delivers services to seniors, handicapped and 
recuperating people in their homes. 
Hours range from 20 to 40/week to start. Some flexibility with job, 
Starting date: June 1, 1990. 
• For more information, contact: 
Betty Stewart 
Program Director 
Home Support Services 
635-5135 
Weight 
Con s ulta nt/Receptio nest 
Nutritional Specialist 
Counsellor 
These three positions are now available at 
Terrace Nutri-System. Call Nutri-System at 
......... 638-1800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
and ask for Shauna 
THE OPEN PATH 
WAITS FOR . . . . .  




Finning Ltd. requires a mature and conscien- 
tious worker with previous warehouse experience 
; to join our company on a permanent full time 
~' basis, 
Preference will be given to candidates with 
: some post secondary education as they may be 
; considered for a future apprenticeship offered 
" through our parts department. 
~=,. Candidates must be able to alternate between 
• "... day and afternoon shifts - -  a shift differential will 
im . .  apply. 
Finning offers an excellent hourly wage with a 
complete benefit package. 
If qualified please submit your resume to: 
Parts Manager 
"~ lml , . .  F inn ing Ltd. 
4621 Kelth Road 
Terrace, BC V8G 1K3 
L . td .  
A small but progressive company operating "I',F,L. no. 42  in North 
• Central B.C, is seeking to supplement its staff with aggressive, self. 
motivated personnel, This additional staff are required to increase 
forestry activities and to provide support staff for a new sawmill cur. 
rentiy under construction. 
Successful appflcants will be offered a competitive salapj and corn- 
prehensive benefit package comparable with industpj standards. The 
,: following full ttme positions are available: 
Ae¢ountanl: 
ReL~tthg dln~tty to the General Manager and reepon~le for the control 
, of all fl.nanclel nnd accounting systems and reports InclUding Pmpemtlon of 
n.nsnolal statements, working paper files and auditor liaisons. 
' 0tccounta lied(: 
ReportMg directly to the Accountant and rasponaR)ta for accounts 
I~Ya~e, pWroll, general edger, and all rotated duties Up to the trtaJ balance 
stage, 
Iknagw:. ~ i 
woo¢llend management and day to day operations of the company and its 
• c=ontmotore. : -L 
Fmslw/Fmsby Techn ich in :  " 1 " ' ~" : '~' 
mla~ to the T.F,L Forutar and ~spo~b~ f0r, s~ ~ s¢6~es and 
.,o reports ~vo~n0 ~Iv~u~ture, and curing permit develol~nenl w,h~ 
, T.F,L 42. •!! ~:~: ~ .% 
Resume~ to: Edward John 
* ...... ~ Tanlzul Timber Ltd. 
i P.O. Box 988 
*' Fort St. ~amos, B.C. 
~"~ ~VOJ,1PO 
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i l TERRACE HEALTH 
CA,RE SOQETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
REGISTERED NURSES 
'REGISTRATION PSYCHIATRIC NURSES 
LICENCED PRACTICAL NURSE 
The .Terrace Health Care Society operates Mills Memorial.. 
Hospital, an 89  acute care complex and TerracevleW Lodge, 
a 76 bed long term care facility. General Duty nurses are re. 
quired for both facilities. You must be eligible for B.C, Nurses 
Reglatrstlon. 
Terrace, B.C. Is a modem city of 18 ,000  Ideally set*in the :  
breathtaking mountains of northwastem British Columbia. In 
Terrace you'll find everything you want Inc lud lng lgo0d i 
schools, a community college; affordable housing, shopp ing  
and some of the beat outdoor apodlng activities In the wor ld  
including a mineral hot springs. Salary and Benefits accord ing  
to Collective Agreements including No,rthem Allowance. / 
Please write or  phone: 
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL 
4720 Heuglend Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V80 2W7 
Phone: (604) 635-2211 
Local 225 
Fax: (604) 635-7639 
- .  m 
; ii~ u• 
+~i:: 
N O R ~ S T  COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
and 
B.C. Forest  Service Pr ince  Ruper t  Fores t  Reg ion  
axe offering •
2-Day Course on 
at  
NWCC Houston  Campus  - Apri l  23 & 24 
" and 
NWCC Ter race  Campus  - Apri l  25 & 26 
9:00  a .m.  - 5 :00  p .m.  
Fee: 620.00 
(Doctor's Certificate required with registration} 
Eye exam, for colour blindness, will be 
administered as a requirement for this course. 
I Anyone wanting to bid on Lookout Contracts or J 
work as a Lookout Person MUST_ have this training. 
In fo rmat ion / reg is t ra t ion  is avai lable at any  NWCC 
Centre ,  or, mai l  your  reg is t rat ion  with 
Doctor ' s  Cert i f icate to:  
NWCC, HOUSTON CAMPUS 
P.O. Box 1277,  Houston  B.C. V0 J  1Z0 
or  
NWCC, TERRACE CAMPUS 
P.O.  Box 726,  Ter race  B.C. VSG 4C2 
II I i 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
The largest import dealer in the Northwest requires 
an experience Sales Representative. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance, reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to deal effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an excellent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required. For an appointment contact... 
THORNHILL MOTORS 
LTD. 
3040 Hwy 16 East 
Terrace, B.C, 
635-7286 635-7288 
A KISPIOX BAND 
AIA coum,, 
-JAJ __ I l l l l l t  BOX 25, KISPIOX, BC.  V0J lYe  
842-5248 or 842.5249 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
The Klsplox Band Council  is accepting applications 
from qualified individuals (degree in Social Services) for 
a full-time position as: 
HEALTH AND SOCIAL 
SERVICES DIRECTOR 
~ ~, ~, K lap lox  Bl ind Counc i l  
7 ~ ~: B()J(26; R.R, NO.L1 
~: : VOJ IYO 
" 1, : . ,  Phone: 842-8248 
: C los i ,gdate i  May 4, 1990 
Must have abilities as facilitator, organizer, teacher, 
lobbyist and fundralser. 
Be able to co-ordlnate the varlous activities of the 
Health and Social  Services deperbnent  
Gitksas language preferred (understanding at least) 
Salary: $30 ,000  plus, depending on experience. 
Complete/ob description Is available upon request.  
hnd  re lume tO: ' 
,.;> 
r :  ~' I 
I 
,I 
I 'Ii:1 ~, 
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T . .ouo . .~ , ; .on  ,:~ " " ;:i 
What ' s  Up  =v=.,o,'death=..,,= ~ , L 
you 'may need, additional lap- - " 
APRIL IT . , , I~90- ,Ske¢~a p io r t . l tyouwhhto 'be inamp ] .11.. I~ :, TERRACE EXPERTS - - ' iN A GLANCE ';, 
Squares Dance Jamboree at poct ive group, 'p lease ' jo in  us 
Carpenter's Hall on Sparks 
Street (2 Mocks behind Bank of  
Montreal). Mainstream danc- 
in8 with 8uest caller Delmar 
Carter -  profesdunal, 25 years 
from Cienrwatef~ B,C. - -  and 
host caller, Carol Glen, April 
27, 7:30 - 10 p.m. Open fun 
night, pre~jamberee dance with 
refreshments. April 28, 2-4 
p.m. WorkBhop ~ with Del 
Carrie, f~7 p.m, Dinner, 7:30 
-7 Dandng. April 29, 10 a,m. 
No-host breakfast at the Hot 
Springs and Aqua Dance, 
- "* * `**  'k 
APRE[, 30, 1990 -- Tertaee 
French Preschool is hostin8 an 
open house on Monday at 
7.8:30 p.m, at the school 
located in the Chfistinn Reform 
Church at 3608 Sparks St., Ter- 
race. Parents, pre-schoolers, 
friends and relatives are invited 
to view some of  the children's 
projects as well as exchange 
ideas with the tee~hers. The 
general public is welcome 
especially anyone interested in
registering their child for next 
year, 
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program offers 
Wednesday nite v ideos,  
7:30-8:30 pm at Kermode 
Friendship Centre 
(downstairs). Opened to 
anyone. Drop in for n coffee 
and a movie. 
"**`*  * 'k  
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635.6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Hnughland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m, Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 490"~ Lazalle 
Avenue. Tuesday nite 8:30. 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue, Wed. nite 
Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit, 4720 Hauoland. 
Thurs. nite 8:30 p.m, Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nite 8:30 
p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
galum Street. 
TERRACE YOUTH CENTRE 
is searching for volunteers and 
donations for the new year. 
Please contact Centre at 
635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or 
Judith at 638-8120. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOINING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
the Ist and'3rd Wednesday of 
each month, I : l J .  3 p.m, in 
the confetance room at the 
Mental Health~ Centre, Cal l  
639-3325 for more info. 
- * *Yr . ' * *  
soC IAL IZ ING S INGLES 
meeting eve W Friday evening at 
Women's  Remurce  Cent re ,  
4542 Park Ave atT:30 p.m. 
come out and join us. It's fun 
and coffee's unt For more info. 
call Ruth at 635-9551. 
BIG BROTHERS AND B IG  
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.O.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to  fib all executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to.  
get tota l ly  functional by spring. 
BUt, we still can't do it withdut 
you. Anyone interested in 
becoming a Big Brother or 
Sister, or if you are willing just 
to help please feel free to join 
us in this worthwhile project. 
Meetings exe held every third 
Tuesday of the month 
OSTOM~ SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support from 
others in the same situation. 
Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
Kitimat 632.5951. 
INFORMATION CONCERN- 
ING THE TWIN RIVER 
ESTATE PROJECT is 
available from the Skeena 
Senior Citizens Housing Socie- 
ty office corner of Apsley St. 
and Lakelse Ave.' each Thurs- " 
day from 2 - 4 p.m. 
AGORAPHOBIA & PANIC 
DISORDER support group. 
Do you experience high anxie- 
ty? or avoid crowded places? 
We meet every 2nd and 4th 
Sunday of the month at the 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at 7 p.m. for men and 
women who share this pro- 
blem. For more into. call 
638-3325 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Ch i ld  Health Cl in ics"  ( Im. 
manization Clinics" Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m. - noon and I - 4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info, phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 





Terrace Health Care Society Presents 
"Len Fablano" 
"Cadng For The Menially Impaired Eldedy" 
A Two Day Seminar 
Mr. Fahiano is a nationally recognized educator in the field of 
geriatrics. This session is designed to examine areas involved in 
caring for the mentally impaired elderly. Participants will find this 
personal presentation provides each an opportunity to discuss 
and work through personal problems encountered in caring for 
this type of individual. 
Everyone Welcome 
Terrace Hotel 
Apdl 30 & May 1, 1990 
8:30 • 4:30 p.m, 
Terracevlew Lodge 638.0223 (Ramona) for 
Registration Information 






for Contractors wishing to 
submit hourly rates for 
slashing & herbicide treat- 
ment contracts In the Ter- 
race area are available at the 
local B.C. Hydro office. 
Tender forms & specifics- 
lions ore available at 5220 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace. 
Closing date for submissions 
of tender is April 27, 1990 at 
14:00 hours. 
~ ' Province of MInlsW of 8~fish C~um~ Forests 
Sealed Te~ 10t the th~owl~ contract will be 
race+veal by the D~I  Manager, MtnisW of Forests, 
General Delivery, Gezse Lake, B.C. VOC 11.0 by April 
27, 1990 at 3:00 p.m. Tenders will be o~ene~ at this 
ume. 
The co~tract isfor the ptovlsl(m of tim detoct~on per. 
seal to man DodjatlA Loukout from May 5, 1990 to 
August 31, 1990 and One Ace Lookout from May 20, 
1990 to Aegt~131, 19B0. Both L0O~ are a¢¢~. 
ble only by hofi¢opter. Allpersounof utilized by the C~. 
tmctot m~t be cefBDed by the MJnlsby of Felon8 TraJn, 
i~ ~ho~ to be conducted at Terrace on Apd123 and 
24.199a 
Tethers must be ~bmittM ~ ~ form and in the 
envelopes .~O~isd whk:h with Pa~cu/a~, may be ob- 
taJ~d from the MthisW of Forests, l~sldof Manager, as 
In,fOaled. The lowest ot any teobe, will not nocessanly 
be accepted. 
~ Prorate of Ml~sby 01 
Bd~sh Co~mbta Forests and L ,~ 
IRAUEO TENOm 
iHVfl'AllOfll FOil ~ SEll~I- 
Sealed tne~ for IXOVld~ two (2) F~e Prae¢~o~ 
Louk0~t SUtious in the Ks/urn Forest Oisb'iat will be 
received by the District MaceO~ at No. 200 • 5220 
Koith Avenue, Torracl, O.C. VO0 IL1 unSl May 1, 
1900..Ton~ots wlfl cfo~l at 10:00 I.m. .,+ 
Tender doclenenis peclfylno par~oists may be vlewld 
ao~ot obtak~ from the Mlnlsby of FOrests Office it NO, 
200. 5220 Kelth Avenue, Te~,  S.C. VBO 1L1. 
AB Inquiries hould be Srec ed to Fire C~ntrof, Prote¢. 
'tl~ De~ul~mt, ofthe Mlnisfry of Fomsu, Oisbtct Of. 
rice In Terrace, O.C. 
B,D. Dowm 
Bstdof ManaW 
I I  
t 
ESS OF:THE WEEK ',:'r 
: + 
! i[ 
i •:i/ 1•1:: ,~=: ~:,,:! 
35.E ~t0  
ionsolidation- Home Improvements ' + 
,E TERMS & COMPETITIVE:RATES 
'USE YOUR EQUITY" !"+ 
.,;,'~;,.-+ ~ ~i + ~.i." '.:.~ +:, , • " . 
"~ ' ; "~" ' : '~' ' '~' ; '  r J'' '~ . . . .  Dar ren  M.  Smi th  
2-  4623 Park AVe., Terrace 
E 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
. & MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - -  GAS TANKS - -  TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - -  BOX UNERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
~;" t  ~ ~  JIM NEID 
] / /  / (~04) 6~s ~4~e 
V J ~  I | / [ ~ 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
TERRACE B C V8G 3Y8 
let's talk 
• Sllelllte Sa lu  & Se~lce 
, .o . ,  e~IDLAN I ~  dealer 
Northland ,.,oo~ ~oh, ^,,,. 
• Communications 638-0261 . I 
TERRACE LTD. 
4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields 
Specialists ~, Glass Medic Repairs 
I,, I.C.B.C. claims 
I 
SPRING CLEANING " 
SPECIALS  
'39.g5NO + , 
We'll clean two rooms & hall Call me for upholstery 
' ' ANY  S IZE"  speclalsl 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry-  Renovations 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
4B 
~ " // I ,~ts ic ,  "*. t "  
* Cassettes $10 .95  
* Albums $1.O.75 ~J  
* Discs $19 .95  
CALL  NOW 635-6210 





Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mount ing Laminating 
40011 I.,mkol,~ Avt~m 
Tentce I I I - I IU  
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. Malcolm Slmons 
V8G 4Z3 Ph. 635-7724 
I TRaNS CaNaDa CREDIT 
Bill Consolidation Home Improvements 
FLEXIBLE TERMS& COMPE'mWE RATES .... . ................... I 
Will cut down any treel I 
• ~ "USE YOUR EQUITY" "SAFELY" i I 
• I [] Darren M. Smith $1 ,O00,000 liability for YOUR protection / 
• , , :~r -~, ,~T  v , + • 2-4§23ParkAve.,Terrace + 635-6310 
i ' PEST IC IDE USE PERMIT  ' I 
• S.C. Hydro 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R5, • 
Phone 638-5640 ha8 received Pesticide Use PermiL No. M A C K A Y # S  i~ONl j I I~A L BAND I,RA 1 | ++ | . . . . . . . .  
I App ly  Round-up  (G lyphosate)  I SERVICES LTD.  . . . .  +~, , -  
I for control of tall growing treespecles toTransml~lon dght -E  Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.~ Terrace TRA NSPOR TA TION + !1  
| of-waysintheTerracem-ealAppllcatlonemaybemedebycut I i Direcfors: ~ .~SySTEMS LTD, .  .... / +i, ! 
i surface, backpack or Stem injeo|i0n. + A maximum application I JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE Dally freight !styles exVancouvof / 
i area of 20 he will be treat~:ll ~ + ~: + . . . .  •, +' i :: ~ us, + JEANETTE DE FRANE + 
n ApPlloatlone wllf take place bstween May 21.~1990 and:- ]| , r~zep l tq .  ! 24HOUR : r',  I TELi(6J74)~5.2728 ~! 
November 30. 1992 ' ! " . . . .  monamonm . . . . .  ' Z • ~:.'~ ~ ~,  I ,. ~ .  AnswerlngandPagerServlce /A FAX:(6o4)635.7197 ~ . ....... ~ :~:~.dm/ml  
• Coples of the Permlt and m~oe may be vlewed at the ab?ve • ;I ;Terrace Ktimt ~t~rs  . . . .  : ~ - -  I " L - - - -  - -  F~or, ~ ' ' '; ; ' ' . . . .  ' . . . .  " ; ' ~ ..... M~ ~'  ~ :  ' I ' L 
! address interface, ~ : , ' ,  i,~ ~ i  • i i&p~ncen._ = ~ i~=ZKiq l l  ~ ' '  i3iltB~KEBURNaT ,TERR+'~I~I~!~8~'3JilI.i ' ~: / ; : :+1  
~b~,.': ¸ : : ~ • 
• /i?> • : • . . . .  : •  ; 1 '~,•!::: 
! 
After the strong returns of 
hatchery-reared steelhead to the 
Kitimat Rivet last Spring, we 
will soon begin hearing a 
p .  . : Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 18, 1990 - Page C1 
Com rrllies lanto improve on nature , 
But Is it that simple to achieve 
nirvana in )flshdom? We can  Aimlmr 
• ' t ~  to be .eaptured to bring::b~k 
' Rob Brown , 2o,00o adults ~ a fo~dable if
runs would invite all these prm:; 
blems and more. In: Sk~a, :  
clamour for hatcheries on the Umd the answer in Washington 
Skeena. The loudest noises will State Wliere' hatchery,reared 
come from the commercial steelhead have been on stream 
fishing lobbyists who have long since the early 1950s. 
been exerting pressure upon • In lSkamania County, the 
managers of federal fisheries to land of Mount Saint Helens and parties floated logs down the 
enliance summer steelhead. Bigfo0t, runwhat were, due to Washongal until, inevitably, 
The logic of the commies iS a mild climate and: superb they jammed. The jams were 
simple: after filling the Skeena habitat provided by: coastal then dynamited, tearing up the 
and her tributaries with hat: ralnfoi:ests,, the richestlisalmon bottom and scouring it while 
chery summerruns, the fleet can" and steelhead streams~ in the f'dling much o f  the river with 
continue fishing r in  the world, : : .  ' :::~ mud. ::ii::: I : '  
biologically reprehensible way it The Washougal was one of The Bonneville ! Dam, which 
hasfor over a century, whilethe the most: abused o f  those blocks the once~ghty Colum- 
sporties- especially those who streams. The first blows were bia below the:Washougai; Was 
like to bring more fish flesh dealt it in the earlyyears Ofthis the first obstacle the  rivers' 
home -- can escape the straight ~ century by forest firesthat left steelllead had: tO ~cend: Once 
jacket of restrictive regulations, the:upper watershed in ruins, in their home strearn, they had 
Everybody save for those cur' ' During rthat ime several mines 
mudgeonly steelheading purists began p~ping tailingsinto the to deal with thr~ more. : . . . .  
-- those doomsayers who decry river, a practice that c0ntinued I f  all that were not enough, 
the wonderous works of 20th into the fifties. Logging corn- the effluent from the 
Page C2 - Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 18, 1990 
. . . .  : t :} ;  : ~?~ 
1 
LOGGERS ' n ' rn: 
BONSPIEL  
ij ::! • i ¸ 
: ?  
:-.;'. 
Welcome to Terrace, Cur lers!  
Starts 7 p.m. Wed. 
64 ns Terrace Curling Club Arena ~. .  The Clock"r'~ 
BLADE SWINGER Roland Lagace was one of four karate instructors , Tea= 
with the local Chito-Ryu karate club that returned from Japan with i From Finals, S 1 .~:~_7_~T:lay Starts ~. 
black belts in a sword-drawing martial art. .= , Throughout ~"  U n , ,  urs, April 12~ ' 
Black-belted Aprl  5 , , ~'B.C. & A lbeda~ I ~:", . 
swo rdsmen ,, Draw for 2 to Vancouver ! 
TERRAC1R-- Four local karate that's been pretty much limited : = L cOurtesy o f  " 
• Canadi=~n instructors eturmd from Japan to Japan," he said. "In all of 
last week with black belts in a Canada there are only a few . m, , im,~ 
martial art of Swordsmanship. people with this"level in iaido.i ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
The four  were  David And we arenotjust one of the 
Akutugawa, Dr. Chee Ling, first Canadians, but one of the 







- . FN[K~TLIN|R 0¢: CANADA LTO 
Bytown Freightliner M.B. Trucks 
A Division of Bytown Diesel Sales Ltd. 
5408 Hwy. 16 West 
Bus. (604] 635.4938 P.O. Box 1032 
Terrace, B.C, 
Toll Free 1-800.663-7766 V8G 4V1 
~ ESSO SALES AGENCY 
* Ray Cole Agent  • 
h/ 
~r,: 
Welcomes all the loggers 
and hopes their stay in Terrace 
is a pleasant one! 
4457 Railway, Terrace 635-6366 
[ - , . ~  ..-/: 
;.~ ,i,. .. . . . . . . .  .": . : : i  x .,"t, . ~ 
.-', • :~"" - . "" '."..: , :' * " , - " ~. : ",': ! ' , . -  ':; :':"; -; .)2- .'..' I 
~'"  .... :' "" . . . . . . . .  " " ~ ...... ' "  ..... "~" '~ ' [  ...... "."1"1 
. ,  . . . .  FRED UNDSAY ' .',,., 1 
':ao1~ e~e~r .St :  ' • " " e . . :eas : '~sd~:  I 
;: ": Terrace, B.C RH: e35,3e~O - I 
MEN'S  WEAR:  LTD.  
|e  ..4,,,, 1 !)i 
a Ekeena 
CELLULOSE INC. 
Terrace Operat ions 635-6580 
GOOD CURLING.  I 
Wish ing  Al l  Par t i c ipants  
Good Luck  Th is  Weekend l  
SAFEWAY 
We bnN it alI together  
Best Wishes 
From The I l l  
I 
TRANSPORTATION INC. 
Spe©lalizin0 In Chip & Hog Fuel Hauling 
, McKee 333 Ononmn F 
honoured. It's very unusual." 
He said iaido is different 
from kendo, which involves 
sparring with a bamboo stick 
"it's a very formal and 
ritualized art form," he said. 
"It gets back to the true mean- 
ing and use of the Japanese 
samurai sword." 
During the training in Japan, 
Zucchiatti said, they were using 
the katana -- the name of the 
long sword used - -  to cut 
bundles of rice straw "At the 
end we were all able to cut 
through rice straw bundles 
roughly equivalent to the 
resistance of a human body in 
one blow." 
They trained between six and 
nine hours a day throughout the 
two weeks they were in Japan, 
he added. The training took 
place in Kumamoto, a city on 
the island of Kyushu that's 
steeped in Japanese martial arts 
history. 
chiatti. Norm Goodiad also 
made the trip, but studied 
karate only. 
Al l  four passed the test for 
black belt • in iaido;by a 
unanimous decision of the 
board of judges, all of whom 
are masters who hold 7th or 
higher degree black belts in the 
art. laido is the art of quickly 
drawing swords. 
Zucchiatti said the northwest 
students were more or less self- 
taught. They have been study- 
ing for nearly four years under a 
master named Toshiro - -  who 
holds an 8th degree black belt in 
karate, and 7th degree black 
belts in both kendo and iaido. 
In between sporadic sessions 
with him, they worked on their 
technique using instructional 
videotapes. 
The judging panel was sur- 
prised at their ability, Zucchiatti 
said. He called their success a 
tremendous achievement. 
"It's one of the martial arts 
EMPLOYEE INVESTMENT PROGRAM 
Through Employee Share Ownership°Plans and Employee 
Venture Capital Corporations, the Employee Investment 
'Program opens the door to employee participation in 
corporate ownership, and provides new investment capital to 
help:B.C~bds!nesses g:r~)w and diversffy.~.. ~,.. 
BENEI~I'~ - 
• Piovincial and federal tax credits 
• Start-up assistance 
• Improves corporate performance 
• Improves employee/employer relations 
INFORMATION NOW AVAILABLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY 
Information on the Employee Investment Program 
available from your local Chamber Of Commerce, your Re 
Trust branch or sub-agent or by calling the B.C: En te~/ 
Centre at 1-800-972-2255. 
i 
WORKING TOGETHER 
,~' ~ ~: -  • 
,¢ :  . 
' (Terrace Olvlslon) =]~., I , 






. . . .  n 
T,.. :  :•1 
Mighty tykes 
BLUEBACK SWIMMERS Charlie Gair, Daniel MacCormac 
and Elizabeth Marsh were among the club's younger swim- 
mers who competed at the "Mighty Tyke Invitational" swim 
tournament in Masset over spring break. These three all won 
aggregates in their age groups. 
 CORE BOARI  
Recreational Hockey Piayoff Scoring 
Player T G A PTS 
Lance Legoeuf INN 7 6 13 
Emile Gagnon SH 5 5 10 
Bruce Cameron SH 2 7 9 
Tom Turner SH 5 2 7 
Gord Gillis INN 4 2 6 
Andre Qualizza NAR .2 4 6 
Norm Hebert SH 2 4 6 
Steve Scott NMI 1 5 6 
Dan Van Os INN 4 1 5 
Glen Kathler CS 3 2 5 
Earl Nygaard CS 3 2 5 
Scott Sitter INN 3 2 5 
' J LeBlanc NMI 3 2 5 
• Nelson Bothelo SH 3 2 5 
Mike Barg CS 2 3 5 
Ken Gordon INN 2 3 5 
Chris Chicoine SH 1 4 5 
~i~:: ~Rolfe~McCooey ~ .. SH. l - 4 5 
~'~i~(SS:Sk~na Hotel, INN:inn Motor Inn Okies, ca:Convoy 
~ftlie west, NAR:Norm s Auto Supply) 
Refinishing, NMl:Northern 
:L k 
• Windy Craggy Project 
Mine Development 
Geddas Resources Limited has defined a major eserve of 
copper and other by-product minerals on its Windy Craggy 
property in northwestern British Columbia. The Company has 
completed conceptual engineering for the development of a 
major, long-life mine. Environmental studies have been carded 
out to determine the present environmental conditions and to 
plan a course of construction and operation of the mining 
: complex so as to minimize the impact on the environment. 
• The environmental information has been compiled into a five- 
volume Stage I Environmental nd Socioeconomic Impact 
,assessment Report which has been delivered to the Mine 
Development Steering Committee of the British Columbia 
Government, This report will be reviewed by the Committee as 
a part of the Mine Development Review Process. The report 
has also been distributed to all interested government 
agencies in British Columbia, Yukon, Alaska and the Federal 
Governments in Canada and the United States. 
Copies of the report have also been placed in Public Libraries 
at: Fort St. John, Haines, Juneau, Kamloops, Prince George, 
Skagway, Smithers, Terrace, Vancouver (Main Branch), 
University of Bdtlsh Columbia and S!mon Fraser University 
Lib .redes, Victoria nd Whitehorse. 
The public is encouraged to review this report o inform 
• themselves .of the importance and scope of the project. 
To provide a further opportunity for interested persons to gain 
;'.a'n understanding of the project Geddes Resources Urn/ted 
!~" plans a sedes of public meetings at locations in areas where 
sufficient interest is expressed. You are urged to return the 
form below indicating your interest in the project. 
: "TO: , ': " ' \ Geddea Resources Limited 
-Gulnness Tower 
. . . . . . . .  ')55 West Hastings Street 
~er, B.C. 
m interested in attending apublic 
in or near my community to leam 
out the project. 
ke to receive a copy of a summary 
) describ ng the project. 
- -; (PleasePdnt) 
Y 
/ 
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BUSINESS DIRECTOR'V, 
! l  , = i ,  TERRACE EXPERTS '-- 'IN A ,GLANCE- ' '  ! 
r BUSINESS OF THE WEEK " 
I 
I SIMONS C£'NSTRU.CTION ' 
3arpentry- Renovations ' 
"No Job too Small" 
: : Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. :::: 
Terrace, B.C: :: 
V8G 4Z3 Ph. 635"7724 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD, 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPNRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ 00 TON METAL BENDING PRESS JIM NEID 
(604) 635- 3478 
S'Y Y ' /~W I I / I  J 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE ~ __~- -~/  TERRACE. B.C. V8G 3Y8 
D 
F UN, L H 2 N E 
Box 247, S~'n~¢I's~,B.C. •847-2441 
Professional counselll~ .,...,Y~:~ ;.~'...." / i 
Grave covers 
Cremation " ,n "'.,~..~ Auo¢lollon 
let's talk 
• Satellite Sales & Service 
* ~ I D L A N I ~  dea ler  





s39 95 PENNY m .o..,, 
We'll clean two rooms a hall Call me ~or upholstery 
"ANY SIZE" ap~)clalal 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry - Renovations 
'?¢o Job too SmaZU 
,~eniors Rates 
35i  4 King Ave, 
Terrace, B.C, Malcolm Slmons 
VSG 4Z3 Ph. 635.7724 
"USE YOUR EQUITY" 
Darren M. Smith 




4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
v, Windshields 
,,,, Glass Medic Repairs 
~, I.C.B.C. claims 
| 
~* ~reams~ar* , " , ,  tusw 
* Cassettes $10.95  
* Albums $10 .75  
* Discs $19 .95  
,,~J CALL NOW 635-6210 
and leave 8 message 
z$ 
J 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Porlraits Posters 
5 min Passports Limited Edition Rnts' 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4809 ~ A~ 





Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
,, k ~u~ n~ 
:Tefr~e,, KItln~lt, Snllthers 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
24 HOUR f~, 
Answering and Pager Service • 
635;2444 ~'  ~"  : , -:~ , . .  , AiuNclatlon 
Will cut down any tree! 
"SAFELY" 
$1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection 
635-7400 
BANDSTIIA . . . . . .  ..  SINCE f i~ ,  
TRAN$POR TA TION 
=--SYSTEMS LTD.=--- 
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: ( 6~4 ) 635-2728 
I I I1 I "1 
I11 t BLAKEBORNST,, TERRACE, B.C.! V~&If :" " "~ 
I I I  I II 
' i  
ii 11 
i' 
. . . . . . . .  i . . . . .  
. . . .  + . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MOONLIGHT C O ' O P  _ _ 
+i . . . . .  
MADNES 
+ 
. + .  : / 
+~+ .  + : 
,! +;J+~' '-:+, +!.~i 
.+ + 
L +T Th sday Ap i l '+:" , Mr, , r im+~+, 
Open till 11+ p.m, 
: ,++++ ++i+ 
++ +~ 
Come a ncl Join 




. . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  : + +r '+-1  00% Cott0n'Garment, Washed .,+ . . . . . . .  ~ ~+. + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ++ , ,  
J+'~'_l Express Fashion Sweatshirt 
• ; +o.:~ +ons..+onoo,ou+ .Children's Wear 
+.+ +'15°/o t)FF+ 
• ~.  ~ MOONLIGHT l~ .411 ~ 0 Ill .. j 
"~ ' r - "  MADNESS ~P i m~ u i .  
SALE  m ~ • ~ " 
l 
~t)~ " 100% Cotton 
,..+,,'++"-_~ Express Fashmn T-Shirts i 
| ,~.tt '~ .,,4 ~- . First Come First Serve_ ' 
~,,.~ ~)~" "~ MOONLIGHT l~ ~1~ 111 III 
"%~.z~ MADNESS q~ h I I  t l  
~~~~i~ --  SALE . Ib~ EACH F a 
r ~ M e n s  . br 
j'-- +.  +.  Sport Shmrts . . . . - -  
. ~1i~,_~1 i Reg. 16.95  UOFF 
| ~)11~. | MOONLIGHT II, A ~ ~,~ 
SALE ~b~ EACH 
Hardware S porti ng Goods 
ight Fi WEBB - - ~  Fitzwr shing Lawn Chair A, 
and Hunting Wader .o,+,-,x, ++,°, LUGGAGE AND ASSORTED 
" * Co,our. blue and brown. Assorted sizes ! .  Assorted co,ours. +; ' TOTE 
': .Insular qualities -- water proof. : . .0 .1 , .  BAGS 
- r .  4 * 12988 =1 t 0, ; RIO. 109.95' " PAin ~ i+i,:'ii ' u  ~,n EACH ~ :' i ',: O °/°OFF Regularprice ,~+ " 
4 
Co ,op Terrace . 
i I 4617 Greig Avenue, . ; ~!i'ii ! i ; : i ,  
: , + ++ ~p+,+ ~+ . + ~  ~+p]~'+++++~+~;++++P.!'+,~+'~.+t+'+::+#++++ +- ! -+.+ '+,"+ + , ]  ! +~+~ ;+: ~+++~.~+~ ,++~+t~++.Y .-;~+!~++~+,++ 
i !  ' + .+-+~'~+ ~ +~+C ?Me+,+',+  ;+++ '+ ' ~ ~,++' +,++ ++ ++ ~+:+'  + " ~ +:+,~+P ++'+++:~:G+ ' :~+++ +'+ + + , , , .+, ,+ ~+++ ,, +,,+ ++ , . .  , = . + .. • .~+,~ ,+!m+.=+:~, ,+,+ : + ,  : ' +' H i : ;  ~ +++ +++: + :+ + +1 + +~ p'; +++ ~ + + + + + ~ + j ~ + . . . .  +" + + + ;G ~++ +~ ++(~+~  ++~++ ~++ ' 
: ; . < + + ,; ++ :+. .  , : "  + . , + , , ,~ - , . : : .  • + ~ + 
I • i +'+ + +++ + +++ .... " . . . . .  ~+i +i +~: +.~+ ' +/  ++ . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . . .  '] + ," +~+ ~ ++L' : +  . ' . +  ~I++]~.++ 
• ! 
onlight 
ss  Speci, ,  
. t '° 
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. ,  Pieces &'Stems, 284 g 




LIMITS IN EFFECT 
'1 
Come Down And Watch Our Winner 
Fill The Carts at 9 p.m. 
S 
• !•!:!. ; ~ii: : 
Your Holiday Bakery 
Headquarters 
HOLIDAY FAVOURITES 
i~Oecora ,e°  '~ $7  
8,,', Easter Cakes 1 g 
iWhite0r Choc01ate 
Basket . - ,  
Cupcakes 2/=1.,..o 
~:,~. Assorted 
: Hot Easter 
;~Cross BUns ~ ,. ,, . . . .  Cookies 
~!i " $ 89 22~. I , , . ,  
00 
CO-OP • 
:GIFT " . . . .  ; 
CERT IF ICATE 
There's A. Pak 
To Satisfy, Every 
Appett i te  
Luncheon Pak ~ . ~  
3 pieces of Chestier Fried chicken (wing, drum, thigh or back), 
;,Iojus and 1011 grarris of salad of your choice. 
A Complete Meal ............................................. ~ ......................... 5 .75  
Snack Pak 
6 pieces of Chester Flfled Chicken 
(drum. thigh, back, bru,ast & 2 wings) ................... i....;:.'. ................ 7 ' ,39  
Party Pak 
9 pieces of Chester Filed Chicken ............... 
(breast, 2 wings, 2 drums. 2thighs, 2 backs)....i,.;,..,Li ........... 1 1 .49  
Family Pak . . . . .  ' 
pieces of Cheste~ Fried chicken . 
(1:wings, 2 drums, 2i highs. 2 backs, 2 breas~s)....i ...... ::. ......... : 1 4 .75  
Barn Box ' 
15 pieces of ChesteP" Fried Chicken 
(4 wings, 4 drums, 31highs, 2 backs, 2 breasts) ....................... 1 8 .50  
Econo Pak i, 
18 pieces of Chester I:~ri~ ~ Chicken 
(4 wings," 4'drums, '~li'h'|gl,s, 4 backs, 2 breasts) . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . .2  3 .7  5 
: Eoono Pak Col~p lete 
18plecesofChesterFde, dChlcken, 2 4 M o j o ' S n  ~ 7 • 9 
a d 16 oz. of salad of your choice ............................................ 2 5 
.'. Try Our Deli¢;Ioue ., Individual Pieces 
of Chicken Mo~o Wedge r,L'.L 
,~,ptS|OO:. Wings ............... 1 .40  each 
' ,~ t.89+ ~lohs ............... 1.55esch 
Medium'e (12 s) ....... ;; Drumstick .......... 1 .40  each 
Lerge (24's):::::: ..... !,'. 2.95' , 1.81; each . . . . .  Breast .............. . 
ENTER ALL DAY 
THURSDAY, APRIL 12 
until: 9 p.m. 
CAN YOU GUESS? 
the value of 6rocedes our 5 Minute Shopping Spree Winner can put Into the 
earls, , ; 
~,,o Entry ~(ormsl available ~. at cho~t~jtJ 'W..~C-.pq .r~,,~j~.~,~=~,:~. 
Ballot, box In,our,concourse ~ Closest or exact figure wins. First, 
correct entry drawn will be the winner. 
Winners name and picture robe published. 





Buy A Bunch or 
Buy A Fresh Flower 
Arrangement 
with any of your seasonal favorites 
• Daffodils 
• Lillies 
- -~6 Carnations - 
• Tulips 
rtment S 
i; ,~ i:~!~ .' ~- 
Thursday, April •12 : 9a.m.-  11 p.m. 
Good Friday, April 13 CLOSED -4~,_~ 
Saturday, April 14 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. ~ ~  
Easter Sunday, April 15 ~, i' ~r ~ ~ ~''q'~ CLOSED 




of paper from a battered ball 
cap to determine the order of 
selection. Earl (not his real 
name) smiled with quiet 
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'/- , . , /  . , ' .~, ' ._; , ,~ %, '~  ' . -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [i t l l! BASEBALL Stanley Cup playoffs com- now as the quartetattempted o ' pleted, hockeypoolsters can do anticipate what their op- : little but watch and pray their ponents' next moves would De': picksper formuptoexpecta .  ~ E R ~  and whether they could delaY7, tions. As part of this series on taking certain players for' one ~ ...... those who live and dieon slap- more round. 
shots, backhands and glove Earl guessed wrong. Having 
There lis still time to register for minor baseball. 
say,v, a look this week at the already taken Leeman of  " J 
trials and tribulations of  one one appeared surprilied. Toronto and apparently about r 
such group as they went That  changed, qu ick ly ,  to add more Leafs, hemuttered Slumber Mondlsy to Frlday at the Terrace Arena off lce.  
through their pre.playoff draft, however, when Cad followed darkly as Stacy frustrated the FII~,ST STEP TO THE MAJOR.LEAGUE;s  
with Mark Messier. ; The choice plan with back-to.back selec- Lodge 
They were found huddled in a was greeted with audible gasps tiGriS of Damphousse and • "~ 
dark and quiet recess of a local of disbelief and looks that sug- Marois. Attempting to e.ase his '1 I I 
hostelry, faces a study in con- tested he had been concen- grief, Carl and Martin kindly *- 
centratlon as they scanned the trating on the wrong draft for suggested Stacy had probably ~ "  
stats one last time. the past several hours, done him a favour. Unmoved, WINTER 
Asked why they were so few The next few rou.,ds proceed- Earl consoled himself with J ~ } , ~ I ~ T A  Lk  ~ ' ~  
- -  only four to be precise --  ed quickly and just as quickly Wendel Clark. 
they modestly suggested their patterns began to e]merge. Ear, The final rounds were a H O U R S  
formidable reputations might and Martin were carrying a revelation asihepreviouslyself- 
=,ur .oo,.o==ntt rou,  j 
it, It was of no consequence, avoiding the Smytbe division bouts of self-doubt, agonizing ,,, I ~ ~ ' - - ~ 1  
however, like the plague and Carl was over each pick and beginning to The Grand Trunk I ~ "  *~" I I  
• ho o=, =m r. th=ro.,,. =, b, .0,oo.n, oon,=== o:.0r .=to= = II 
re.for,, - .  t . . -  = ,=o a . . . . ,  t= .,.o,.o, i 
assists their players would sure- time. And then it was all over. The Monday to 
ly amass as the playoffs pro- The tension that had prevail- die was cast and the real pain 
gressed, ed to that point quic:kly vanish- about o hegin. For the next six Saturday  . . . . . . . . .  ] i 
Solemnly they plucked scraps ed to be replaced by guffaws weeks, our stalwart quartet will 7. a .m.  - -  rF THERE'S B$~SEBALL-- Toronto's Venture Inn Airport and , " 
satisfaction as he drew first pick 
and quickly snapped up 
Calgary's Nieuwendyck. No- 
and derision as Martin began to 
scoop up Washing~mn players 
despite assurances the move was 
suicidal. 
By the ninth n3und, with 
most of the obvious picks snap- 
ped up, the pressure; was begin- 
be on an emotional roller- 
coaster as they follow their 
selections' progress. 
Early results uggest their will 
be much gnashing of teeth and 
wringing of hands by the time 
the first round is completed. 
Playoff time tube-fest 
TERRACE - -  It's time to wash 
out those yes, take a big stretch 
and replenish the fridge. 
This past week's banquet of 
Stanley Cup playoff games con- 
tinues for the next six weeks. 
There's a possible game a 
night on television until mid- 
May when the number of sur- 
viving teams narrows down, 
says CFTK-TV television opera- 
tions manager Chris Holtom. 
All told, if all series go to 
their maximum seven games, 
CFTK will carry 49 games, she 
says. 
And while that may sound 
like a lot of hockey, you can 
pick up more games by turning 
to CBUFT from Vancouver to 
check up on the Montreal Cana- 
aliens and to TSN to catch those 
playoffs in the States not car- 
ried by CFTK. 




YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 





enjoyable for hockey fans but it 
does cause problems for CBC- 
affiliate television stations 
across the country as they must 
constantly adjust their broad- 
cast schedules, ays Holtom. 
"They (CBC) change times 
every day it seems. Some times 
we don't know until that morn- 
ing what time the game will be 
on that day. We take it one day 
at a time," she said. 
That means programs 
regularly scheduled might be 
held back or, in the case of TK's 
newscast, be half an hour in- 
stead of one hour and air at 4 
p.m. or 4'30 p.m. instead of its 
normal 5 p.m. slot. 
And if watchers don't like 
hockey, there's aot much they 
can do about it because CFTK is 
contractually bound to carry all 
national programming of the 
CBC, said Holtom. 
"I answer a lot of letters 
The friendliest " inn" townl 
Make our  place "Yoor Place" to en/oy an 
evening of intimate d in~g and reasonable pdcesl 
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8 a .m, -  
8 p.m. 
'You'll Ike wr  Meedly almsphend 
ii 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1RB 
about this, but there's not much (604)  63 fP6302 
we can do. We don't have the 
opportunity to say =no'," 
Holtom said. 
YOUR BABY'S SHOES b 
PRESERVED FOREVER 
IN GLEAMING BRONZE, GOLD ~ ~  
[] Also pink, blue and ivory Chlnakote ~ ~ ' ~ i t ~  
finishes, 
[] Cultured marble mountings. ~ ~ ~  
[] We also do athletic Items, pet collars, ~ , ~ ~  
memorabilia, e tc .  " ~ ~ , f f  
TERRACE BRONZING SERVICE Men- - raw others Day Draw 
for 6 3 8-18 91 AFTER 5 P.M. Quarterdt,ck Restaurant 
 estazzrzmt 
April "Spring Favor" specials 
from around the world! 
Spain... Greece,,, 
PAELLA VALENCIA POSIEDON KABOB 
=16.95 
~di.., 
CALCUTTA LAMB CURRY 
=14.95 
Italy.,. 
VEAL SCALLOPPINE AL FRANGELICO 
=13.95 =14.95 
Lunch Special: GRILLED BREAST OF CHICKEN CAESAR S 
or 6 OZ. SIRLOIN CAESAR 
For more Information and reservationscall: 
M0n. • Sun. LUIRH:. M0n. • FrL 4332 Lakolse Ave, 
5p.m. to11 p,m. 11:306.m. to2p..m, TerraceO.C. 636.9161 
Queen Size 1 
'am=, i 















tie Ends 8at., April 14 
Ter race  Furn i tu re  
Mar t  
:4434 Lakelse Ave 638"0555 
HOURS: 
Moo. • Thurs. 
0:30 am • eim 
Fd. e:lo m • 0 Im 
Sat. |:M m. g Im 
13,60fl I,I. ft. i 
e~SmJ  
'Venture Inn downtown will be offering Blue Jay Packages this 
'summer, Including two skydeck tickets to a game, one nights 
accommodation and complimentary shuttle bus and breakfast 
- -  $100 - $110 
"k .k * .R 
TRAVELLERS 56 AND OVER CAN TRAVEL VANCOUVER 
- -  LONDON MIDWEEK FOR $727.00 - -  a 10% discount April 
23 to'June 15 with Air Canada, 
.k.k- **  
1990 HONEYMOON SPECIAL -- VANCOUVER- 
HAWAII $999 per person, plus taxes. SUNDAY DEPARTURESfl .., 
• A. 9r,~ ~ 
VARADERO BEACH, CUBA -- AS LOW AS $649 
per person depart Toronto, - , 
. k** .k  
PUERTA VALLARTA - -  $599 per person, 
depart Vancouver on Sundays, stay in a luxury Villa Apartment, 
• * 'k*  ' L 
In which ocean are the Falkland Islands located? . 
OliUellV eql  
: These Specials Are Available Threugh All Travel Agentsl 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
63 61 " 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ Skoena Mal l  







I'UH "1Z 5/IUN I HS 
UMITED T1M E OFFER 
o More standard features 
than any car in Sonata's `  
~, class. .~ 
• S.9% financing* for 121' ' 
-:months on all new in-, . 
't stock Sonatas, including"., 
new V-6. , . . . . . . .  
. !.e. Free regular scheduled ' : 
maintenance on new~ 
...... Sonata!s for 3 ~ yeam;ior 
60,000 km. whichever" '  
• ~ ': .:/comes first. ;; ...... '"' .... . . . i~ 
J~ 'iTHORNHILL HYUNDAI 
::**~ ~;~. i/ 040 Hwy 18 East, Terrace 036-7288 
iiii 
"1 
, HYI.Jr'IDI::il ~ 
We sell cars that make sehsei 
i i . . . .  ' 
•:• -ir:" 
. , :  • . ; • !  T]ON AD S 
JY  ,,'SELL P"RENT P'TRADE 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 18, 1990 - Page C7 
. , t  
•.: 
"" 'r 1 " ACTIO I AD RATES 
~.,; - . ,  
63 , : : 8SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
.... Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTIBIMO DEADLINES: When ~ etat holiday fella on a 
. 81turday, Sunday or Monday, the desdllne le Thuradsy at 
; 5 p.m. for I I I  dlepley and ClHIIfled ode. : 
[: TE~RRACJ=aTANDARD, 4647.I.a, ZELLE AVE. TERRACE; B.C', V8G 168 
ClUalfkKI and c l~f led  dlsplw ads must be prepatd by either cash, 
or M~itercard.. When ptlonlrlO In ~ please have you Vi~ or Maeter. 
: C=~o. number ea~. . - • 
. 20 tV0~(llmt Insertion)I~ 45 plus 5, feradditlO~l wonls. (Additional insertlens) 
• ~ 4 ,  for addNienal wonls, "$6,96 for 6 weeks (not e:xceedlng 20 words,'non. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
• 3. For Rent ' ' 1 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Warlted to Rent 15: Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 





28. Card of Thanks 
7. For RentMisc. 18. Travel 29. In Memoriam 
8. CarsforSale. 19/Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Business Services 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
~ v m  
:- 1~ Tmco s t~ nH~i~ tho qat to ~ ads" 
undo" app~ headi~ m'd to act ra~ lh~ md to" 
_,_The Times. Standard r e ~  tho rioN Io nh. f~,  edn ,
.~m"Y ~ nm~ any adv~U~ment ando rain any mswm 
mxm to ~ News ~ox n~y Sm~. md to n~/~ 
cu~mer me ~um p~ ~. ~ udver~mwt u~l ~ nmW. 
- Box re~u ~e "H~I" Ir, sl~'Oo~ na~ ~cN up wl~ I0 
M cJ~m ~ ~ In m'~m~ m~ ~ n~ by 
ml [x'M~w n~n a0 dayl fl~ l~e Ist iz~el~. 
n b aPNd bY the advlrUw nmon~ ace mat me 
a4~lty e~ the Terrace Sland~l ~ me ev~mt o~ fagore to 
Pt~ in ~ t  or In t~ ir, mnt of an enm. appNil~ 
In 011 Idvlrdslm~t iI iXl~llm shadl bl ladWd to Ule 
, ' l~m I~ bY el admls~ at/nm Incaroct immlm 
Im ~ pauon o1~ admus~ spac~ =c~t  by ~locw." 
tact w o~r~l Item roW. and that hlm idil i~ no 11151ty in. : 
mY era, eru~ um t~ a~,m pld ~ Mh ~'~st~O. 
14 
1. Real Estate 
LOT FOR SALE. City water 63.6 x 1~2. On 
Cramor StraeL Paved~ dead-end road. Oulst 
location, Very low, reasonable price. 
635.7456 
SALE, 2 acres level, excellent garden soil 
with hydro and well. Also 15 acres oh~rea. 
tional praperty with frontaga on Hwy. 16and 
the Skonna River, Private boat tauneh. Phone 
635-5061. 6p47 
1, Real Estate 
IDEAL THREE BEDROOM HOME. Oul'ot 
neighbourhond. Close to hospital and schools, 
Gas heat, garage, new carpet, renovated 
bathroom. $54,900. Call 635.6991 6p51 
LET'S MAKE A REALI Need a beose In 
Horseshoe area. Will consider up to $69,000. 
Tblnking of selling soon? 635-5478 6p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. N/G heat, 
swimming pool, 2 baths, $96,500. Call 
1.637.5443 6p51 
MOBILE HOME PARK. GorxI location in out- 
skirts of Terrace. For more Information call 
1-637.5443, $166,000 6p51 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH. Full basement, In the 
bench area. $62,500. Also 4.6 acres on 
5200 Block Halliwell. $52,000. Call 
635-3728 6p51 
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER at 2169 
Cypress, Thamhelghts. Unique fleorplon In- 
eludes large kitchen with island, dishwasher, 
pantry and eaGng area. Uvlngronm has bay 
and gas fireplace. Master bath has double 
- 61)46 ;: jacuzzl, =/4 onsulte in mantar Ixlrm. Full base- 
13+ ACRES OF AGRICULTURAL land at 
Cfdmndemash Crack; Call 638-0717 6¢48 
NEW 1450 SO. FT, HOME 15 rain, west of 
Vacderlmof on 80 acres. Natural gas, hard. 
wood Boors,'ansulte jacuzzl, 6OO sq, ft. guest 
house, good cldlled well, greenhouse, land- 
scaped. Phone 567-9061 41)48 
l~h ACRES (KffWANGA) 5 bedroom house, 2 
~torey gara~, ESTABLISHED BOARDING KEN- 
NEL BUSINESS. RoOt cellar, fully landscaped. 
Extras $59,000.049-54.27 61)48 
i~ilLDiNG LOTS (718 acre each) across from 
Secondary Schonl In Kltwanga Valley. 
phone 849-5732" ~ . . . . . . . .  6p46 
EXECUTIVE STYLEHOME. Quality workman. 
8htP, with I~lny extras. Situstad on large 
landscaped lot: Must be seen: Call 
635.7556 . . . .  61)49 
LOT FOR SALE,'62 x 135 on Belong Crescent 
menL Partly finished, Covered sundeck over 
carport. Assumable low rate mortgage. Priced: 
to sell howl 638.0763 2p51 
FURNISHED CONDO FOR SALE. New siding 
uOIIty shed, easy walking distance to town. 
Askll~ $46,000. Call 638-1993 after 5 p.m. 
6p51 
FOR SALE BEAUTY SALON, downtown Tor. 
race. $28,000. For more Info call 635.7961. 
2p51 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Immaculate 2 storey 
home on the bench, 1630 sq. IL plus full 
basement, Features inelede: 4 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms I~us an ensulte, roomy kitchen 
with large cuffing area, oak cabinets, 
dishwasher, and garburator. Uvlng room with 
flrepiece and a formal dining room. Large 
family room with wood Steve, scndock, car- 
port. Beautifully landscaped lot (20x120 It) 
with private backyard abutting onto Terrace 
Mountain. Possession date July 15, 1990. 
Phone 638-8466 for vlewlng appaln~ent, 
638-6466, . 3p51 
2, MoNle Homes 
(Lot 3) Close to schootSand town, Quiet Ioca, 1979 14 x 70 NORTHERN PACKAGE Bendix 
lion, Pdce$26",OBO. Phone 638-1544 6p49 Leader mobile. 3 large bedrooms, nat. gas 
• heat. Insulated and wired joe,/shack, Phone 
~l" ACRE VIEW LOT in exclusive subdivision. 635.3285 6p48 
Call 635.2~4 ...::. .... : :  .. 6p49 
FOR SALE" fOG HOUSE;::20 acres, hulkfing, 
(pxTsis;cronk, 169 acres psrtially dusted, 
Some' 6mher year'rou~l, 842-5461 'or 567- 
2519 :. '":, :, : " :;" ..6p49 
FOR SALE AT3672 Balsam Avenue in Tier: 
nh~ohts. 5 bedrooms (3 up, 2down) w/car- 
pod, on 75x117 lot. Asking $01,500. 
635-7152, , ,  . . . . . . . .  , 6p49 
3 . BEDROOM CONDO~NiUM, Ap~lntmont,to 
view, 638.1696. $29,~0 ! .6p50 
SALE BY OWNER ~r:W!ll.trade for pr~.sei~ 
ly In Ten'aceor Sunoufl~l~'~og, Vf,~tion, 
320 acres inn block, 120 ~ltivatnd, 300 
acres In natural trees. Beautl~ I)utkJng site, 
c'ommut]ng distance to Dawson Creek, batln 
tax free.Alberta..WIIImake xcellent game 
fanni mlxod form or just a se¢ludnd l ime site 
1968 SAFEWAY MOBILE. Two bedroom, 
natural gas, ridge, stove, drapes. Boulder- 
'wood trailer park. $4,200 ODO 638.0800 
6p48 
12 X 68 TRAILER, Fddge, stove, washer 
/dryer and dishwasher, Phone635-3420 6p51 
1974 El.MONTE MOBILE HOME. Sundeck 8'x 
20' addition; natural gas heat, 5 appliances, 
stornge shed. In town, close to schools 
$14,500; 635-7971 . ,6p51 
TO SETTLE AN ESTA1E: 1975 three bedroom 
tn~ler. Unfumlshad, $13,000, Fully fumlshod 
$14,000. Curtains, N/G heat and water, No'. 
77.3616 I.arch~ 635.2679 . 6p51 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
wlthlandtolesseouL Ioqukics: Box519, Ter. 1150.1300 sq. fL plus basement, 2baths, 
race, B.C. VBO 485 . -  . 31)60 private yard, c'vpad and satellite T.V,' 
Honston, Phone 845.3161, .. 31ttn' 
FOR SALE. OR TRADE 173 acres, Six 'miles 
'west oi Tyce, Year round creek, Rlver front, DGWNTOWN SPACE For lease, Looated 
.0ood fish camp location. 635.3766 after upstairs on 4609 Block. Lakeise, Good for 
5 p.m. " . . . .  ' '!41)50 Office space or storage. Call 635.7939 or Tar. 
,5 PARCELS OF CHOICE RESID~NTIAI;i,h~I racs Realty(C~sisQ 638-0371, 6p50 
estate in Terrace. Approx. 60 acres in total. FURNISHED ROOM ionlndlng TV, laundry and 
For more info call 635.5320. ~' 6p50 kitchon facilities. Available Immedlatsiy. Ideal 
. . . . . . . . .  furs woiking single person, Non smoker, 
PARCEL OF LAKE AND RIVER FRONTAGE at 
~kelse Lake. Phone 635.5320. 61)50 
1,261 SO, FT, 3 8FJ)BOOM well midntai~ 
heat hlmgy homeon.lVz acres in town. 
I=lra~; New nat, gas furnace, hot water 
mk ~d ~ny0 foul. BaN.flU yard, garden and 
fruit trees. B~ style work shop 12' x 20'. 
A, lse 2 sheds and wood.shed. M~at be seen to 
appreciate, Asking $77,000, Phone 
635-2001 41)50 
FOR SALE By OWNER 
on ~aoxeo fo~ k~ ~ Oemh. tmoeeq, f~. ot 
ro~; 3 IxKImome. d~m, 3beevoo~, Id1~h~, 
Im~y morn md onVw~, SPiel ~eZur~ 
ck~e: W0e rl~r o~ ear.Be, ro~ f~tum v~l 
In enlmnc~ md Idd~; c~lrd veo~m ~tCw~ 
owt),rat~, ot lep. Ix~,~ m~ to~,.owm end 
For al~q~intmenl ~)T  r, al l : ,  I 
i ess-69 : ,;I 
• ' '~  ~ '( " " I1"1~ 
,, * ,  , ' / ,  
Viewing 635.6154 6¢46 
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM too house In 
Roeswo~d, water and electricity included In 
renf of $150 monthly, Laroe garden area. Con, 
tact Pannontor's, radiophone H49.5042 on JK 
or JL chaond,Referances required.. 6p46 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE In SuncyNII. Avail. April 
1st. NeL Oes heal DamaGe deposit requh'od; 
$400 per month, Carl 636.6034, 6p40 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
corn OF KALIJll I IC011' 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND IC I~L I I  
1 ro~n $380, 2 room $450 & 3'room 
$520, Frldge, stove, heat and hotwater 
Included. Caq)et thro~Obaut. Laundty 
facHnles, storage space, Boferon~ re. 
qutred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom;Nsarlmonb. 
e, ONE ~ 036-6224 
" If avll i4ible • 
3. For Rent 
FOR RENT In prime location. Available Im. 
mediately, 3 bedrooms, 2 fu~l paths, N/Gus 
heat, fenced in back ~ard, family room 
downstairs, $6001month 1-637.5443 ('l'racy) 
6C48 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located on 
Brace's island, Available April 1190. Phone 
635.4054 or 635-3563, 6p49 
SLEERNG ROOM FOR RENT to responsible per. 
son in town. Call 635.7176.. 2p50 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 2 bedroom 
apartment, Rent Is $200 per month. Profas- 
sional females preferred. Call Shelly Morgan at 
638.8976 2p51 
FOR RENT with options to purchase, 2 
bedroom mobile, out buildings on2 acres, 
Kieanza subdivision, $325 par month, 
635.2750, lp51 
FOR LEASE 
950 square foot air. 
conditioned office space for 
lease. Second storey down- 
town location available 
May 1,1990. 




4, Wanted to Rent 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE OR TOWNHOUSE by 
responsible family by March 30, 1990/Phone 
638-0653 evenings or 635-4336 days. 
References avaifuble. 6p46 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house in Ter- 
race for a family of 3, By the end of March or 
Apdl. Call 638-8469. 6p47 
WANTED TO RENT in the Halliwell area. $400 
range, Calf 635.6316 2p51 
WANTED TO RENT in Terrace area, 3 bedroom 
house or townhouse. Needed by May 1. Phone 
aftersix, 630.0509. 3p51 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler CaL blade & 
bUCket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum -has everything & bailer 
-$19500. 82 lede 2-doer auto. good cord. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, bailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hFl. jacks, $2000. New Kubeda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen 6ox 161 
Granlsla. Ph. 697-2474. 19ttn 
2 LINE BUSINESS TELEPHONES. 2 telematrtx 
400/500, 1 telematdx 250, Call 635.6992 or 
635-6146 6p46 
2 WATER8EDS, 1 klngsize walnut finish, 1 
double, solid pine, clear finish. $200 each 
OBO. 835.2315 6p46 
FOR SALE: FRESH SHRIMP and ground fish. 
For ordering, call 627-8719 in Prince Rupert, 
Will deliver out of town. 6p46 
BOYS 10 SPEED BIKE. $50. Junior size guitar 
with case. Like new $75. Chfids cross coun. 
try skis and bouts. $30.635-7209 6p46 
FOR SALE 31 GOGDGAMES ON one Nintando 
cartrtdge, New - $180 also will pay .10 each 
for gorxl used comics. Phone 635.3823 6p47 
PIANO UPRIGHT, Grand super sound board. 
Huge sound. $600. Call 630.8886. 6p48 
WASHBURN ELECRIC GUITAR + 80 Watts 
Amp. 1.692-3370 eves. 4p48 
NEED A CAKE for that special occasion? (Bir- 
tlxfay, anniversary, wedding) Carl Bnmy at 
633-1052. Specializing In German homehak- 
leg, 6p48 
PIANO FOR SALE. Beethoven $1,600. Call 
638.8621 6p49 
FOR SALE, 4 jackets: Red Fox, BIea Fox, 
White Mink, Brown Mink and Leather, size 8. 
Feather Coyote Coat, Silver Cross Mink ond 
Persian Lamb, sizes 8.12. Mis¢, Capos and 
Shawls. Call 638.8589. 3¢49 
8 HP ROTOTILLER, dining room table with mir- 
ror top, 1 extra leaf, 6 chairs, chandelier, 
hallcrafter battery operated radio, twin 
washtubs, wooden clothes ho~ss, 2 bulky 
sweaters, Size 44 and 34. 635-2351 4p50 
OXY.ACETYLENE GAUGES, industrial quality, 
20 ft. hose, torch and tips, 5 HP Eska out- 
board, with spare 'engine for parts $250. 
Minolta XP1 Camera 35mm with Pectax flash 
$125, RInks model 7 professional spray gun 
$75, 635.7425 2p50 
21' SAILBOAT, drop keel with trailer, 5 HP 
motor, 0.B. $7,500 0130, 16 cu. ft, deep 
freeze $350. Homemade 8' truck camper 
$800 060.1.692-7342 Bums Lake. 4p50 
MEN'S 24" KUWAHARA (Olymplo) 12 speed 
racing bike. $310, Gids 16 Sportston 10 
speed bike $75, Boys 6MX bike $10. 
635.4529 2p50 
MOVING? NEED BOXES?? We have lots of 
theml Ten boxes for only $2,50. Terrace Stan- 
dard, 4647 Lazelle, , tin51 
MOVING; MUST SELLI Newer furniture for 
sale, Includes kitchen table, sofa and mat- 
cblng chair, kthgaize bed. All wo,'lh at least 
$1,400, Asking $75Q Osc. 635.6990 
anytime. (Downtown) 2p51 
I • "GET FIT, 
, RND OUT HOW AT 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakelse Ave,, Te'rrace 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED 1965 ; 1969 MUSTANG convertible 
In good condition, No junk plaanel Cash 
awaltsl Phone: Vernon 549.2056 or 
545-3322, Ask for Chary lp51 
WANTED TO .TRADE. Tired of playing the 
e okl games?,Trade tham in. Video games 
power, Box 120, RR2, Site 14, Wlfllems 
, B.C. V2G 21=2 6p51 
Rent Misc. 
MAYTA~ WASHER AND DRYER SET for rent, 
~ l  r~ i ld .  $~ per month C~5 ~
638:140i1'~, , ;i, ~ , 
• , ] , . 
,] , . , 
• . , , ,  , '  / ,  
• (~ , ~. 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassatle, Int, wlpq.rs, ballogen 
headlights, rear window defrost, Cleanf 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 830.8654 even. 
legs, tin 
1988 MAZDA 638DX 4 door automatic, 
powor steering, power brakes, 36,000 km, 
stereo cassette deck, scotch guard, 3 yra 
transferable warranty, $14,000. 635-9270 
6p46 
1965 DAY'i'ORA. Turbo charged, very low 
mileage, Automatic, P$/Pe, stereo and other 
extras. Exc, coRd, $6,900, 635.3565 even- 
legs, 6p46 
1981 OMEGA 4 DOOR standard, 09,000 km, 
Good condition, $1,050. 636-2400 or feavo 
message for Dave 635-7676, Car is in Ter- 
race, 8p47 
1970 911 Porsche, Rebuilt motor and clutch. 
in very Oond condition, Best offer takes. Call 
649.5612 after 4 p,m. 6p47 
FOR SALE 1987 Firabird, air condiOoniug, 
cruise control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 kllometres, $10,509. 845-2962. 
6p47 
1978 PONTIAC GRAND SAFARI wagon. 
$1,000 080. Call 638.2046 6p48 
1984 HONDA ACCORD. Excellent condition 
$8,000. 1971 Mach I factory rebuilt 
Cleveland engine. 1000 miles. Fully restored 
original body. $9,500 ODO 635.4444 6c48 
'~981 FORD ESCORT 2 door, 4 cylinder, 
automatic transmission, 67,000 km, new 
paint, excellent running-condition. $3,300 
635.3752 6p48 
1975 PLYMOUTH SCAMP. Slant 6 low 
mileage. Clean reliable transportation. Second 
owner. $1,400 0BO. Call 638-1612 6p48 
82 FORD MUSTANG V8. New paint, new tires, 
excellent running condition. 635-2202 6p48 
1987 FIREBIRD FOR SALE. Air condifioning, 
cruise control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 km. $10,500. Phone 845.2962 4p49 
1972 CORVETTE T-RDOF COUPE. 350 Lll 
Engine/350 HP. M21 4 spd trans, Gymkana 
suspension, good solid frame, 12,000 miles 
on whole power train rebuild. Body work all 
done. needs finishing and painting, Finishing 
cost approx. $3,500. Value of car when 
finished, approx. $16,000, $9,800 firm. 
638.0676 3p49 
1986 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER mini-van ex- 
cellent condition. 5 spd., 5 passenger, stereo. 
1.847-4233,J-846.2454, 692-7181 4p49 
1981 RELIANT. Front wheel ddve. Very goad 
running condition, no rusl, 50,000 km. 
638-8874 or view 4810 Olson Ave. 6p50 
FOR SALE FOR PARTS 1971 & 1972 Datsun 
510 includes 1 std. and 1 auto. trans. $100 
for both. 635-7425 2p50 
MOVING, MUST SELL 1989 RED TOYOTA 
Celica GTS. 5 mo's. old, low mileage, loaded 
with optional items. 847.9551 4p50 
76 T0YOTA CELICA Hatchback, auto. 
transmission. In excellent condition, with 
winter tires. $1,800 OBO 638-0501 6p50 
1981 BUICK SKYLARK, 4 door, auto, new 
palnt, 61,000 km, reliuble transportation. 




Enthusiastic person wilh 
good customer elations. 
To fill the position of  
SERVICE ADVISOR 
Send resumes to 
Regency Chrysler 






9, Trucks for Sale 
1981 BLUE 4x4 DODGE, short box. Very good 
condition, wrangler tires and canopy. $5,500 
finn. Phono 635-9080 6p46 
1981 GMC 3/4 ton., 6 cyl, standard. $3,000. 
View at No. 29, 3889 Muller, 635-2866.6p47 
1980 GMC 4x4 auto,, 350, new cam and 
lifters, new front suspension, recent paint job, 
good condition. $4,000. 638.0717 6c48 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck and 1987 
Brodex td-axle trailer, Bath one owner. Good 
condition, must be seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 699-6460 4p48 
1936 GMC 2 WHEEL DRIVE in Good condition. 
Asking $8,500 or take smaller car as bade 
with cash. 638-1063 or 635.2900 6p48 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT, Fog sized, good 
condition, two tone coloer. Call 638-1159 
evenings: 6p49 
1989 ~ F250 4 X 4 XLT LARIAT, 'All olF 
tlons. Braluna canopy, wooden box liner, 2 
sets tire chaths, 13,000 km, $21,500 
1-633-2542 evenings 6p51 
1974 LANDROVER ~RIES 3 with 60,000 
miles, 4 sp, with overdrive, 2.5f gas engine, 
Plush ~ Interior, Exceflant a p ~  
and running condlGon. New Yokohama super 
digger tires. Serious inquiries onty. Do not 
phone Saturdays, Carl 849.5811 4p51 
10. Aircraft 
AIRCRAFT FOR SALE. Asronna Champ 7 EC, 
90 HP full electra, 4060 TTAF. 1200 SMOH, 
1400 Rnets, 1200 skis, radio, ELT. Many ex. 
tras, Phone 667.2926, $19,000 41)46 
11. Recreational 
• Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel In 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, II/C wator, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Dally, weekly, mon. 
thly. 636.1468 6p50 
TILT TRAILER for four wheelers or 
snowmobiles. 7It 6 in. by 8 It, 14 In. wheels, 
Plywood deck, fiOhts, two inch hitch. $595, 
Call 845-2890 (Mort. - Fdday) Houston 4p56 
1977 GMC 26' CLASS A MOTORHOME, 
$17,500, Call 635-3673 6p51 
12. Motorcycles 
1984 HONDA SHADOW 500, perfect condl. 
tion, 3600 km, black with chrome, $2500, 
635-7612 6p46 
1982 YAMAHA 250 TRAIL. Street legal, Ex. 
cellent condition, Must sell. $1,275, 
636-1466 6p50 
14. Boats & Madne 
35' 1961 CABIN CRUISER, Sleeps 7, wood 
boat with 2, 350 mercury Inl)eard oas motors, 
ERC. New paint Job inside and out, Red and 
white. Plus fishing gear and life jacket, Ap- 
praised ot $40,000. Asking $35,000, 
635-5543 after 6 p.m. 6p46 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT. 6 cylinder Volvo 
diesel, tandem trailer, 140 Oallm fuel tanks, 
convertible top, seats 8 passengers. 636- 
6854 6p47 
16 FT. SPEED BOAT, TRAILER, 40 HP 
Evinrude plus controls, Great ski I~at, Very 
fast, Motor nsnds lower end. Must sell 
$1,500. 638.1468 6p50 
15. Machinery 
D8.H CAT 46A. Good running order, Rebuilt 
finals, winch. $20,000 ORO 1-698.7348 
eves, 698-7317 eves. Burns Lake. 4p48 
1964 KENWORTH WATER TANKER. 3,000 
gallon truck, pumps, fittings, hoses, etc, Also 
1967 GMC 1,000 gallon tanker, pumps, hoses 
etc. Call Houston: 845-3374 4p48 
1973 J.D. 450 Crawler tractor c/w angle 
blade and winch $7,800. 1.695.6568 4p50 
'75 D7F ROPS, WINCH, PONY ARCH, pins turn- 
ed, tilt angle blade. Good condition. $38,000. 
'74 J.D. 350 loader new motor completely 
rebuilt rac system. $14,000. DO3 Oliver Cat 
blade and bucket 80 per cent new $5,500. 
'74 CJ s Jeep Hardtop, soft.tup snow blade, 
34,000 miles, $5,500. Liletlme aluminum 
houseboat, 32' has everything and b'aller. 
$18,500. 697.2474 lp51 
MASSEY FERGUSON 70 hp tractor with 
MF236 front end' loader, roll bar & canopy. 
Auxiliary hydraulics, 840 his. like new condi- 
tion, MF model 41 dynabalanee, sickle bar 
mower on hydraulics, new knife, excellent 
condition MF no. 12 baler good condition 
evenings, 638.1052. 4p51 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW-USED-REBUILT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS 
Complete line of Caterpillar 
Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-663-8295 
I 501-2287 
8901 Penn Read Pr ince Georoo, B,C. 
I I i  
16. Form Produce • 
MASSEY FERGUSON 70 hp tractor with 
MF236 front end loader, roll bar and canopy. 
Auxiliary hydraulics, 840 hrs,, like new condi. 
tion, MF model 41, dynabalanee, sickle bar 
mower on hydraulics, new knife, excellent 
condition, MF no. 12 haler. Good condition. 
Evenings 638.1052 4p51 
SPRING BOOK SALE • I 
APRIL 23 to 28 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakeise Ave., Terrace 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
MENS PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES, Italian 
frames, lost on Sunday, March 26190 in 
downtown Terrace, Probably near Safeway, 
Rease call collect 624.9104 for reward. 2p50 
FOUND 1 CHILD'S BRACELET near the Credit 
Union. Owner can claim by identification. Call 
630.1002 2p50 
LOST OR STOLEN in ThomhllL Gold engaga, 
meet ring with 13 diamonds in a snowflake 
shape.'Cal1635.2867 if found. 2p50 
FOUND 1 GIRL'S OR LADIES OUARTZ WATCH 
In the 4600 Block Graham. Owner may claim 
by identification, Phone 635.7773, 2p50 
LOST 1 RED PURSE WITH I.D. and a grey 
winter coat. Call 635-9644 or 638.0621 if 
found, 2p51 
20. Pets & Livestock 
REGISTERED LIMOUSEN DULLS, cows and 
open heifers from Showblrd Umouson, Phone 
Emil at 567-4696. 4o46 
B.V, PONY CLUB 5th annual silent auction, 
stallion parade and tack sale, May 5 at the 
Smithars Fall Fair Grounds, Breeding also pc- 
leo auctioned off. For details, contact 
A~ellka. 847.5101. RR2 Smithers. 4p48 
FOR SALE: Lar Bar Misty 1979 AOHA brood- 
mare. Pencil neck and very elegant 'mover. 
Produces BIG fouls. Sire Is LAR BAR (Arena 
ROM. Sire of ROM race, RUM-arena and 
superior performance horses.) Out of POCO 
NARCISSUS. Bred to TIVIOS LAD - Insentlvo 
fund nominated (Kilohar • sire of AONA 
champ., supedor halter, ws pins, trail and 
working cow horses X TIvla L'or- NCHA oer- 
tiflcate of ability earner.) For a May Foal. Pro- 
duced a beauBful palamlne filly by the samo 
cross. This mars is quality. $2,800, MYSTIC" 
GALAXY GAL 1987 Buckskin broodmare. 
Sirs is KiND OF MOVING ROM Race (Lady Bugs 
Moon. AAAT stakes winner of $191,537 X 
Hrdome AA, AANAA producer.) Dam is Go 
Man Go. World champ. QRH 1955- 1957 and 
PaGe Lee • sire of AOHA Champ: Bred to 
TIVIOS LAD-for Jan. 1991 foal. $2,200. 
These mares have proven lines. Call 
567.4896 4p48 
2 CKC REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN pups. 
Rrst shots. Ready to 0o. $350 • $400. Call 
635.4246 6p48 
DOUBLE REGISTERED PALOMINO Ouarter 
Horse gelding, 4 years. Winner best local 
J'earllng 1986 BV. Fall Fair, very gentle. Reg. 
Ouarter Horse, 4 years, mare. Both trained by 
Hector Thon'o, 845.2534 or 845.3219. 4p49 
REGISTERED MINIATURE PINSCHER Puppies. 
1st shot, dewormed, tails & dewclaws done. 
$300. Also, registered west Highland, white 
Terder pup. $450,632-5294. 6p49 
PRE'I'I'Y QUARTERHORSE MARE. Must be sold 
by April 7. She has famous ancestors, $1,500 
OBO 1-692-3722 anytime. 4p50 
ONLY FOUR BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN cross 
kittens Jeff. $75 if you pick up. $100 if we 
ship. 1-692-3722 anytime. 4p50 
BREED YOUR BEST MARES to some of the 
worlds best AOHA blondlines. "Mira Deep" 
grandson of "Three Bars". "Easy Louton" 
grandson of "Easy Jet." "Mita Gorgeous" son 
of "Mlta Deep". "Chittavandy" the most Im- 
preeslvely bred producer of fine horses In all 
B.C. or westem Caoadal Standing to a limited 
number of approved mares, Call for details 
now. 1-692-3722. Bums Lake. 4p50 
TWO PROVEN OUARTER HORSE STALLIONS. 
gonge and easy to handle. Real GOOd lookers! 
Holder's Ouarter Horse Ranch. Box 562. Bums 
Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO 4p50 
ATTENTION HORSE PEOPLE. Summer 1990 
(June, July, August) this summer Flemmlug 
Lake wilderness adveotures i offering.pack 
horse trips Into the back country of the 
8ulkley Valley for fishing, photography etc. 
You bring your own horse and we supply.the 
rest. Limited to ten people per trip. So inquire 
.nowl For more info call Jnd1846.9128. 8c49 
SHELTY PUPPIES ready soon. Tfi's, sables, 
also sable male. 4 mo. Trained, outgoing pets. 
$200 up. 8rceders $500 up. Misthlll t.692- 
3403 .4p50 
200 ACRES PRIME GRAZING pasture land for 
lease• Year round water and fenced. 
Vanderhoof. 1-531-7515 4p51 
ALL BREED 1 DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Yoara Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Morning|  ~ Evenlnge 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
Users that the human fights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
ment In connection with employment which 
discrlrnlnates against any person because of 
mtgln, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
lemala' is used, reed also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Plqase be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B,O., VBG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
OOQdS or money to Box replies. 
HOUSE KEEPING SERVICES. Thornhlll, 
Gonsen, and Klaanza area only. 635.2540. 
6p46 
MALE SENIOR desires full or part Ume employ. 
ment, any kind. Has drivers license. 
635-2000 6p46 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do alters. 
tions ond mending. Fast, proleasid~al service 




A message just for you from the word of God. Call 
anytime Sunday. Saturday 24 hours a day. There 
isa new message every week. 
If you have any questions or comments, state your 
message after the sound of the beep with your 
name, number and address. 
The Number Again to Call: 
638-8504 
Gospel meetings heid every Sunday at 7'.:00 p,m. 
at the Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave, 
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23. Work Wanted 
NEED WORK DONE? For renovations, vinyl 
siding, any size job. Contact Norm, 638.1950, 
6p49 
WILL DO SEWING,' Grad gowns, bddal wear, 
costumes, etc. Call 635-5426. 61}49 
MUM WILL DO BABYSITTING in my home, 
Close to hospital and park, Full and part.time 
days. Phone 635.3804. 6p50 
WILLING TO BABYSR IN MY HOME In hospital 
area. Ages 4 yrs and up. Mon thin Fdday, Call 
635.4355. 6p50 
WILL BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME, Am well ex. 
perlenced in total house cleaning. W~n't you 
give p~e a call. 635-6537 6p50 
NEED THOSE gO0 JOBS DONE? Am expedens. 
ed in all trades, reasonable rates, c~dl 
635.6537 "will cost you nothing to chat," 
6p50 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to General 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as aher. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 er 638-0382. 5fine 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Blrthdghl can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater. 
nit'/and baby clothes. Many other services -




FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants InFort 
St. James. One with lake view, Ilcenced in. 
ins room and coffee shop; ene Iocaled next Is 
a motel, 996-7510. tfn 
THRIVING HITACHI television retail store. Also 
video rentals, music and tapes. Excellent mall 
location in prosperous Houston, B.C. Call Les 
at Radio Schack. 845.2663. 8p43 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy. 37 N. 8 
miles S of Klnaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dease Lake. With convenience store, 
showers, 3 summer cables, 2 bedroom- kit. 
chanette unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshop. On 10 beautiful viewing acres. 
Come and talk to us. J. Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort or wdte Gem DeL Iskut, B.C. VOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
' WANTED: 85 overweloht people: We pay you 
25. Business ~ losing 10.29 IbS per month, 100par cent 
nnnodunltles our=teed, Carl 1.970-3016 tollfroe24 hrs, 
v~Pr l  I I  | IMD 
: ,, 4p51 
PRINCESS H~SE CANADA, exclusive crystal, 
dinnerware and giftware. Home shows, LOok- 
ing for raps in your area. Must have car and 
• phone. Call Janice 845.2906, 41)49 
BUSiNESS OPPORTUNITY, STUFF ENVELOPES 
AT HOME, Earn $600 weekly, free supplies, 
rush self addressed stamped envelope, H & H 
Enteq~dsos, Dept. A A.11,171 Rink St,, A 
Suite 263, Peterboro Ont,, K9J 2J6 2p50 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, PROCESS MAIL at 
home, Earn big dollars, Free supplies. Rush 
self-addressed, stamped envelope to'. G & T 
Enterprises, 197 Hunter St. W., Compartment 
20, Peterboro, Ont., K9H 2L1 2p50 
ENTHUSiASM should earn you a good Income. 
interested please hone 635-3464 lp5,1. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Mobile fond con. 
cession customized Interior. Self-c~talnad; 
for information package contact: Cactus Can- 
teens, P.O, Box 655, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
or phone 845.2075 4p51 
26. Personals 
ADVERTI6E personal mosssOas In the Terrace 
Standard, Confidentiality Is assured. Phone 
630.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 6 p,m. 
35-YEAR OLD MALE recently diagnosed with 
Panic Disorder and Agoraphobia would like to 
correspond or talk to others who have ex. 
pedenced the same symptoms. All replies will 
be held stdctly confidential. Send replies to 
Box 250, c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S8 4p48 
LOSE POUNDS, INCHES AND CELLULITE 10ff 
guaranteed. Locking for distributors InTerrace 
and KiUmat areas. Phone 847-6635 6p48 
1 
My love has made in thee its home, 
it cannot be concealed. My light is 
manifest to thee, it cannot be 
obscured, 
Selected from the Bahe'I Holy 
Writings. 
We invite you to explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
635-3219 or 636-9012 
EARLY DEADLINE 
NOTICE 
Due to the Easter Weekend, an early 
• deadline is in effect for the Apri l  18 Terrace 
Standard• 
All contributed editorial material must be 
submitted by  Noon, Wed., April 14. 
Advertising deadline is Noon, Thurs., April 
12. 
The staff at the Terrace Standard wish all a 
Happy Easterl 
F ,~ TERRACE STANDARD.  
~ SERVING ,HE TERRACE AREA j 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 638-7283 
Terrace Health Care Society Presents 
'Ten Fablano" 
"Canng For The Mentally Impaired Bdedy" 
A Two Day Seminar 
Mr. Fabiano is a nationally recognized educator in the field of 
geriatrics. This session is designed to examine areas involved in 
caring for the mentally impaired elderly. Participants will find this 
personal presentation provides each an opportunity to discuss 
and work through personal problems encountered in caring for 
this type of individual. 
Everyone Welcome 
Place: Terrace Hotel 
Date: Apdl 30 & Moy 1, 1990 
Time: 8:30.4:30 p.m. 






School District No. 88.will implement duel entry in tile 
1990"91 school year. Because of changes In the School 
Act, children may enter first year Primary (Kindergarten) in 
either September of January. Dual entry means that children 
who are five years of age between May I and October 31 will 
enter the Primary Program In September. 
Those children who are five years of age between 
November 1 end Apdl 30 will enter the Primary Program in 
January. If they feel It would be in the child's beet Interest, 
parent have the choice of delaying their child's enrollment un- 
tll either of the next two entry dates after their child flint 
comes eligible. 
When children enter the primary program they will no 
longer be locked into a set of expectations for each year in 
school. In previous years, if a child did not meet the expects. 
tlons required st a certain grade level, they failed and were 
required to remain in that grade for another year. 
When a child enters the pdmary program the focus will be 
on where the Individual child le developmentally, end a pro- 
gram will be planned to fit the child's needs. 
At this time them Is n.o Ministry policy statement on how 
long children will remain In the primary program would normal- 
ly remain in the program for a four-year period. If the Ministry 
does not address this Issue later this spdng, the dlsidot will 
have to prepare Its own guidelines. 
Parents are being asked to register for both the September 
and January entry into school so that Administrator8 cnn plan 
and organize staff to meet the school needs. 
Public Informational Meetings for parents •with children 
entedng the first year of the Pdmary Program (Kindergarten) 
have been scheduled for the Terrace and Hazelton areas: 
Hazelton - -  April 24 
John Field School Gym 
7:00 p.m. 
Tawmee - -  Apdl.2e 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
7:00 p,m, 
632-  4333 
Open 7 days a wss'~ 9PM - 9AM 
Answedng m~¢hlna 9AM -- 9PM 
~NFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI 





• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET .......................... $125 
( l~ctodee  3 t reatments )  
STOP SMOKING ...... $47.50 
(Fo f iow.uP~ S20 each)  
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
S'rE. N0.15- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above Save!a~') 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
27. Announcements 
I(EVIN GLEASON AND SHARON KILLALY are 
pleased to announce the birth of their son, 
LAINE ERIC, weighing 7 Ibs, 10 oz. on March 
25, 1990 at Cariboo Memodal Hospital in 
Williams Lake, B.C. Laine is the first grand- 
child of Rose and Ed Gleason, the 15th of 
Helen and Norman Hansen and the first great 
grandchild of Hermine Witte. lp51 
It's so great, 
I t 's  so nifty,  
Jake the baker's 
finally fifty! 
, DARN! 
I COULD HAVE 
ADVERTI£ED 
[H THI  PA( E! 
30. Obituaries 
MR, LAWRENCE (LARRY) PRATT ' 
passed away In his I~rne InWhltorock, B,C.' 
after a lengthy illness, Oematton to.follow, 
2p50 
32. Legal Notices 
' P~noe of Mir, bby of 
Br~ ColumNI Forests 
n311¢! ~ ¢~N111AeTHII 
el. e41.197A1~ 
Seal~l teen for t~e mp~ of I~e Cutt~eet 
Cmk Road ConstncUon C~raof wm be re~ by 
the BsTmC'T MANAGOL N~ COAST FOP.EST 
DIStain, 12S Medal Pi~, Rklce ~ D.C. VSJ 
109 up to 10;OC a.m. Apdi lS, 1090 and dpen gt 
PU9UC AT THAT 11ME. 
~ my be p~k~l up at the 0tstrlct on~ at 
12S Masket Pta¢e. R'ince Ru0ert. between tbe ho~s of 
6:30 a,m. • 4:30 p.m. 
All Inqdrl~  be made to Don You*~'at the 
above menlJor~d a dress ot by ~ 627.0476. 
• TeMe~ rnml be made subject to the cofl~tlon~ of 
tender and submnted on the foes and In the e£Nelopo 
He tender shah be r, omlde~ed havl~O any q,JdfytnO 
ofause~ whatsoever and ~ lowest or any lender win 
not necessarily be ace@ted. 
Bstrlct Maae~r, 
Norlfl Co=n Forest D~t~t 
~z~ ol Pea~ 
vrrA1 ~I'A'IISIICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
HOllCE is hereby given that an application 
.will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPI,¢AlION IN RJLL: Jackle 
Jenssn 
OF 4631 B Flauglanq 
IN Tenaee, B.C. V8G 1G7 
as follows: 
TO ~AIANGE MY NAME 
FROM 
SURNAME, Gautchisr 
GIVEN NAMES, Jacqusline 
TO 
SURNAME, Jensan 
GIVEN NAMES, Jacqusllne 
BAllED TtilS Tuesday, 20th CAT OF 





RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NONCE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPUCATi0M IN RILL: Char. 
maine Jean SUnn (alias: Charmaln Jean 
Konst) 
OF 4432 B Lazelle 
IN Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R8 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME 
FROM 
SURNAME, Stinn (alias: Konst) 
GIVEN NAMES, Charmalne Jean 
TO 
SURNAME, Simmer 
GIVEN NAMES, Channaine Jean 
DATED THIS Thursday, 29th DAY OF 
March A.D. 1990. 
THORNHH.L ADVISORY 
PLANNING COMMISSIOH 
The ThornhUi Advisory Pisnning 
Commission consists of nine 
members appointed by the Regional 
District of Kltlmat-Sttkine to advise 
the Board on planning matters affeo- 
ring ThomhUl, including revisw of 
amendments to the Official Settle- 
ment Plan, Zoning Bylaw and other 
matters as may be referred by the 
Board. 
There are two vacant member 
positions available on this Commie- 
sion. If you are a resident of Thor- 
nhHI and interested In serving on this 
Commission, please submit a letter 
giving your name, address, occupa- 
tion end past anti present Involve- 
ment In community activities to: 
Regional DIntrlct of Kltlmat- 
Stlldne 
No. 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSO 4E1 
Should you have ony questhme 
regarding this notice, please contact 
the Regional District office st 
635.7251. 
CARRIER OF THE WEEK 
In a clear record of delivery 
end a job well done. You've 
earned a FREE Single Full 
Meal Deall 
• Single Burger 
• Fries 
• 12 ox. soft Drink 
• 5 oz. Sundle 
Topping of your choice 
PREPARED BY DAIRYOUEEN 
Faye Coburn Congratulations 
TERRACE STANDAI 
4047 L.aZelle Ave., Tenses, B,C. :,: ".: 636-7383 
- ,  i i i  I i 
ARTIST 
.,AVAILABLE 




® Poster, Card & Invitation 
Designs 
• Reasonable rates 
For more information please 
contact: _ 
K. Hicks" 038;1702 
i 
32. •Legal NoNces: 
' I l t l tMl~ 11D 
. . . .  ~¢~1 TIN1U~I Ior Ihl IolIoMI~ ¢oltOlCt wll be 
, 8~ral I~tm'y. I~a~ I.~k EC. VOS 1L0 I~/Kd 
27.11~10 atS:OC p.m. T~m we ~ q~M it ~ 
• : en~.  
~ tS tr~ Oot~n Look~t r~ May ~, ~eQO to 
Aa~t 31, 1990 ~d Or~ A= Look~ I~n May 20, 
1990 t0 A~131~ 10Q0,.Both.Lo0k0utl Itl I~mb 
Ue =Vy~y ~op~r, Aa p~q~n¢ V=~ by ~Con, 
Irac~ must I~ cwtlfled by t~ I/J~W el Feat= Tale. 
tog Sch0~ to be ceoducted it Tmm Apdl 2S a~d 
24, 1990. 
Tenderl must ~e sub~ M the form and In the 
enve~, s.ppbed which w~ pere¢0Ws, my be ~ 
t~lMd frm the MInlstW of r-me. ~blct Manaoer, es 
k~lcat~, 11m Iow~zt m wq te~ will not necmudly 
be Ic¢lptld. 
i i 
> :i , :  
Terrace & District ¢¢mmunlty Services Society/ 
Is accepting " 
Tenders FoFTheStudy Of 
Supported Employment Training 
In Terrace • ..- . . . 
The study well leed to program design. Background material 
and terms of reference are available from: 
Terrace & Dletrlol Community Servl©ec Seelety 
• No. 1 - 3215 Eby Street 
...... .Terrace, 8.C. V8G 2X6 
-.,., Telephone: 636-3178 
.,:: Attention: Detlef Beck, Administrator 




• . Pine RidgeTerrace 
1400 Kootenay Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
SEALED TENDERS 
are Invited for the following Public Tendercell 90134. 
Tender Documents and Bid Deposit Instructions are avaJtable at: 
B.C. Housing Management Commission -- Coastal Prince Rupert . 
1400 Kootermy Avenue;" Prince Rupert, B.C. vaG 3X5 
Telephone: 627-7601 
Tenders will be received st B.C.H.M.C. - Coastal Prince Rupert, at the 
above address, only up to: 2:00 p.m. Frldly, April 21', 1990 
end publicly opened nt that time. -. 
A MlndMory Site Meeting will be held for contractors on WodnmKIsy, April 
18, 1990 st tl:O0 i•m. at 1400 Kootenay Avenue, Pdnoe Rupert, B.C: 
i i  The Commission reserves the right to reject all tenders and to accept any 
tender it conaldem advantageous. The lowest or any tender may not 
necessarily be accepted, 
R.J. Chapman 
B ~;~UB~ ~,,  Purchasing BC,f,  
'NOT ICE:  ....... " '  
CEMETERY MAINTENANCE 
The City of Terrace hereby gives notice that any fences, 
tokens or ornaments on, around or near graves in the Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery and found to be decrepit or in disrepair 
will be removed by City crews, beginning May 1 ,1990.  This 
notice applies to those sections of the cemetery where such 
Items are permitted. 
By authority of By-Law No. 1005-1983. 
Stove Scott 
: • . Cemetery Administrator 
3215 Eby Street 
• Terrace, B.C. 
• Province of Ministry of " " 
Forests and ~ British Columbia Lands 
; A MESSAGE 
FROM THE 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
The public is reminded of the upcoming fire season: The. 
tim season runs from April 15, 1990, to October 15, 1990. 
Any burning carded out after this date requires that a burning 
permit be obtained. This permit sets out the conditions under 
which a safe bum can be carded out. 
It is an offence under the Forest Act to bum without a per- 
mit after April 15, 1990•.Perrnlts may be obtained free of 
charge from the Kalum Forest District at No. 200-5220 
Ksith Avenue, Terrace; B.C. V8G 1L1. Phone: 638-3290. 
B.D. Downle 
. ..~ if>. ~,!. District Manager 
.... ~ i~,, KALU M FOREST DISTRICT 
FERRY ISLAND CAMPGROUND 
The City of Terrace is seeking tenders for the operation of 
Ferry lelapd Campground. Work involves eecudty, fee colld}o- 
tlon ,•and maintenance duties, Contract documents are 
available at Terrace Parks and Recreation Department,.3220, 
Kalum Street (Terrace Arena), beetween 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m,., Monday to Friday. -.. 
Sealed Tender marked ','Ferry Islnd Campground Opera., 
tlon", sho01d be submitted to: : ,-,,. 
E.R. Halleor, Clerk.Adminlatrafor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -.i:~:~ ~ 
City of Terrace: i . : , .~ " , . :  "~ •.' :~ '~"~ : i  ;;~ :?'~ 
3215 Eby Street . ,.y.,• :. ;~?!,~.....~,. ~. ~, ~,,: ~..<<.~:~ 
Termce,,'B.C. ~ 
VdG 2X8 . . . . .  ; 'i ,' : . > +/:,~>~ : i ,  , - / : , : : ; .  
before• 1:30 p.m~, MondsY,/~ ,~1•,30,,1990:~ . . . .  :' ~<:~•.•;, ~~ <':  ~••~ 
The lowest or any tends, r~ is n0:~ n~e~iy  ,(,cepted, 
A site visit Is mandatory, ~, ~ . . . .  
' . . . .  Steve Scott': - . 
~'~ ~":  Superlntendi 
: .  / . . •  ~•,  .1,, ••  
. i 
iii I 
• I I 
II 
" AF',EE, 
FOR ADVERTISING CALL 638-SAVE 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 11, 1990 - Page C9 
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21. He Wanted 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Fully qua tled~ r 
Stylist. Excellent returns. Apply at The Hair 
Hut,635.2993. - 6c46 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY. Full time girl Friday. 
Apply at the Hair Hut. Call 635.2993 or 
plhone 635-2753 after 7 p.m. 6c47 
WANTED 55 PEOPLE To lose 10 to 29 pounds 
per month. Take partin a special promotion 
'Call our toll free information line. 1-978-3008. 
;,, ,, ' 4c48 
WOOLWORTH, ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday. For an appllc- 
tlon and interview please apply In person to 
Personnel Dept. 51fin 
WANTED: LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER. For rn~ 
Information phone 635-5916. 6p51 
CARLTON CARD SHOP (Skeena Mall) is look- 
ing:for an outgoing, well-groomed individual 
to ~ill a P/T position. Interested applicants 
please send resume to Cadton Cards, 4741 
LAkel~ Avenue~,c .  VSG 4R'9 2c51 
ENTHUSIASM should earn you a Good Income. 
Interested please phone 635.3484. lp51 




Must be organized and able 
to deal with the public. 
Send Resume to: ' 
Box 107 
clo Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 






Immediate opportunity is available for full-time 
APPRENTICE AND 
.... STYL ISTS 
Part-time r)ositlon available, 15.24 hours per week . . . . . . .  Apply within . , 
~.~lll~i ! , Apply in person with resume to Manager, Mrs. Mae Hamilton. 
~ '  ~_ . . .~-~"ew SEARS Canada Inc. HAIRBUSTERS 
~ SpJ~.'t Of 4615 Lszelle Ave., Terrace • Skeena Mall 635"2432 . 
' ~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE ' 
Earn extra income as the ~ .... sod 
NOW HIRING 
FULL AND PART TIME 
PROMOTIONAL 
STAFF 
To work in major department 
store. 
$6.75 - $9.75 hourly. 
1-800-561-0857 
We accept Classified Adverlisements 
and Work Ads over the tolephofle wlic]n 
you say: 
"Charge It To My Vlssf" 
Call Monday to Friday, 8 a.n,. to 5 p.m. 
n you have tro~bfo wording your ad. ask 
for one of our Advisors Io help you pro- 
duce an hnpact Action Ad for tim best 
results in Classined Advertising. 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
: Mr. Mikes requires a 
COOK 
for evenings and weekends. 
Apply at: 
4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
CHARBROILED STEAKS 
T|qk  ~ Required immediately 
Hi g,,gi EXPERIENCED WAITER/ 
,t/ z WAITRESS 
i W E S T  " for a minimum 20 hours,  week. 
Must be able to work weekends, must be well groomed, 
personable and have good communication skills. Union 
wages and benefits. 
Apply with resume Monday. Fdday,8 am- 3 pm at: 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
•mber  L d. 
A small but progressive company operating T.F.L. no. 42 In North 
Central B.C. is seeking to supplement I s staff with aggressive, self- 
motivated personnel. This additional staff are required to increase 
forestry activities and to provide .support staff for a new sawmil! cur- 
rently under construction. . 
Successful applicants will be offered a competitive salary and corn. 
: prehenslve benefit package comparable with Industry standards. The 
/following full time positions areavailable: . ' r ' : 
Accountant:. .. :.. . 
" Reporting directly to the General Manager and responsible for the Control 
of all tin.eclat and accounting systems and reports Including preparaUon of 
financial statements, working paper files and auditor liaisons, 
Accounts Clerk: 
, Reporting directly to the Accountant and responsible for aecounts 
payable, payroll, general ledger, and all related duties up to the trial balance 
stage. • . 
' Operations Manager=, , - ~". , 
Reporting directly to the Goner, I 'M,eager and responaible,' for a l l "  
woodland management and day to day operations of ~e company and Its ' 
• conb'aotore, ~ 
..., ...q ~..~ .. . .  .~~.~ 
,RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building in K tlmat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset. 
Please send resumes by February 14' 1990 to: , ,  
• Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. : / 
Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave. : 
• Prince George, B.C. 
• V2L 3B8 : 
• Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum Street 
• ~ Terrace, B.C. VSG 2N7 
PATHWAY : 
DID YOU DROP OUT OF SCHOOL? 
HAVE YOU BEEN OUT OF WORK FOR A LONG TIME? 
DO YOU WANT TO WORK? 
DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS RNDING A JOB? 
Here is a chance to improve your work skills, and overcome those 
employment barriers that exist, learn how to search for a job, and how 
to keep a job. Take part in work experiences... 
This is a computer assisted, job entry program with a high level of life 
skill instruction, in an environment like that found in the workplace, 
help will be given so you can relate your knowledge and learn job 
skills, as well as upgrade your education to that required in your job 
search. ~ " ,  ........ . ,  : . . .  ~ - 
Application form can be 'coiiecied from Kerm0de Centre 8:3;am tO 
4:30 pro, Monday to Friday. 
Next course will start 18th June 1990. 




These three posit ions are now available at 
Terrace Nutri-System. Call Nutri-System at 
638-1800 
and ask for Shauna 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
The largest import dealer In the Northwest  requires 
an  exper ience Sales Representative. 
Applicant mustbe  neat in appearance, reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to dea l  effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an excellent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required. For an appointment contact. . .  
THORNHILL MOTORS 
mr LTD. 
3040 Hwy 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7288 
. . . - : .~ . . . . .  
B.C. Forest Service Prince Rupert Forest Region 
are offering a 
2-Day Course on 
at  
NWCC Houston  Campus  - Apr i l  23  & 24  
and 
NWCC Ter race  Campus  - Apr i l  25  & 26  
9 :00a .m.  - 5 :00  p .m.  
Fee: $20.00 
(Doctor's Certificate required with registration} 
Eye exam, for colour blindness, will be 
administered asa requirement for this course. 
Anyone wanting to bid on Lookout Contracts or 
I work as a Lookout Person MUST have thls training. 
Information/registration Is available at any NWCC 
Centre, or, mall your registration with 
Doctor's Certificate to: 
NWCC, HOUSTON CAMPUS 
1).O. Box 1277, Houston B.C. V0J 1Z0 
or 
! NWCC, TERRACE CAMPUS 
P.O. Box 726, Terrace B.C. V8G 4C2 # 
(1 :~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
i L,,,,,,,, ~  , COLLEGE , 
i~r  ~ I  " . . . . . . .  TERRACE ~" i 
SWITCHBOARD/RECEPTIONIST 
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
April 3, 1990 
Northwest Community College has an immediate opening 
for a Swltchboard/Receptlonist, Clerk III. This is a full-time, 
temporary appointment, commencing as soon as possible 
and terminating June 29, 1990. The salary will be in accor- 
dance with the College agreement with the BCGEU Clerk !11 1 
scale, i 
DUTIES: Provide switchboard/receptionist duties for the 
Terrace Campus as well as clerical support and other general 
office typing duties under the supervision of the Systems 
Manager. 
EDUCATION: Secondary School graduation or any 
equivalent combination of work, education and experience. 
SKILLS: A demonstrated ability to meet and deal politely 
with the public and a good general knowledge of office pro. 
cedures and practices. Abiflty to type a minimum speed of 50 
wpm and ability to transcribe dictation from a dictaphone 
machine at an acceptable rate. 
EXPERIENCE: A minimum of three years clerical ex- 
parlance with a minimum of one year's experience with a 
multi-line switchboard. 
The closing date for applications is April 18, 1990. Ap. 
plications and resumes should be sent to: 
- Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Communlty Colleg~ 
, Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
~~.  A KISPIOX BAND, 
Ill COUNCIL 
I blAt 6ox 28, KISplox, .c. voJ lYe 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
The Kispiox Band Council is accepting applications 
from qualified Individuals (degree in Social Services) for 
a full-time position as: 
HEALTH AND SOCIAL 
SERVICES DIRECTOR 
Must have abilities as facilitator, organizer, teacher, 
lobbyist and fundraiser. 
Be able to  co-ordinate the various activities of the 
Health and Social Services department. 
Gltkasn language preferred (understanding at least) 
,~llary:. $301000 pluS, depending on experience. 
Complete Job description is available upon request. 
" - : i '  ' :i ' :hnd '~aume to: - 
: i;i:;!; / ~ Box 28. R.R. No. I •i , : i /  
I:ij 
' " " " ' Y . . . . .  1 IW $ '1  " ' 
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CELLULOSE INCI 
• ~. . . :  " _  . : . . . .  : . : ,  , '  : .  . . , ,  . . - . , - ,  . 
. ; . : ;  . :  ~, ~ .~. , ,~ . , ,  . . . ' ,~  , ~ .~. ,  . . .~ ' . . ' " . ' . ,  
PUBLIC INPUT FOI 
. . . . . . .  • -•  ° ..,..~ 
 AND WORKING PLAN :FOR TREE FARM LICENCE.II" 
_ In 1991, a new Management and, Working Plan will be prepared for, Tree Far l  " 
. . . .  - Licence No.  1. Skeena Cellulose Inc.:-iS Inviting public part/riparianin '~he deVeloI 
meat  o f  th i s  p lan .  , - • ' • . -  
-:-/"'/.7- : 
:., 
i~ l  " b 
' ":" t l i i l~t 0I.UIBII 
What Is A Management  And " 
Work ing  P lan?  
A Management and Working plan is a strategic 
mitted by a company to the Ministry of Fores 
proval every 5 years, whlch indicates general goals and 
objectives, forest management s rategies and operating 
procedures to be followed during the next 5 year period. 
Our current Management and Working Plan (No. 7) 
covers the 1987-91 period. A new Management and 
Working Plan (No. 8) will be due at the end of 1991, for 
the period 1992-97. 
What  Is  A T ree  Farm L icence?  
A Tree Farm Licence provides a company with timber 
harvesting rights and forests management obligations for 
a specific area of provincial forest. 
Provisions must be made for the continual maintenance' 
and use of other resource values. 
~xrv .zu .c~u~ 
•t 
I 
| "  
Where Is Tree Farm Licence 
No. 17 
Tree Farm Licence No. I is shown in green on the map. It 
encompasses a total area of 600,000 hectares, of which :: 
approximately 200,000 hectares is suitable for timber 
growing and harvesting. 
It is divided into 3 geographic areas: 
-- the Whitebottom area south of Terrace, .- " 
- -  the Copper area east of Terrace, and 
- -  the Kalum-Nass area north of Terrace. 
What is Meant By Public 
Involvement? 
l " # 
~M.ASTAIR  
'"~" " -  !-Key:M~p 0r Tree Farm Licehce N0. I 
k ,~  ,. 
\ . . .  
. .:< { 
contact us by phone or in writing. 
-- If you represent an interest group, we at Skeena 
Cellulose would like to sit down with you and discuss any 
thoughts you would have. 
Public involvement is a process by which any individual or : Who Looks  A f te r :Resources  Other  Than  
group can fo~a,y present their concerns or comments: ;: ~T'=._L~ =o 
In this case, it is specific to obtaining feedback to help ; " tm°~rr  , 
prepare our Management and Working Plan Skeena Cellulose is committed to integrated'forest resource manage- 
: ment., We work closely with a number of government agencies, to 
: manage resources other than timber, such as fish and wildlife, recrea- 
How Do [ Get Involved? tion, water quality and tourism, 
--If you are an individual with concerns, please :: ~ :" l imbo Approves  the  Managemeut  aud  
, Working Plan? 
i The Chief Forester of the Province approves the Management and 
Working Plan. 
Will There Be A Public Meeting? 
Legally, we are not obligated to conduct public meetings before 
the draft Management and Working Plan is prepared and sub- 
Our plan is to conduCUthese 
; year. 
mltted to the Chief Forester, late in 1991. However, we feel that " ~-,: 
for public participation to really work, discussions must be oc- , Dead l ine i  ~ , 
cur before the planning process begins. - .:, ': ::!:; i:~ We all Work under deadlines 
/:~ :;, :i/;:i:!i::i~iill retest groups rePly to us no le 
We also intend to actively solicit meetings with specific interest ,, " ' " :'"~w uS, time to proPerly sC| 
• . groups to obtain their input, These include, but are not limited, 
. .., ~ .~',. ~ " . . . .  
to: : ~ ~:, ::~,~, :/Please direct all corresponde . . . .  
Economic Development Commission 
Nlsga'a Tdbal Council 
: Regional District Kitimat-Stlklne 
Rod ;& Gun Club 
~: Skeena Round Table for Sustainable 
• Development . ,:/..;~ ::: 
Steelhead Society ~-:<~::~: 
Terrace City Council:, :: ..... : '~, 
Tstmshlan Tribal Council ;:, ::iiiil 




- -  '•>L•. • ¸ ¸  • 
i!~ii:: ~,ii~:i'~ ~'-'~!" Sk~na Cellulose,lnc..~ 
7: :(7~:/7~.::7, . 
:,~ .. :~.; ._ ( P.O.:,Box 3000 . .  
~777~?~:i:i:::c ~:L///Attention: •Dan Tuomi 
~:~,~,<,.:,..'.~ :<- .'. ;,, ........ < ...~ , .  Wtle~ands 1~ 
L / : :  
i, 
